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PREFACE

The Sanatana Dharma, comprising the religious tradi-

tion and conduct in life of the Indo-Aryans, is based on

the four Vedas, Rk, Yajus, Sama and Atharva, the

treasure-mines of knowledge, handed down to posterity

from time immemorial by the ancient Rsis. The Yajur-

veda is made up of two parts, S'ukla and Kr?$a. To
these Vedas are ascribed several branches (S'a&Aas) and
their number is as follows: Rgveda—21; Yajurvfeda

—109 ;
Samaveda—1000 ;

Atharvaveda—50. These

S'akhas are said to contain one Upanisad each. The
aggregate number of the Upanisads thus comes to 1180

of which only 108 are extant at the present day. In

this Volume, we deal with those Upanisads which have

a bearing on S'aivism and give a rendering of them in

English, arranging them in the alphabetical order.

The translation closely follows the commentary
of S'ri Upanisadbrahmayogin who is the only one so

far known to have achieved the unique distinction of

having written a commentary on all the one hundred

and eight Upanisads. He has presented, in an extreme-

ly lucid manner, S'ri S'artkaracarya’s commentary on

the ten major Upanisads, which he seems to have

closely followed. The advantage of following the

interpretation of obscure passages by a single
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right through the entire field covered by the one hundred

and eight Upanisads, cannot be overestimated. While

an attempt has been made to give a verbatim et litera-

tim rendering of the Upanisads, which is indeed no

easy task, certain portions which do not bear on the

words of the text, but which are helpful in rendering the

meaning clear, are added in the light of the Comment-

ary. The introductory notes to the Upanisads are

enclosed within rectangular brackets.

According to ancient orthodox usage, certain

Mantras, known as S'Unti-mantras, are recited both at

the commencement and the conclusion of the chanting

of the Upanisads, such Mantras varying in accordance

with the Veda to which the Upanisad belongs. The

Muktikofianiqad (Chapter I) states as follows in regard

to this topic

:

util

^ sufcf: II ^ II

gsqmfcsfa snfor: II 3, II
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Translation

Aitareya, Kansltaki, N5dabindu, Atmaprabodha,

Nirvana, Mudgala, AksamSlika, Tripura, Saubhagya
and Bahvrca—for these ten Upanisads belonging to the

Bgveda,- “ Van me manasi etc.” is the S'anti as shown
below: (1).

^ nfeflcrr I j# t
vfc I^ w: l % m gsisft: 1 i

I 5Rcf 1 a?q srf^nfa! | cfg^Tiq^ \

^3 ^1 II

snfen snfccr: sufer: II

Oih ! may my speech rest on (accord with) my
mind. May my mind rest on (accord with) my speech.

O Self-manifested Brahman, be thou revealed to me.
Do ye (mind and speech) be efficient to lead me to the
Veda. May not my Vedic Lore (the Veda learnt from
my preceptor) forsake me. By that Vedic study I

unite day and night, I shall speak the real ($ta).
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I shall speak the truth (Satya). May that protect me.
May that protect him that taught me. Protect me.
Protect him that taught me. Ora! Peace, Peace, Peace.

Xs'avasya,' Brhadaranyaka, Jabala, Haxhsa, Parama-
harhsa, Subala, Mantrika, Niralamba, Tris'ikhlbrah-

mapa, Mandalabrahmana, Advayataraka, Paingala,

Bhibsu, Turxyatlta, Adhyatma, Tlrasara, YajHavalkya,

S'atyayanl and Muktika— for these nineteen Upanisads
belonging to the S'ukla Yajurveda, “ Purnamadah etc."

is the Santi as shown below
: (2).

& siifci: ?nf?cr: suffer: il #

Om ! whole is that, whole is this. From the whole,
the whole cometh. Taking the whole from the whole,
the whole itself remains. Om ! Peace, Peace, Peace.

Kathavalll, Taittirlyaka, Brahma, Kaivalya, S've-

tls'vatara, Garbha, Narayana, Amrtabindu, Amrta-
nada, Kalagnirudra, Ksurika, Sarvasara, S'ukarahasya,
Tejobindu, Dhyanabindu, Brahmavidya, Yogatattva,

DaksinamSrti, Skanda, Sarlraka, Yogas'ikha, Ekaksara,
Aksi, Avadhuta, Katha, Rudrahrdaya, Yogakundalini,

Pancabrahma, Pranagniholra, Varaha, Kalisantarana,

Sarasvatlrahasya—for these thirty-two Upanisads be-

longing to the Krsna Yajurveda, “ Saha navavatu etc.”

is the S'anti as shown below
: (3).

1 % ^nm i sssret l

i m i ?r#cr; pf?cT: n
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Oiii ! may He protect as both (papil and teacher).

May He sustain ns both. May we work together to

acquire strength (of wisdom). May our study lead to

illumination. May there be no lack of love between us

(May mutual love prevail). Om ! Peace, Peace, Peace.

Kena, Chandogya, Aruni, Maitrayani, Maitreyl,

Vajrasucika, Yogacudamani, Vasudeva, Mahat, Saria-

nyasa, Avyakta, Kup$ka, Savitrl, RudrSksajSblla,

Dars'ana and Jabali—for these sixteen Upanisads

belonging to the Samaveda, “ ApySyantu etc.” is the

S'anti as shown below : (4).

eqff&r l nf i mi an ffcifqR i m nrm
SRjJ 1 q 3qf^(cS SR?#

cr Jrft ii & snfar: snfNr: ^nf^r: II

Om ! may my limbs grow strong, speech, prana,

eye, ear, and also my strength and all the senses. All

is the Brahman of the Upanisads. May I never deny

Brahman. May Brahman never deny me. May there

be non-denial. May non-denial be mine. May the

Dharmas propounded in the Upanisads be in me who

am devoted to the Atman. Let them be in me. Orb

!

Peace, Peace, Peace.

Pras'na, Mundaka, Mandukya, Atharvas'iras, Athar-

vas'ikha, BfhajjSbSla, NrsimhatSpini, NSradaparivrt-

jaka, Sits, S'arabha, Mahanarayaua, Ramarahasya#
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Kamatapini, S'andilya, Paramaharhsaparivrajaka, Anna-
pnr^a, Surya, Stnaa, Pas'upata, Parabrahma, TripurS-
tapini, Devi, Bhavana, Brahma, Ganapati, MabSvakya,
Gopalataplnl, Krsna, Hayagrlva, Dattatreya and
Garu^a for these thirty-one Upanisads, belonging to
the Atharvaveda, “Bhadram karnebhih etc.” is the
S'anti as shown below

: (5).

.

^ ’SWT ^t: i vr^
i

i wrto Wm^ \ mm .

|^ W ^fit; \^ ^
|| n

Orh 1 whatever is auspicious may we hear with our
ears, O Devas. Whatever is auspicious may we, who
are efficient in sacrifice, see with our eyes. With
strong limbs and bodies may we, who propitiate you,
live the Deva-ordained span of life. Welfare to us may
Indra of waxing glory grant. Welfare to us may the
omniscient PBsan grant. Welfare to us may TSrksya
of unhampered flight grant. Welfare to us may
Bfhaspati grant. Oip ! Peace, Peace, Peace.

G. Srinivasa Murti

_jii
numbering of tbe sections in the translation agrees

of «»™ ** -P-SS
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THE AK$AMALIK0PANI$AD

[This Upani^ad, which is the sixty-seventh among
the 108 Upanisads and forms part of the Rgveda,

deals with the import of the fifty letters of the Saipskpt

alphabet in connection with an exposition relating to

the assemblage of the Rosary of Aksa beads, its potency,

worship, and other particulars, all in the form of a

discourse between Prajapati and Guha]

,

Investigation into the Quality and other

Characteristics of the Rosary of Aksa beads

Then, with a view to devising the means whereby

people ignorant of the real character of the Atman
could attain the same after the attenuation of the

obstacles standing in the way of their spiritual elevation

and the attainment of final beatitude, PrajSCpati (the

four-faced creator), approaching Guha (KumSrasvami,

the six-faced son of S'iva), asked him thus :
“P Lord.

this phenomenal world, which is apart from the

Brahman, has been the product of the ignorance of

the Atman. The delusion relating to the existence 6F

things apart from the Atman does not lead to the state

of negation, without the dawning of the knowledge

that what remains after the negation of all unreal

things is the peerless non-differentiated Brahman

alone, Owing to the impure character of their interior
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organs, knowledge of the real existence does not dawn

all at once on the minds of ignorant folk. For the

purification of the interior organs of such folk there

should be the practice of Mantras, along with the

steady application of the practitioner towards under-

standing their real import. An impure mind can never

have within its range the innermost Stman, non-dif-

ferentiated from the Brahman, which is verily the

real import of all Mantras. Should the practitioner

desire to purify his mind by having recourse to the

reciting of Mantras, with the help of a rosary of Aksa

beads, then, having specifically established the fifty

letters of the (Saipskrt) Alphabet along with their signi-

ficance in the fifty Aksa beads of a rosary, and having

purged himself of all his sins and stood face to face

with the mantra which is non-different from Brahman,

he may have to conform to the rules relating to the

telling of the beads of the rosary. O Lord, please tell

me the rules relating to the various kinds of rosary

beads. Of what description should the rosary be?

What are its varieties? How many threads should

there be in it ? What are the characteristics of the

Alphabet that goes to complete the ritual to be per-

formed ? What is the presiding deity ? What is the

fruit to be attained ?

Description etc. of the Rosary of Aksa beads

Welcoming these questions of Prajapati, Guha
replied :

“ A rosary should consist of fifty beads made
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of coral, pearl, crystal, conch, silver, gold, sandal*

wood, Putrafijlva fruits, lotus-seeds, RudrSksa beads,

and should be conceived of as being assembled along

with the embodiment of each of the fifty letters

beginning from “ A ” and ending with “ Ksa ” and

their respective import. The threads stringing the beads

together are of three kinds : made of gold, silver and

copper. Piercing through the bores of the beads is

the gold thread. To the right side of each bead is

the silver thread. To the left side of each bead is the

copper thread. At the commencement of the chaplet

is the Mukha, the principal bead, forming the apex

of the rosary. At the tail-end is the tail-piece. One
should assemble the beads with as many intervals as

there are between “ A ” and “ Ksa ”, so that the fifty

ordinary beads may correspond to the letters “ A ’’

to “ Ha ” and the Mukha may correspond to “ Ksa ”,

the extra letter, so as to permit of the rosary being

revolved round and round when telling the beads. (2)

Conception of Brahma and others in the

Rosary of Aksa beads

The gold thread that runs right through the

interior of the beads should be conceived of as Brah-

ma. The silver circlet on the right side of the beads

should be conceived of as S'iva. The copper circlet

on the left side of the beads should be conceived of as

Visnu. The Mukha (the principal bead), should be

conceived of as Sarasvatl, The tail-piece should be
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conceived of as the G5yatri. The bore-hole across

the beads should be conceived of as the Vidya-Tattva.

The knot between one bead and another should be

conceived of as the Prakrti (primordial originant of

the phenomenal world). The beads representing the

sixteen vowels should be conceived of as bright-white,

(because of the preponderance of Satva therein). The
beads representing the twenty-five consonants of the

first five groups (Gutturals, Palatals, Linguals, Dentals,

and Labials), should be conceived of as yellow (be-

cause of the mixed character of Satva and Tamas
preponderating in them). The beads representing the

other ten consonants should be conceived of as of

a red colour (because of the preponderance of Rajas

therein). (3)

Purification and other Rituals relating

to the Rosary of Ak?a beads

Then, after conceiving of the beads and other

components of the rosary as aforesaid, one should

purify the Rosary with the milk of the five kinds of

cows (Nanda and others), again with the five products

of the cow {viz., milk, butter-milk, butter, urine and

dung) and bathe it once again with the curd of the

five kinds of cows, and water mixed with sandal
;
there-

after, he should wash it with a bunch of leaves dipped

in water, reciting the Pragava, “ Oip,” and then smear

it with a mixture of the eight fragrant pastes (derived

from Takkada, Us'xra, sandal-wood, aloe-wood, refined
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camphor, saffron, Valerian root and another fragrant

grass), place it on a sacred spot covered with jSti

(Jasmin) flowers, worship it with wet grains of rice and

flowers, and conceive of the fifty-one letters commen-
cing from “ A ” and ending with “ Ksa ” (which are

of the character of Mantras), in each one of the fifty

Aksa beads of the Rosary, preparatory to fixing the

several letters in the several beads. (4)

The Fixing of each One of several Letters

with each One of the several Mantras

“ Om ! O Anakara, Mrtyumjaya, the conqueror of

death, that pervadest the entire universe as Visnu and

the entire world of articulate sounds, giving them their

various forms and forming the seed as it were, out of

which spring forth the fifty-one letters each of which

is a separate Mantra, with a special significance, do

thou stand firmly established in the first bead (that is

immediately to the south of the SlkhSmaiji, Mukha-

bead).” Saying so, the votary should invoke the letter

“ A ” in the first bead and likewise continue further,

reciting the following Mantras one after the other,

invoking the other letters in the manner indicated.

“ Oip 1 O Aipkara (letter A) of the character of the

power of attraction, that art immanent in all pheno-

menal existence, do thou stand firmly established

in the second bead,” “Oipt O Irpkara (letter I),

that bestowest nourishment, that inducest impertur-

bability, do thou stand firmly established in the third
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bead.” “ Om! O Iipkara (letter I), that inducest the

gift of graceful diction and that art flawless, do thou

stand firmly established in the fourth bead.” “ Oip! O
Uipkara (letter U), that bestowest all kinds of strength

and that art possessed of great excellence, do thou stand

firmly established in the fifth bead.” “ Oip ! O Umkara

(letter U), that causest extirpation of evil spirits, that art

irresistible even with great difficulty, do thou stand firmly

established in the sixth bead.” “ Otp ! O Ripkara (letter

R), that causest deep emotion and that art mobile, do

thou stand firmly established in the seventh bead.” “Om

!

O Ripkara (letter fi.) that causest complete fascination

and that art brilliantly lustrous, do thou stand firmly es-

tablished in the eighth bead.” “ Oip ! Lipkara (letter L),

that causest contempt to spring up and that devastatest

all things (apart from the Brahman), do thou stand

firmly established in the ninth bead.” “ Oip ! O Lm-

kara (letter L), that causest fascination to spring up, do

thou stand firmly established in the tenth bead.” “ Oip

!

O Einkara (letter E), that attractest all, that art of

the character of pure existence, do thou stand firmly

established in the eleventh bead.” “ Oip! O Aiipkara

(letter Ai), that art purely rhythmic, that attractest

all Jlvas, do thou stand firmly established in the

twelfth bead.” “ Oip ! O Oipkara (letter O), that art

made up of all articulate speech in its entirety, that

art ever, pure, do thou stand firmly established in the

thirteenth bead.” “ Oip 10 Auipklra (letter Au), that

art made up of all speech, that causest attraction and

that art tranquillized, do thou stand firmly established
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in the fourteenth bead “ Oip ! O Aipkara (letter Arp),

that art the subjugator of elephants and the like and

that fascinatest, do thou stand firmly established in the

fifteenth bead”. “Oip! O AhkSra (letter Ah) that

causest the destruction of death, that art fierce, do thou

stand firmly established in the sixteenth bead “ Oip 1

O Karpkara (letter Ka), that art the antidote against all

poison, and that bestowest auspiciousness, do thou stand

firmly established in the seventeenth bead.” “ Oip ! O
Khaipkara (letter Kha), that causest all emotion and

that pervadest everywhere, do thou stand firmly estab-

lished in the eighteenth bead.” “ Oip! O Gamkara (letter

Ga), that causest the abatement of all obstacles, that ex-

cellest what is great, do thou stand firmly established in

the nineteenth bead.” “ Om ! O Ghamkara (letter Gha),

that bestowest prosperity and that causest firmness, dd

thou stand firmly established in the twentieth bead.”

“ Oip ! O karpkara (letter fta), that art the antidote

against all’ poisons and that art terrible, do thou stand

firmly established in the twenty-first bead.” “ Oipj

O Caipkara (letter Ca), that destroyest all Abhicara,

(magical spells) and art fierce, do thou stand firmly

established in the twenty-second bead.” “ Oip ! O Charp-

kSra (letter Cha), that destroyest all evil spirits, and that

art of a terrific aspect, do thou stand firmly established

in the twenty-third bead.” “ Oip ! O Jamkara (letter Ja),

that destroyest Krtya and the like agencies of the black

art and that art irrepressible, do thou stand firmly estab-

lished in the twenty-fourth bead.” “ Oip ! O jhaip-

kgra (letter Jha), that destroyest all evil spirits, do
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thou stand firmly established in the twenty-fifth bead.”

“ Orp i O Naipkara (letter Na), that art the tormentor

of death, do thou stand firmly established in the

twenty-sixth bead.” “Orp! O TamkSra (letter Ta),

that curest all diseases, that art happy, do thou stand

firmly established in the twenty-seventh bead.” “ Om

!

O TharpkSra (letter Tha), that art of the form of the

Moon, do thou stand firmly established in the twenty-

eighth bead.” “ Om ! O Datpkara (letter Da) that

art of the character of Garuda, that art the extirpator

of venom and that art of an auspicious aspect, do thou

stand firmly established in the twenty-ninth bead.”

“ Om ! O DhamkSra (letter Dha), that bestowest all

kinds of wealth, that art of an auspicious character, do

thou stand firmly established in the thirtieth bead.”

“ Orp ! O l^amkara (letter Na), that bestowest all

accomplishments, that causest attraction, do thou stand

firmly established in the thirty-first bead.” “ Oip ! O
Taipkara (letter Ta), that bestowest prosperity arising

out of wealth, plenty of grain and the like, that art

ever manifest with a graceful countenance, do thou

stand firmly established in the thirty-second bead.”

“ Orp ! 6 Thamkara (letter Tha) that causest the

attainment of righteous conduct, that art flawless, do

thou stand firmly established as the thirty-third bead.”

* Orp ! 0 Datpkara (letter Da), that causest nourish-

ment in an increased measure, that art friendly in

appearance, do thou stand firmly established in the

thirty-fourth bead.” “Oipl 0 DhaipkSra (letter Dha),

that eradicatest fever of a dangerous type, that art
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abundant, do thou stand firmly established in the

thirty-fifth bead.” “ Om ! O Namkara (letter Na),

that bestowest enjoyment as well as liberation,

that art tranquillized, do thou stand firmly estab-

lished in the thirty-sixth bead.” “ Oip ! O Parnkara

(letter Pa), that destroyest poison and obstacles,

that art amiable, do thou stand firmly established

in the thirty-seventh bead.” “ Om ! O Phamkara

(letter Pha), that bestowest psychic powers such as

attenuation at will and the like and that art of the

form of radiance, do thou stand firmly estalished in

the thirty-eighth bead." “ Oin ! O Bamkara (letter

Ba), that removest all defects, that art of an auspicious

appearance, do thou stand firmly established in the

thirty-ninth bead." “ Om 1 0 Bhamkara (letter Bha),

that causest the abatement of evil spirits, that art of a

fear-striking aspect, do thou stand firmly established

in the fortieth bead.” “ Om ! O Maipkara (letter Ma),

that causest delusion unto mine enemies, do thou stand

firmly established in the forty -first bead.” “QtplO

YaipkSra (letter Ya), that pervadest everywhere, that

art hallowed, do thou stand firmly established in the

forty-second bead.” “ Om ! O Ramkara (letter Ra),

that art scorching like fire, that art changeful, do thou

stand firmly established in the forty-third bead.” “ Oip l

O Larpkara (letter La), that bearest the Universe on

thy back, that art radiant, do thou stand firmly estab-

lished in the forty-fourth bead.” “ Orp I O Vaipkara,

(letter Va), that nourishest all things, that art flawless,

do thou stand firmly established in the forty-fifth
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bead.” “ Orp ! O S'arpkara (letter S'a), that bestowest

all kinds of fruits, that art hallowed, do thou stand

firmly established in the forty-sixth bead.” “ Oip l O
SaipkSra (letter Sa), that bestowest Dharma (righteous

conduct), Artha (wealth), and KSma (gratification of

desires), that art as white as crystal, do thou stand

firmly established in the forty-seventh bead.” “ Oip

!

O Sarpkara (letter Sa), that art the prime cause of

all, that comprisest all the classes of letters, do thou

stand firmly established in the forty-eighth bead.”

“ Oip! O Hamkara (letter Ha), that art made up of all

articulate speech, that art flawless, do thou stand

firmly established in the forty-ninth bead.” “ Oip ! O
Laipkara (letter La), that bestowest all power, that art

the chief, do thou stand firmly established in the fiftieth

bead.” “ Oip ! O Ksaipkara (letter Ksa), that remindest

one of the identity subsisting between the Para (the

non-diflferentiated Brahman) and the Apara (the quali-

fied Brahman), that art of the form of transcendent

radiance, do thou stand firmly established in the

S'ikhamani, the Mukha of the Rosary. (5)

The Reciting, as Japa, of the Mantras Invoking

the Presence of the Gods and the

Mantravidya-Tattvas

Then said he (Guha) :
“ After touching the

Rosary of Aksa beads, wherein the fifty mystic Aksaras

have thus been invoked, after purification and other rites;

the votary should utter as Japa the following Mantras

:
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“ Whichever radiant powers abide pervading the Earth

entirely, salutation unto them. May those powers

accept as their permanent abode this Rosary/ of

Aksa beads, which is full of sentience, for its glorifi-

cation for ever, ever favourably disposed towards their

votaries. Also for its special glorification, may the

Pitrs that have been tasted by the funeral fire,

likewise accept this as their permanent abode.” Then

said he :
“ Whichever radiant powers abide pervading

the entire mid-ethereal regions, salutation unto

them. May those powers accept as their perma-

nent abode this Rosary of Aksa beads, which is full

of sentience, for its glorification for ever, ever favourably

disposed towards their votaries. Also for its special

glorification, may the Pitrs, that have been tasted by

the funeral fire, likewise accept this as their permanent

abode.” Then said he :
“ Whichever radiant powers

abide, pervading the entire celestial regions, salutation

unto them. May those powers accept as their per-

manent abode this Rosary of Aksa beads, which is full

of sentience, for its glorification for ever, ever favour-

ably disposed towards their votaries. Also for its

special glorification, may the Pitrs, that have been

tasted by the funeral fire, likewise accept this as their

permanent abode.” Then said he :
“ Unto the seven

crores of Mahamantras that are existent in this world,

as also the sixty-four Vidyas (mystic lore), unto them

salutation, unto them salutation. “ Om ”
! May the

powers
.
of the Mantras and the Vidyas

.
become

firmly established in this. Rosary of Aksa beads.” Thhft
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said he: “Unto Brahma, Visnu, and Rudra, that are

possessed of the three attributes (viz., Mobility,

Rhythm, and Inertia), unto them along with their

attributes, “ Oip ! ”, salutation. May their virility be-

come firmly established in this Rosary of Aksa beads.”

Then said he :
“ O ye that constitute the ninety-six

different Tattvas of the Sarpkhyas, unto you saluta-

tion. May ye ever abide in this Rosary of Aksa

beads like so many celestial Kamadhenus, granting

as your boon the gratification of their heart’s desires,

unto all practitioners of Mantras having recourse to

them with the aid of this Rosary.” Then said he:

“ Whoever are S'aivas, S'aktas or Vaisnavas, unto

them salutation in hundreds of thousands, salutation.

May these high-souled votaries accept my salutation

and bestow their benediction.” Then said he :
“ Which-

ever powers there are that derive their sustenance from

death of the form of the delusion overpowering the

Jlva, that is by nature immortal but becomes subject

to death through such delusion and ignorance of his

own real character, salutation unto those powers,

with a view to bringing about the warding off of their

benumbing influence, salutation. May they be bene-

volently disposed towards this Rosary of Aksa beads,

on account of this salutation of mine.” (6-13)

Conception of All-Embracing Nature in the
Ak§a Rosary

Having once again conceived in the Rosary its

all-embracing nature, lifting up the same after such
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preliminary conception and commencing the telling of

the beads, after offering appropriate oblations to the

Rosary, the practitioner should touch the beads of the

Rosary, one hundred and eight times, covering the fifty,

representing the letters from “ A " to “ La ”, twice over,

then the eight Vargas, A, Ka, Ca, Ta, Ta, Pa, Ya,

and S'a groups, collectively once, Ksa being treated

separately, (14)

In Praise of the Rosary of Aksa beads

Then raising again the Rosary of Aksa beads from

its seat of flowers, after making circumambulation,

the practitioner should worship it with the following

Mantras: “ Om! salutation unto thee, O potent Rosary

of Aksa beads, quickened with the Mantras of the

fifty letters of the (Sarpskrt) alphabet, O causer of

firmness of all without exception
;
” Om! salutation unto

thee, O potent Rosary of Aksa beads, quickened with

the fifty letters of the alphabet, O driver of evil

spirits; Oipl salutation unto thee, O potent Rosary

of Aksa beads, quickened with the fifty letters of

the alphabet, O dealer of death unto the delusion

relating to the existence of the Universe which

is apart from the Brahman, that assumest the form

of the knowledge of the Brahman, that conquers

death of the form of the delusion relating to the

existence of things apart from the Brahman, O thou

that promptest all, that vouchsafest protection unto all

the worlds through thy omnipotence, that sustained
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all the worlds, that createst all things, that causest

the prevalence of the day through the rising of the

Sun, that causest the prevalence of the night through

the rising of the moon and the stars, that causest

the multitudinous streams to flow along their wonted

course, that renderest travel from place to place safe,

that causest travel from continent to continent, nayfrom

one world to another safe, thou flashest always in the

form of the innermost sentience, thou dwellest in the

hearts of all. Salutation unto thee of the form of

Sarasvatl, the goddess of speech, in the aspect of the

Para, with her seat in the Muladhara. Salutation

unto thee, of the aspect of the Pas'yantx, with her seat

in the navel. Salutation unto thee, of the aspect of the

Madhyama, with her seat in the heart. Salutation

unto thee, of the aspect of the Vaikharl, with her

seat in the throat, wherefrom all articulate- speech

emanates. O thou that art of the character of all the

Tattvas (eternal principles) that art of the character of

all the VidySs (mystic lore), that art of the character

of all the powers, such as desire, knowledge and

sentient action, that art of the character of all the

Devas (BrahmS and others), that art adored by the

sage Vasistha, that art served by the sage Vis'vamitra,

salutation unto thee, salutation unto thee.” (15)

Fruit Derived from the VidyX

He who studies this Upanisad early in the

morning, expiates the sins committed overnight. He
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who studies it at sun-set, expiates the sins committed

in the course of the day. By applying himself to it

both in the morning and the evening, the sinner becomes

a sinless man. The Mantra recited as Japa with the

aid of the Rosary of Aksa beads, in the aforesaid

manner, becomes efficacious at once. So says the Lord

Guha unto Prajapati. Thus the Upanisad. (16)
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[This Upanisad, which is the twenty-third among

the 108 Upanisads and forms part of the Atharvaveda,

gives an exposition of the foremost Dhyanamantra

(employed as a prayer-formula), viz., the Prariava and

its four quarters, the Taraka character of the Turyoip-

kara, its characteristics, its identity with the Brahman
and its sole objective, viz., meditating on S'iva, all in the

form of a discourse between Atharvan and his disciples,

Pippalada and others].

KHAJJpA i

Seeking to Know the Foremost

DhyXna Mantra Employed

Then, after the purification of the mind through

the employment of the means prescribed for the pur-

pose, the sage Angiras, the son of Pippalada, and the

sage Sanatkumara spoke to the reputed sage Atharvan

thus :
“ O Lord, which is the form of Dhyana

(meditation) that came to be first of all employed by

seekers after liberation ? Unto which object of medita-

tion should Dhyana (meditation) be projected by such

seekers? Of what form should that meditation be?

Who is the person that should meditate ? Who is to

be meditated upon ? (1)
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Meditation through the Pranava of

Four Quarters

Sage Atharvan replied unto them thus; “The
form of Dhyana (meditation), that ever came to mani-

fest itself foremost of all, as the first word indicative

of the Brahman through the desire of Is'vara, for the

regeneration of all seekers, is this syllable, “Orp”.

Meditation on the Isfvara that is the import of the

Praiiava should be resorted to by seekers after libera-

tion. This syllable of the above character is the Para

(or the Apara) Brahman, which forms its import;

“ The Orpkara is the Para as well as the Apara

Brahman ”, as the S'ruti says. Its four feet (quarters)

are as it were the four Vedas. This four-quartered

syllable is the Para (or the Apara) Brahman. (2)

The Beal Form of the Four MStrJs

The first Matia of this Pranava is the earth, the

syllable “ A ”, which is the Rgveda, through the Rks,

constituting Veda ;
has Brahman as its presiding deity

and the eight Vasus as its subsidiary deities
;
the Gayat-

ri as its metre, and the GSrhapatya as its fire. The

second MatrS is the mid-ethereal region, the syllable

“ U ”, which is the Yajurveda, through its Yajus

(formulae) ;
has Visnu as its presiding deity and the

eleven Rudras as its subsidiary deities ;
the Tristubh

as its metre and the Daksiria as its fire. The third

Matra is the celestial region, the syllable “ M ”, wbkh
2
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is the Samaveda, through its SSmans ;
has Rudra as its

presiding deity and the twelve Adityas as its subsidiary

deities
;
the Jagatl as its metre, and the Ahavaniya as

its' fire. : What stands at the end of this Pranava is the

fourth part, is the Ardhamatra (half-syllable) which is

the lunar region, the Turiya Oipkara; is the Atharva-

veda, through the groups of Atharvana mantras
; has

the Samvartakagni (diluvian fire), as its presiding deity

and the seven Maruts as its subsidiary deities
;
the Virat

as its metre and the Ekarsi as its fire
;
and is reputed

as the Bhasvatl (the radiant one) in all the systems

of Vedanta. (3-6)

The Real Form of the Matras

in Regard to Colour, Deity and the Like

The first Matra, of the -form of the syllable

“A”, is of a colour which is a mixture of red and

yellow; and has^the great Brahman as its presiding

deity. The second Matra, of the form of the syllable

“ U ”, is of a colour which is a mixture of the sheen

of lightning and Krsna (blackish blue)
;
and has Visnu

-(the all-pervading one), as its presiding deity. The third

MStiS, of the form of the syllable “ M ”, is, owing

to its proximity to the half-syllable and the syllable

“ U ”, indicative of prosperity and adversity res-

pectively, is of a white colour
;
and has Rudra as its

presiding deity, as Is'vara is subject to the Upadhi

(distinctive attribute) of the bright-white colour. What
Matra stands as the fourth at the end, assuming the
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form of the Ardhamatra (half-syllable), is of the colour

of the sheen of lightning and of all colours (it being the

prime cause of all colours), and has the Purusa, that

fills up, through his Turya-form, all Matras (standards

of measure), nay the entire phenomenal world which

forms the basis of all standards of measure as its pre-

siding deity. (7)

The Real Form of the Differentiated

Praisiava

This reputed Oipkara is verily made up of the

four syllables, “A”, “U”, “M” and the half-

syllable, has four quarters of four subdivisions, each,

the Vis'va, the Vit5t, the Otr and the Turlya (each of

them subdivided into the Vis'va-Vis'va, the Vis'va-

Virat, the Vis'va-Otr and the Vis'va-Turiya, the Virat-

Vis'va, the Virat-Virat, the Virat-Otr and the VirSt-

Turlya and so on), has four crests made up of the

Vteva-Turya, Virat-Turya, the Otr-Turya and the

Turya-Turya, is made up of four times four MatrSs

(units of Time-measure) and is composed of four

modulations, the gross, the Hrasva (short, which is

subtler than the first part), the Dlrgha (long, which is

subtler than the second) and the Pluta (the prolated),

the subtlest of them all. (8)

Fruit of Meditation on the Differentiated

Pranava

“ Om “ Om”, “ Oip having thus pronounced

the Pranava in three gradations (each succeeding one
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being subtler than the preceding ones), the fourth is

the tranquillized Atman (the Turya, it being accom-

plished only on the abatement of everything apart

from itself). Thus, by having recourse to the application

of the Pluta (prolated) intonation of the Prapava

(i.e., by closely rivetting one’s attention on to the

radiance that manifests itself through the resonance of

the topmost part of the Prariava) in the attitude, “ All

is Oip ”, the radiance of the Xtman perpetually mani-

fests itself devoid of the veil that enshrouded it. / (9)

The Fourfold Division of the

Praijava into the Gross and other Kinds

That which elevates the pronouncer, by moving

from the Muladhara upwards on to the Brahmarandhra,

even on its being pronounced once (in the Pluta-Svara

with the prolated intonation), is the Prapava, “ Om ”,

That which causes all the Pranas (vitality principles) to

melt away absolutely (Prallyate), is the Pralaya (known

as the Prapava), it being the cause of the absolute abate-

ment in the chief Prana of the other subsidiary Prapas

(vitality factors). That which causes all the PrSpas

(vitality principles) to prostrate themselves before and

get merged in the ParamStman, so as to attain identity

with him, is for that reason known as the Prapava.

The one substance which is predicated by the term
“ All ”, that is the source wherefrom all the gods and

all the Vedas took their origin and wherein they

attain final repose, which is firmly established in the
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four-fold state, is of the character of the Pranava. [The

gross part of the Prapava is the OipkSra
;

its subtle

part, is the Pralaya ;
its causal part is the still subtler

Pranava and its Turlya (fourth part) is the Brahman,

wherein all things apart from itself stand fully tran-

quillized. There remains nothing whatsoever apart

from the Brahman, either of the character of the

Abhidhana (term) or the Abhidheya (what it predi-

cates)]. (10)

KHA^DA II

The TSraka Character of. TurIyowkXra

The Gods connoted by the Pranava (from the

Vis'va-Vis'va on to the AvikalpanujHaikarasa, as well

as the Vedas containing their names), have curiously

enough construed the purpose of the Turlyoipkara

in this manner: that which helps in crossing is the

Tara (a boat) : as the Turlyoipkara helps in sur-

mounting all the sorrows and fears of worldly existence,

which recur through several series of births and deaths

in succession, hence that is the Tara. [The Prapava

that indicates the Brahman is not the boat, but is

verily the other shore reached after crossing the ocean

of worldly existence.]

The TurIyovkSra of the Character of Visnu

For the reason that all the gods (the Vis'va-Vis'va

on to the AvikalpSnujfiaikarasa) enter the Turlyoipkara,

to be entirely absorbed therein, that Turyorpkara is of

the character of Vi§pu (the all-pervading one). (2)
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Its Being of the Character of the Brahman

For the reason that it causes all things apart

from it to expand, by grasping them into its super-

abundance, it is the Brahman. (3)

Its Being Self-manifest in Character

For the reason that, remaining sequestered from

all percepts, internal and external, that have to be

perceived through the functioning of the mind or ex-

perienced through the organs of perception and action',

which are at best conjectures, as their very existence

is problematical till the Turiyombara reveals them,

the Turiyoinkara reveals them all, even as a light

will disclose all things apart from itself placed in the

darkness, which are but matters of conjecture till

revealed, it is the self-manifest luminary that reveals

all things apart from itself in their real character. (4)

Its Being of the Character of MahXdeva

For the reason that it reveals itself by shining dis-

tinctly from within in the interior of the body of things

of the phenomenal world apart from it, revealed by it as

they fall within its range often and often, as if to indi-

cate,
,

“ I^ the absolute existence, the OmkSra, am here

within,” very much like the flash of lightning that reveals

itself often and often from within the cloud which it

reveals, by bursting through it, for the reason that it.
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bursts through what is in front of it, concealing it from

view (viz., the Maya that enshrouds it) and pervades

all the worlds as well as the infinite crores of macro-

cosms that are within its range in the character of ab-

solute existence (Sat), sentience (Cit) and bliss (Amanda),

and causes them to pervade in the form of the Vis'va,

the Viraj, the Otr and the like, very much like the flash

of lightning bursting through the obstruction of the

cloud in front of it . and pervading the region within

its exclusive range, because of such pervasion, the

Turiyomkara becomes the all-pervasive Mahadeva (the

Brahman). This is the final conclusion arrived at by

the gods and the Vedas.

khajstpa III

Explanation of the TurIyomkXra

The first Matra of this Orpkara, known as the

syllable “ A ", is the JSgarita (state of waking), experi-

encing the gross forms of the quintuplicated great

elements. The second- Matra, known as the syllable

“ U,” is the Svapna (state of dreaming), through ex-

periencing the subtle forms of the non-quintuplicated

great elements, based on the impressions left by the

experience of the quintuplicated elements during the

waking state. The third MatrS, known as the syllable

“ M," is the Susupti (state of sleeping), wherein the

experiences of the gross and subtle elements in their

quintuplicated and non-quintuplicated states, individ-

ually and collectively are in their potential state, lying
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in a dormant condition. The fourth MatrS, known as

the Ardhamalra, is the Turiya state which reveals the

presence or absence of the experiences of the waking,

dreaming and sleeping states. (1)

The Path of the Realization of the Turya

Alone is Capable of Bringing on

Successful Accomplishment

Should each of the MStrSs of the Pranava, divided

into its component syllables, “ A ” and others, dissolve

into each other, the earlier grosser ones merging

into the next succeeding subtler ones, in order that

the practitioner intent on achieving the attainment of

the state of the Turya-Turya will successfully achieve

his end, by establishing the identity, through dissolu-

tion, of the subdivisions of all the four quarters of the

Prapava, commencing from the gross Vis'va-subdivision

of the Vis'va-quarter and ending with the subtlest

Avikalpanujfiaikarasa, in fifteen successive stages and

simultaneously with the dawning of the knowledge

thereof, having become the self-luminous one, he be-

comes the Brahman alone. This path of attaining

the knowledge of the truth that the Turya-Turya is

the peerless Brahman alone leads to victory. For this

reason, this path of attaining the Turya-Turya, stand-

ing apart from all wrong ‘paths, is resorted to for

meditation on the Turya-Turya, and accomplishment

of Nirvikalpa Samadhi. The Brahman alone remains

as the Turya-Turya, for the reason that the attainment
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of the Turya-Turya is successfully accomplished only

through the withdrawal from their functioning of all

the organs, external and internal, and stabilising what

should be meditated upon and firmly held with the

one-pointed mind to the exclusion of every thing apart

from it, that is the Brahman alone.

Means to be Adopted for the Realisation

of the Turya

After completely dissolving all the organs in that

Turya which is the reputed Brahman, and meditating

on the Brahman which is the residual substratum of

such dissolution in the attitude, “ I am the Brahman,”

in virtue of the potency of such meditation, the praett-"

tioner becomes Visnu, the Pradhana-Purusa, the fore-

most among the Purusas. Or by completely dissolv-

ing the Prana along with the organs of perception and

action in the mind, and remaining with the mind alone

as the residuum, he whose mind gets confirmed in the

aspect of the Brahman, that practitioner who meditates

on the Brahman alone in the aforesaid manner, be-

comes Rudra. Or after thoroughly dissolving all the

organs aforesaid, that seek release from functioning,

along with the PrSpa, in the mind and dissolving such

mind thoroughly in the culminating portion of the

Nada, the resonance of the Prapava, that is the

Brahman, non-differentiated from the Paramltman, the

Isfvara that is the Brahman should be meditated upon

by the practitioner intensely, with a view to his being
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firmly established in the Atman alone. Hence should

he meditate on the Is'ana as his own Atman. (3)

S'iva Alone Eligible to be Meditated Upon

For the reason that Brahma, Visnu, Rudra, and

Indra (the creator, the sustained the destroyer and

the foremost leader of all the gods respectively), bring

into being all this phenomenal world, as also all the

organs of perception and action, the mind of volitions,

the intellect, the thinking mind and individuality,

constituting the inner sense, along with the five great

elements, the prime cause of all this is the Brahman

known as Is'vara. Apart from this Is'vara, neither the

great elements, nor the organs aforesaid, nor the Gurias,

Satva (Rhythm), Rajas (Mobility) and Tamas (Inertia),

constitute the cause. The Parames'vara, the prime

cause of all causes, is the Dhyata (meditator) who

meditates in the attitude, “ There is not even a speck

apart from me,” himself becoming worthy of being

meditated upon, becomes the efficient cause and con-

troller of ether and other elements and their variants

that are mutually causes and effects in the discharge of

their allotted duties. The Parames'vara that is worthy

of being meditated upon, is the Sarves'vara, possessed

of all powers such as Omniscience, Omnipotence, Omni-

ficence, Universal Immanence and the the like, S'ambhu

(the source of all well-being), the Paramatman who

prevails always
;
should any man stabilize this change-

less Atman in the ether of the middle of his heart, be
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it for a little more or less than the duration of a second,

through meditation, and become entirely absorbed in

Him, the highest fruit thereof will be the attainment, by

the meditator, of the state of the Paramatman, while its

intermediate fruit will be the attainment of the religious

merit of performing the one hundred and seventy-four

Kratus (sacrifices) which he will surely attain. The

entire path of the Oipkara will be realized by him.

He who knows the Oipkara in this manner will attain

the fruits resulting from all kinds of meditation, from

resorting to Yoga and Jfiana. The knower of the

Oipkara in this manner becomes the transcendent Isfa

or S'iva who alone is exclusively worthy of being

meditated upon, and also becomes one who brings

about the well-being of all his devotees. Hence one

should give up all things apart from the Brahman

that is propless, and devote himself entirely unto the

attainment of the Brahman. (4)

Fruit of the Study of this Upanisad

The Atharvas'ikha here comes to a close. The

twice-born one, on studying this Upanisad along

with its import, is released, through its potency, from

any more residence in the mother’s womb, becomes a

JIvanmukta at first, and thereafter a Videha-mukta.

Thus. “ Oip 1

” The Brahman is Supreme Truth. Thus

the Upanisad. (5)
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[This Upanisad, which is the twenty-second among
the 108 Upanisads and forms part of the Atharvaveda,

is in the form of a discourse between Rudra and the

gods, relating to the attainment of the state of the

Parabrahman, and gives an exposition of the non-dual,

eternal and all-embracing character of Rudra, the

hymns of the gods in praise of him', the import of the

terms of the prayer evidencing his greatness, the great

PSs'upata-vow and the attainment of identity with the

Rudra-paramatman, winding up with a prayer address-

ed to Parames'vara, seeking affluence, sustenance and

a mind ever leaning towards the Brahman, the tight

kind of knowledge requisite therefor and the attainment

of Kaivalya of the incorporeal type].

Enquiry of the Knowledge of the Real

Form of Rudra Sought by the Gods

The Devas (the gods), once upon a time, went to

Mahakailasa in Svargaloka, whose praises are fit to be

sung even by celestial beings. Having reached it, the

Devas asked Rudra, who drives away the disease of the

delusion relating to the existence of things apart from
the Brahman, thus : “ Pray who art thou ” ? (1)
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Expounding the Transcendent Oneness

of Rudra

Being questioned thus, he replied unto them thus

:

“I am the one absolute existence, the innermost

Atman that is the basis of the apprehension “ I ” and

the like. I was in existence long before the creation,

even prior to beginningless time. 1 am at present in

existence. I shall continue to exist ever more, in the

future also. Nought else exists at any time apart from

me, the Parames'vara.”

The Character of Rudra as Immanent in all

Having said so, he (Rudra, with his real form

unshrouded), from being the Is'vara holding sway over

all beings from the interior, entered the state of im-

manence as the all -witness, bearing passive testimony

to all things apart from the Brahman and completely

penetrated the interior of all the cardinal points by

pervading them all in his capacity as the AntarySmin

of all things. He of the aforesaid character am I, the

eternal and the transient in the character of the prop

of all, that is itself without a prop
;
I am the Brahman

and I am the Abrahman (the prime cause and the

myriads of its effects) ;
I am also the Atman and the

Anatman ;
I am the one inclining towards the east

and towards the west
;
I am the one inclining towards

the south and towards the north ;
inclining downwards

and upwards, towards the four principal quarters and
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towards the four intermediate quarters am I
; I am the

male, the non-male and the female by sex
;

I am the

three sources of energy, the Gayattt, the SSvitrl, and

the Sarasvati; I am the three Vedic metres, the

Tristubh, the Jagatl and the Anustubh
;

I am the

Chandas (sacred Metre)
;

I am the three sacred fires,

the Garhapatya, the Daksinagni and the Ahavanlya

;

I am the truth of the absolute existence
;

I am the

cow, a progeny of the celestial Kamadhenu; I am
Gaurl, the daughter of the Mountain

;
I am the oldest

in point of age \ I am the most excellent in point of

quality
;

I am the most exalted in point of knowledge
;

I am the waters, and I am fire (representative

examples of the five great elements)
;

I am the Rk,

the Yajus, the Saman, and the Atharvangiras, the four

Vedas
;

I am the imperishable prime cause
;
I am the

perishable
;

I should be well-guarded from falling into

the hands of the enemy of the Brahmavidya
; I should

be well-protected even from a friend by being preserved

asfVprofound secret; I am the forest
;
Tam tfie iacrelJ

place of pilgrimage; I am the sacred streams and
shrines

;
I am the top, the middle and the root of all

things
;
I am all that is established and not established

in the interior and exterior, in the front and in all the

ten directions, the eight cardinal points, as weiras what
is above and below

;
I am the exact prototype of all

these, the radiance of my form embracing all of them
;

I, that am the all-embracing radiance, am alone the

one absolute existence : O ye gods, do all of you know
me alone as the. all. (4)
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Fruit of the Knowledge of Rudra

31

He who knows me, knows all the gods as of my
real form. I propitiate and propitiate the terrestrial

world by the solar rays emanating from me. I

propitiate and propitiate the Brahmanas by the

austerities contributing to their high rank as Brahma-

nas amidst all classes. I propitiate and propitiate the

sacrificial offerings (such as cooked rice and sacrificial

cakes) by oblations of ghee and the like; I propi-

tiate and propitiate the duration of individual life

by the chief Prana (vitality principle)
;

I propitiate and

propitiate the truthfulness and other upright qualities

in every day life by the truth of the real existence.

I propitiate and propitiate Dharma or righteous conduct

contributing to human well-being by Dharma of fitness

to have a firm hold on the knowledge of the Atman
once that is attained. (5)

Hymns by the Devas in Praise of Rudra

Thereafter the Devas did not see him in His

superbly radiant real form pervading the entire Uni-

verse. Unable to do so, the said Devas meditated on

him and then praised him with the following Mantras,

with hands uplifted in a prayerful attitude :
“ Orp,

He who is Rudra, the reputed Lord, who is also Brah-

man, Bhur, Bhuvar, Suvar, unto him salutation, salu-

tation, S'xrsaSjanadom (Orp, the Turyomkara that

shines at the crest); thou art of the form embracing the
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entire Universe. (6)
“ Om, He is Rudra, the reputed

lord who is also Visnu, Bhur, Bhuvar, Suvar, unto him

salutation, salutation, S'lrsafijanadom
;
thou art of the

form embracing the entire Universe,” (7)
“ Om, He

who is Rudra, the reputed lord, is also Mahes'vara,

Bhfir, Bhuvar, Suvar, unto him salutation, salutation,

S'lrsaRjanadom ;
thou art of the form embracing the

entire universe. (8)
“ Otp, He who is Rudra, the re-

puted lord, who is also Umar, Bhur, Bhuvar, Suvar,

unto him salutation, salutation, S'irsaBjanadom ;
thou

art of the form embracing the entire universe. (9)

“ Otp, He is Rudra, the illustrious lord, who is also

Vinayaka, Bhur, Bhuvar, Suvar, unto him salutation,

salutation, S'lrsafijanadom ;
thou art of the form

embracing the entire Universe.” (10) “ Orp, He who is

Rudra, the illustrious lord, who is also Skanda, BhQr,

Bhuvar, Suvar, unto him salutation, salutation, S'lrsafi-

janadom ;
thou art of the form embracing the entire

Universe.” (11) “ Om, He who is Rudra, the illus-

trious lord, who is also Indra, Bhur, Bhuvar, Suvar,

unto him salutation, salutation, S'lrsafijanadom ;
thou

art of the form embracing the entire Universe.” (12)

“ Otp, He who is Rudra, the illustrious lord, who is

also Agni, Bhur, Bhuvar, Suvar, unto him salutation,

salutation, S'lrsafijanadom ; thou art of the form em-

bracing the entire Universe.” (13) “ Om, Hewho is Rudra,

the illustrious lord, who is also the Bhuh (earth), Bhfir,

Bhuvar, Suvar, unto him salutation, salutation, S'lrsafi-

janadom ;
thou art of the form embracing the entire

Universe." (14) “ Otp, He who is Rudra, the illustrious
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lord, who is also the Bhuvar (mid-etherial region), Bhsr,

Bhuvar, Suvar, unto him salutation, salutation, S'lrgafi-

janadom
;
thou art of the form embracing the entire

Universe.” (15) " Om, He who is Rudra, the illustrious

lord, who is also the Suvar (the celestial region), BhSr,

Bhuvar, Suvar, unto him salutation, salutation, S'lr-

saftjanadom
;
thou art of the form embracing the entire

Universe.” (16) “ Om, He who is Rudra, the illustri-

ous lord, who is also the Mahar (the region of radiance),

Bhur, Bhuvar, Suvar, unto him salutation, salutation,

S'irsafijanadom
;
thou art of the form embracing the

entire Universe.” (17) “Oip, He who is Rudra, the

illustrious lord, who is also the Janoloka, BhSr,

Bhuvar, Suvar, unto him salutation, salutation, S'lr-

saSjanadom; thou art of the form embracing the

entire Universe.” (18)
“
Oip, He who is Rudra, the

illustrious lord, who is also the Tapoloka, Bhur,

Bhuvar, Suvar, unto him salutation, salutation, Sfrr-

sanjanadom
;
thou art of the form embracing the entire

Universe." (19) “ Orn> He who is Rudra, the illustrious

lord, who is also the Satyaloka, Bhur, Bhuvar, Suvar,

unto him salutation, salutation, S'lrsaSjanadom
; thou

art of the form embracing the entire Universe”. (20)

“ Otp, He who is Rudra, the illustrious lord, who is

also the Prthvi (the earth-element), Bhur, Bhuvar,

Suvar, unto him salutation, salutation, S'!r?afijanadom

;

thou art of the form embracing the entire universe.”

(21). “Oip, He who is Rudra, the illustrious lord,

who is also the waters, BhSr, Bhuvar, Suvar, unto him

salutation, salutation, Birsafijanadom
;
thou art of the
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form embracing the entire universe.” (22)V“Om,
He who is Rudra, the illustrious lord, who is also

fire, Bhur, Bhuvar, Suvar, unto him salutation, saluta-

tion, S'irsafijanadom
;
thou art of the form embracing

the entire universe.” (23)
“ Om, He who is Rudra,

the illustrious lord, who is also air, Bhur, Bhuvar,

Suvar, unto him salutation, salutation, S'irsafijanadom

;

thou art of the form embracing the entire universe.”

(24). “Oin, He who is Rudra, the illustrious lord,

who is also ether, Bhur, Bhuvar, Suvar, unto him

salutation, salutation, S'irsafijanadom
;
thou art of the

form embracing the entire universe.” (25). “ Oip, He
who is Rudra, the illustrious lord, who is also the sun,

Bhur, Bhuvar, Suvar, unto him salutation, salutation,

S'irsafijanadom
;
thou art of the form embracing the

entire universe.” (26). “ Otp, He who is Rudra, the

illustrious lord, who is also the moon, Bhur, Bhuvar,

Suvar, unto him salutation, salutation, S'irsafijanadom

;

thou art of the form embracing the entire universe."

(27). “ Orp, He who is Rudra, the illustrious lord,

who is also the stars, Bhfir, Bhuvar, Suvar, unto him

salutation, salutation, S'irsafijanadom
;
thou art of the

form embracing the entire universe.” (28). “Om,

He who is Rudra, the illustrious lord, who is also the

eight planets, Bhur, Bhuvar, Suvar, unto him saluta-

tion, salutation, S'irsafijanadom ;
thou art of the form

embracing the entire universe.” (29). “ Om, He who

is Rudra, the illustrious lord, who is also the Prajna

(the chief vital principle), Bhur, Bhuvar, Suvar, unto

him salutation, salutation, S'irsafijanadom ;
thou art of
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the form embracing the entire universe.” (30). “ Oip,

He who is Rudra, the illustrious lord, who is also KSCla

(Time), Bhur, Bhuvar, Suvar, unto him salutation, saluta-

tion, S'lrsafijanadom ;
thou art of the form embracing

the entire universe.” (31). “Oip, He who is Rudra
?

the illustrious lord, who is also Yama (the controller),

Bhur, Bhuvar, Suvar, unto him salutation, saluta-

tion, S'lrsafijanadom ;
thou art of the form embracing

the entire universe.” (32). “ Om, He who is Rudra,

the illustrious lord, who is also Mrtyu (the destroyer),

Bhur, Bhuvar, Suvar, unto him salutation, salutation,

S'lrsafijanadom ;
thou art of the form embracing the

entire universe.” (33). “ Oip, He who is Rudra, the

illustrious lord, who is also the immortal existence,

Bhur, Bhuvar, Suvar, unto him salutation, salutation,

S'lrsafijanadom ;
thou art of the form embracing the

entire universe.” (34) “Otp, He who is Rudra, the

illustrious lord, who is also the three durations, the

past, the present, and the future, Bhur, Bhuvar, Suvar,

unto him salutation, salutation, S'lrsafijanadom ;
thou

art of the form embracing the entire universe.” (35)

“ Oin, He who is Rudra, the illustrious lord, who is

also the Visfva (the universe), Bhur, Bhuvar, Suvar,

unto him salutation, salutation, S'lrsafijanadom ;
thou

art of the form embracing the entire universe.” (36)

“Oip, He who is Rudra, the illustrious lord, who is

also the All, Bhur, Bhuvar, Suvar, unto him salutation,

salutation, S'lrsafijanadom ;
thou art of the form em-

bracing the entire universe.” (37). “ Oip, He who is

Rudra, the illustrious lord, who is also the entire
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phenomenal existence, BhSr, Bhuvar, Suvar, unto him

salutation, salutation, S'lrsafljanadom
; thou art of the

form embracing the entire universe.” (38) “ Oip, He
who is Rudra, the illustrious lord, who is also the Satya

(Truth), Bhur, Bhuvar, Suvar, unto him salutation,

salutation, S'lrsafijanadom
;
thou art of the form

embracing the entire universe.” (39). “ Om, He who
is Rudra, the illustrious lord, the one absolute Brahman
art thou

;
also what is indicated by the numerals, one,

two and three, that thou art, what is above and what

is below, that also thou art
; thou art the quiescence,

wherein all ignorance finds its repose
;
thou art the

strength of opulence
;
thou art the bliss of content-

ment
;
thou art what is the oblation and what is not

;

thou art the universe that is superimposed on thee and

the universe that is rejected as apart from thee
; thou

art what is given away and what is not given away

;

thou art the austerity that is performed in expectation

of a fruit and performed in expectation of no fruit or

recompense; thou art the transcendent prime cause

and the non-.transcendent effect of such cause and also

the final resort of the multitudes of creatures that are

but parts of thine own form. (40)

The Prayer of the Gods unto Rudra

“ 0 immortal Rudra, may we drink the Soma-
juice, due to Thy grace. May we become immortal

through the performance of the Soma-sacrifice. May
we attain thy radiance, after giving up unto thee the
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fruits of our sacrifices and other austerities, through

the knowledge attainable only through the purification

of our minds, as the result of Thy grace, and by assum-

ing the attitude, “ I am that radiance alone Further,

may we realize, as our own Atman, the radiant gods,

that stand in no way differentiated from the Brahman,

viz., this Viraj, the Sutra, the Blja and the Turlyat-

man, or Brahma, Visnu, and Mahes'vara, all due to

our having realized thy real form in the attitude, “ I

alone am all these.” What shall the foe of the form

of the obstacles to the attainment of thy state, viz.,

lust, anger, greed, infatuation, delusion and spite, or

of the form of the ignorance of the Atman do unto us,

who have been vouchsafed the “ fear-not ” boon by

thee ? Verily, when this enemy of ours is thus incapable

of assailing us and dislodging us from our position,

what can the disturbing influence of the vicious deed

of a mortal do as, at the very moment of the dawning

of real knowledge through Thy grace, even the doer of

vicious deed will have attained the state of the Brahman

;

as “ religious merit as well as sin is alike the absolute

sentience of the Brahman alone,” as the S'ruti says.

What conduces to the well-being of all the worlds is

this Aksara, the imperishable entity of the name of

Rudra, fit to be adored by the Prajapatis (the lords

of creation), which is intensely subtle, which is most

favourably disposed towards those devoted unto none

other than the self-same Rudra, which is the Purusa

because of its fullness, which grasps the ungraspable

non-differentiated Avyakta, the indistinct chaos,
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through its own non-differentiated, ungraspable form,

which, all-pervasive like Vayu (air), grasps through

the Sutratman, the Great Vayu, presiding over all the

Pranas as the Mukhyaprana, which, with its pre-

possessing appearance, grasps the Soma-juice offered

at sacrifices, which grasps with its own brilliant radiance

the intense darkness of the ignorance of the Atman,

on the opposite side of it, unto that Paramatman,

S'ri Rudra, that absorbs all into his own Self, himself

remaining alone, the great eclipser of all but himself,

salutation, salutation. All the deities, Ihdra and others,

presiding over the organs of perception and the like,

abide like so many rope-serpents, in the innermost

cavern of the heart (the chief centre of vital energy).

So are the Pranas (along with the external organs

Vak and others with their five different functions)

established in the heart. Thou that transcendest the

three Matras (the letters “ A ”, “ U ” and “ M ” of the

Pranava and their controllers—the Vis'va, the Viraj,

and the Off), perpetually abidest in the heart, as the

Paramatman non-differentiated from the innermost

Atman, bearing testimony to the presence or absence of

the thousand and one kinds of functionings of the mind

manifest therein and at the same time standest apart

from them all. Above that (heart) shines the crest

(as the most elevated part of the body), indicated by

the syllable “ M ”, as well as its controller, the Prajna

and others
;
similarly, as the dependent part of it is

the, Pada (foot), indicated by the letter “A ”, its con-

troller, Vis'va and others
;
and in the middle part in
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the middle of its form, is the letter, “ U ” indicated

by its controller, the Taijasa, and as the topmost part

of it, is the Turya indicated by its controller, the

Turyatman, the whole standing for the Omkara. That

which is at the elevated part (the crest) is the OipkSra.

What is the Omkara is the Pranava. What is the

Pranava is the SarvavyapI or all-pervasive One. What

is the all-pervasive One is the Ananta or endless One.

What is the endless One is the TSra (the Brahman).

What is the TSra is the Suksma or subtle One. What

is the subtle One is the S'ukla (that is of a white

colour). What is the S'ukla is of the character of

Vidyut or lightning. What is of the character of

lightning is the Parabrahman, thus. That is the Eka

or one absolute existence. What is the one absolute

existence is Rudra, Is'ana, the Bhagavat (the omni-

potent lord), the Mahes'vara, the Mahadeva. (41-44)

The Meaning of the Term “ OmkSra ”

Now arises the question, “ Why is the Omkara

so called ? ” The answer is :
“ For the reason that even

while it is .being pronounced, it elevates, as it were,

the entire body, for that reason alone it is known as

the Omkara.” (45)

The Meaning of the Term “Pranava”

Now arises the question, “ Why is the Pranava

so called ? ” The answer is :
“ For the reason that even
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while it is being pronounced, it causes the Brahman of

the four Vedas, 5k, Yajus, Salman and Atharvangiras

(represented by all the Rtviks officiating at the sacrifice)

to make Pranama or obeisance unto the Brahmanas

(worthy of veneration, because of their high status and

superior wisdom, attainable only through purification

of their minds), for that reason it is known as the

Pranava.” (46)

The Meaning of the Term SarvavyM or

“All-Pervasive One”

Now arises the question, “ Why is it known as the

all-pervasive one ? ” The answer is :
“ For the reason

that even while it is being pronounced, it pervades

all the worlds, as their inseparable concomitant, even

as oil would pervade the entire mass of pulverised

sesamum-seed, the source from which it has been

separated, pervading the mass as intimately as the

warp and the woof in a piece of cloth, for that reason

it is known as the all-pervasive.” (47)

The Meaning of the Term Ananta or

“ Endless One ”

Now arises the question,
“ Why is it known as

the endless one ? ” The answer is :
“ For the reason

that even while it is being pronounced, neither the

beginning nor the end thereof is reached, either in the

transverse direction or upwards or downwards, for that

reason it is known as endless.” (48)
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The Meaning of the Term “ T5ra ”

(Helping one to Surmount all Fear)

Now arises the question :
“ Why is it known as

the Tara ? ” The answer is :
“ For the reason that

even while it is being pronounced, it helps one to

surmount the great fear of swirling in the recurrence

of staying in the womb, birth, dotage and death, for

that reason it is known as the Tara (boat),” (49)

The Meaning of the Term Schema or

“Subtle One”

Now the question arises, “ Why is it known as

the subtle one ? ” The answer is :
“ For the reason

that even while it is being pronounced, it abides in

other bodies (as the Vis'va-vis'va and the like), only

after becoming the subtle, innermost Atman, subtler

than the tiniest awn of a grain of wild paddy, for that

reason it is known as the subtle one.” (50)

The Meaning of the Term “S'ukla”

Now arises the question :
“ Why is it known as

the S'ukla ? ” The answer is :
“ For the reason that

even while it is being pronounced, it manifests itself

in its own form (klandate, klamayate) and reveals

other forms apart from itself, for that reason it is

known as the S'ukla.” (51)
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The Import of the Term “ Vaidyuta ”

Now arises the question :
“ Why is it known as

the Vaidyuta ? ” The answer is :
“ For the reason that

even while it is being pronounced, it (the Atmatattva)

causes all bodies (typical of the state of ignorance of

the Atman) to be revealed (vidyotayati) in their real

nature as non-existent apart from itself, in the very

thick darkness (of the ignorance of the Atman), for that

reason it is known as the Vaidyuta (the resplendant,

self-manifest, lightning-like Atman). (52)

The Meaning of the Term “ Parabrahman ”

Now arises the question :
“ Why is it known as

the Parabrahman ? ” The answer is : “For the reason

that even while it is being pronounced, it increases in

volume by grasping everything apart from itself (brhati,

brmhayati) and causes all to be merged in its expan-

sive abundance, itself transcending them all.” (53)

The Meaning of the Term Eka or “ One ”

Now arises the question: “ Why is he known as

the One?” The answer is: “ For the reason that

the Parames'vara withdraws once for all at the time

of the deluge all the worlds fashioned out of his mind,

himself remaining in the attitude, “ I alone am all

these ”
creates them once again, in the subtle form

at first, then creates them again in the gross form of
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diverse kinds (in a differentiated state), and having

thus brought into existence all the beings created

out of the non-quintuplicated and the quin tuplicated

great elements, causes them all perpetually to abide

in himself, their only prop and sustains them

thus." (54)

The Meaning of the Term Eko Rudra or

“ The One Rudra ”

Now arises the question :
“ Why is Rudra known

as the One Rudra ? ” The answer is :
“ For the reason

that Rudra is one alone (being peerless and non-

differentiated) ;
all things apart from him did not at

any time whatever stand as his peer nor as the second

after him, for the reason that they stood merged in

him, their cause, who, in conjunction with the Mala-

prakrti, the primordial root-cause of the material

world, assuming the state of the omnipotent Is'vara,

desired to create in his own fashion these worlds (and

controls them ever since), that came to be generated

(and that are going to be generated over and over

again at the end of each Kalpa-pralaya), that came

to be controlled by the Is'a (and are to be controlled

ever more, whenever they are generated), by being

allotted their respective functions, that reputed Is'vara

stands firmly established in the hearts of all beings

individually and separately in the form of the sutra, the

Antaryamin and the innermost Atman. Having created

the worlds at the time of the creation, assuming the
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character of the four-faced Brahma, having sustained

the worlds (that had in him their main stay), in the

character of Visnu as their protector, at the time of

their dissolution he absorbed them into his own self

in the character of Kalagni-Rudra. For that reason

Rudra is said to be the One Rudra.” (55)

The Meaning of the Term “ Is'ana
”

Now arises the question :
“ Why is Is'ana so

called ? ” The answer is :
“ For the reason that he

controls (Is'ate) all the worlds through the transcendent

powers of sentient*action, of sentient knowledge, and of

sentient desire.” 0 mighty Lord (that wouldst not

brook or tolerate the ignorance of the Atman by any

means), we prostrate ourselves all around thee
;
even as

the owner of herds of cows protects all his cows without

distinction, looking upon all of them with affection,

even though some of them might have become dry,

even so, O Lord, do Thou deign to protect us all with

affection, even if we are incapable of worshipping thee

in the right manner, and make us, in Thy mercy,

eligible to attain thy state. O omnipotent Indra, we

prostrate ourselves all around thee, that art the supreme

controller of all mobile animal beings (unto which

thou hast allotted their respective functions), as also

of all immobile inanimate things around thee, whose

growth and the like thou controllest, thou that art

the all-seeing supreme judge of the celestial and other

worlds.” (56, 57)
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The Meaning of the Term “ Bhagavat ”

Now arises the question :
“ Why is it he is called

the Bhagavan ? ” The answer is :
“ For the reason

that he looks upon all beings (Jlvas generated out of

a part of his own being) in the attitude, “All this

progeny of mine are only of my form. There is nothing

apart from me ”, causes in them all self-realization

of the form, “ I am the Parames'vara ” and thus brings

about in them the perception of the identity of the

innermost and the trancendent sentience, for that reason

he is known as the Bhagavan.” (58)

The Meaning of the Term “ Mahes'vara ”

Now arises the question :
“ Why is he known as

Mahes'vara ? ” The answer is :
“ For the reason that

he absorbs into himself once for all, all the worlds

(that are the creatures of ignorance), being the destroyer

of them all (and causes them to remain in him, their

Atman, alone), once again generates them (in their

subtle form), and again in the gross form of diverse

kinds (after quintuplication), and causes them all to

abide perpetually in him, their only prop, and sustains

them thus, he is known as Mahes'vara (that remains

alone).” (59)

The Meaning of the Term “ MahXdeva”

Now arises the question :
“ Why is he known

as Mahadeva ? ” The answer is :
“ For the reason
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that having given up all forms of existence (apart from

his own, as being of a false character), he is glorified

(mablyate) in the abundance of his Omnipotence,

through knowledge and yogic power, for that reason

he is known as Mahadeva. (60)

The All-pervasive Character of Rudra

What has been expounded thus far, this (in short)

is the career of S'rlrudra-paramatman. This radiant

god (characterized by the terms commencing from the

Pranava and ending with Mahadeva, as detailed

above), that is the self-luminous substratum of senti-

ence, that is yet, in the eye of ignorant folk, of the

form of the Viraj and the Hiranyagarbha, occupying

all the intermediate quarters, and came into being long

before all other forms of existence as the most ancient

Hirapyagarbha ;
he alone exists in the interior of

all the Jlvas ;
he alone, who has come into existence in

the form of human beings at present and is going to

be born likewise in the future also, stands firmly

established individually in the hearts of all human

beings (as the Antaryami-atman) with his.face simul-

taneously turned in all directions. With his eyes

turned simultaneously in all directions, with his face

turned simultaneously in all directions, with his hands

stretched simultaneously in all directions, and his feet

covering simultaneously all directions, he assembles

with his two principal arms all the multitudes of Jlvas

created by him, and thus brings into existence the
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celestial, the terrestrial and other worlds, along with

Jlvas that are capable of rescuing themselves, through

their own efforts, from falling into the worldly exist-

ence, himself remaining as the one absolute noumenal

existence. (61, 62)

Result of Seeking Resort to Practice

of this Kind

What the scriptural texts declare as the quintes-

sence of all systems of Vedanta, that conclusion, that

the Brahman is identical with the peerless innermost

Stman, alone should be grasped. This path tending

upwards is broad enough whereby the gods, the sages and

the Pitrs or manes of the departed ancestors, attain the

transcendent Brahman, the other (qualified Brahman)

and final beatitude as well. Those men of fortitude,

who see in the middle of the heart, the most excellent

Self-luminous Lord of the Universe, of the form of a

speck of fire, wherefrom the foyr Vedas originated, as

tiny as the tiniest awn of a grain of wild paddy, re-

maining firmly established as the innermost Atman

not differentiated from the Paramatman, unto those

most exalted knowers of the Brahman is the per-

petual quiescence of the form of incorporeal liberation

vouchsafed and unto none other. That sage who con-

stantly reflects through meditation on that Paramatman

who is the one absolute entity in all the three dura-

tions, the omnipotent Israna that abides in every

source of generation (assuming the various forms,
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commencing from the Vis'va-Vis'va and ending with

the AvikalpXnujSaikarasa) ,
by whom (as well as by the

five BrahmSs, Brahma, Visnu, Rndra, Is'ana and

Sadas'iva), all this of the five-fold character (that is seen

in the phenomenal world around as made up of the

five great elements), is rendered full, the Purusa that

in his fullness is potent enough to eclipse the phenomen-

al world of ignorance constituted of the five elements

and their variants and remain as the peerless Brahman,

the self-luminous substratum of sentience that shines

as the Deva, worthy of being resorted to by Brahman

and other celestials, the Tara (boat) that enables multi-

tudes of ignorant folk to cross the ocean of worldly

existence, that sage attains the most intense tran-

quillity. (63-65)

Means to be Adopted by T??nX-bound

ONES SEEKING TRANQUILLITY

In the interior of the heart of all Jlvas (from

Brahman down to the ant), wherein abide anger (re-

sulting from one’s thwarted desires), greed (to achieve

the objects of such desires), and envy (at others’ pros-

perity), that, knowers of the truth say, is the index of

the mind. Having cut asunder this illusion of greed,

which is the root-cause of worldly existence, with the

sword of the realization of the Brahman alone, contem-

plating with the intellect on the potency of the Rudra-

paramatman and establishing therein (in the heart) the

Paramatman, Rudra, remaining as the Rudra alone,
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that, they say, is the identity of Rudra with the

Paramatman. (66)

The MahSpas’upata Vrata

Ye ignorant folk, do ye direct your minds,

through the penance of investigation in the right direc-

tion, to assume the attitude,
“

I am the Brahman of

the name of Rudra. What is Rudra (that drives away

the disease of the delusion relating to things apart from

the Brahman), the eternal and the most ancient food

to be ardently longed for, is the Brahman of the name

of Rudra alone. Apart front} that there is nought.”

This is the Pas'upata vow that should be taken by the

seeker, through which alone could be successfully

accomplished the Kaivalya {state of aloneness), by the

Pas'us (Jlvas), bound by the Pas'a (cord) of the delud-

ed belief in the real existence of things apart from the

Atman, through the attainment of the knowledge of

the identity of the Pas'll with the Pati (the ParpmSt-

map, Rudra) and the consequent vanishing of the Pas'a.

What is Agni is ashes ;
what is air, is ashes

; what is

water, is ashes ;
what is earth, is ashes ; what is ether,

is ashes ;
what is all this (phenomenal world) is ashes

;

what are the mind and such as these, the eyes, are

ashes alone ;
the Avyakta from which all these origi-

nate, is also ashes; having converted all these into

ashes by applying the fire of the knowledge of the

Brahman, and taking the ashes with the Mantra, “ Agni

and so on ” (mixing it with the water of the knowledge

4
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of the 5tman alone), one should smear the limbs with

it and touch them. Hence is the vow known as the

Pas'upata. (67)

Result of Studying this Grantha (Work) and

Understanding its Import

Whichever BrShmana, who treads along the path

of the attainment of the Brahman, merely studies with-

out understanding its import the Atharvasfiras, seeking

release from the bonds of Pas'u-pas'a (the emancipa-

tion of the JivStman from the delusion relating to the

existence of tilings apart from the Brahman), he be-

comes hallowed by fire
;
he becomes hallowed by air 5 he

becomes hallowed by the Sun
;
he becomes hallowed by

the Moon ;
he becomes hallowed by the real existence

;

he becomes hallowed by the all
;
he attains the religious

merit of having performed ablutions in all the three

and a half crores of sacred waters
;
he derives the fruits

of having studied all the Vedas
; he attains the fruit of

having observed all the vows and austerities enjoined

by all the Vedas; he becomes known unto all the

celestials ; he attains the fruit of having performed all

the sacrifices and observances prescribed for one of

his class and stage in life. By him will be attained

the fruit of having recited all the Itihasas, Puranas,

and Rudras, a hundred thousand times; He attains

the fruit of having recited the Gayatri a hundred

thousand times. He attains the fruit of having recited

the Prapava ten thousand times. Every time that
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he memorises this Grantha, he sanctifies ten generations

of his progenitors; he sanctifies ten generations of

his progeny and rows of diners falling in the range

of his vision. Thus spake the most exalted Atharva-

s'iras, AtharVas'kas. Having recited this once, he

becomes pure and cleansed and attains the merit of

the performance of all austerities; having recited it

for a second time he acquires Ganapatya (the merit

of worshipping Ganapati), having recited it thrice he

attains Sayujya or Kaivalya with that God. Orii Sat-

yam (This is verily the truth). (68)

Prayer Seeking Communion with Rudra

That Rudra (that has been characterized as the

Paramatman), who penetrated the interior of fire,

waters and other gross elements as their Antaryamin

and likewise the herbs and creepers (in the same capa-

city), who created (in the character of Hirapyagarbha)

all these systems of the Universe (the myriads of

crores of macrocosms), and the fourteen worlds in each

macrocosm, unto that Rudra (that driver of the disease

of the delusion relating to the diverse forms of the

Atman such as the Sutra, the Antaryamin and the

like) may our salutation be. (69)

Prayer Seeking SrI (Prosperity), Vidya

(Learning) and Mok$a (Liberation)

The crest of this microcosm and of this macrocosm

(v»«., the.Turya in its individual aspect and the Turya
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in its collective aspect, which are identical with each

Other), the Atharvan, the crest of the Atharvaveda

(i,e., this Upanisad) has declared, as the one Rudra,

the Turyatman, identical with the Turlya-brahman.

That hallowing one (the Parames'vara), rousing the

Mukhyapr5pa seated along with the other Pranas, in

the Anahata Cakra of the heart and driving it further

upwards beyond the top of the crest and the brain (the

seat of the mind, situated in the middle of the Sahasrara,

in the interior of the Brahmanadi, after the accumula-

ted Karma has been spent up), the vessel of the Turya,

the self-luminous and sentient god seated alone in

the Sahasrara, containing the nectar of immortality, is

broken to pieces. When that happens, may the chief

Prana, the Parames'vara, enthroned in that region,

protect my body that has attained the state of Nirvi-

kalpasamadhi (trance of the changeless type). As long

as my body, which is subject to changes, remains in this

world, so long may that chief Prana (the Parames'vara)

vouchsafe unto it S'ri or the wealth of various kinds that

might be useful for its comfort in this world, food that

would sustain the body as long as it lasts and a mind

predisposed towards the perception of the Brahman

;

as also the Vidya or lore leading to the knowledge pf

the Brahman, food for the sustenance of the body, and

a mind predisposed towards the perception of the

Brahman; and last of all, hfpk§a or liberation from

the bonds of worldly existence, fpod for the sustenance

of the body, and a mind predisposed towards the

perception of the Brahman ; whether the body lasts
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or is lost, may Parames'vara by all means vouch-

safe unto me liberation from the delusion as to the

existence or non-existence of things apart from the

Brahman, which would lead me on to Kaivalya (the

state of aloneness of the incorporeal type), whether I

long for it or not. Whatever has been expounded in

this Upanisad is “Orh,” alone; the Brahman indi-

cated by the term Tat or “ That ” (of the MahSvSkya,

Tat tvam asi “ That thou art ”), is Satya or the ab-

solute, real existence. Thus the Upani$ad. (70)



THE KALAGNIRUDR0PAN1SAD

[This Upanisad, which is the twenty-eighth among

the 108 Upanisads and forms part of the Krsna Yajur-

veda, deals with the rule prescribed for Bhasmadhararia

(wearing the Tripundra mark with ashes), as the means

to be employed for the attainment of the knowledge of

the Brahman, in the form of a discourse between the

sage Sanatkumara and Lord Kalagnirudra.]

The Seer and other Particulars Relating

to the Mantra of the Kalagnirudropani§ad

Then commences the Kalagnirudropanisad that

helps the Upasaka to attain the state of Kalagnirudra

:

the seer of the Mantra of this Upanisad is Sarhvarta-

kagni (Rsi of Pralayakala Sun). Its metre is Anustubh.

Its deity is Kalagnirudra (that destroys and reduces

completely to ashes the ignorance of the Atman and its

concomitants). Its application is in the Japa (prayer)

intended to win the favour of S'rl Kalagnirudra. (1)

Enquiry into the Rule Relating

to the Tripuijdpra

Thereafter Sanatkumara, the Manasaputra, born
of the mind of Brahma, the Creator, who came to
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know the supreme import of the highest truth as soon

as he was born and duly became blessed, he having

discharged all his prescribed duties, still with a

view to regenerating ignorant folk asked the Lord
Kalagnirudra, who had manifested himself before

him as a result of his meditating on him for a long

time and by way of the fruition of the meritorious

Karma of the world of ignorant folk, thus after

pondering in the following manner within himself

:

“ Should a knower of Brahman seek to impart

instruction unto ignorant folk who are not eligible to

receive it ' for want of proper training and the requisite

purity of the mind and say, all at once, to the ignorant

and the half-enlightened :
“ All this is Brahman ”, he

will soon find himself dragged down into the bottomless

pit of hell by such a disciple ; hence should he strive to

purify the interior of such folk through adequate means;

this done, knowledge of Brahman will dawn in

their minds of its own accord
; thence will they attain

the end and aim of their life. In this matter, the ex-

clusive means to be adopted, conducive to the achieve-

ment of the end in view, is the Tripug^ra alone.”

Thinking in this strain, Sanatkumara interrogated

K^l5gnirudra thus :
“ O Lord, pray impart instruction

unto me relating to the rule prescribed for wearing

the Tripundra mark, along with an exposition of the

underlying truth, so that the ignorance of the Atman

deeply ingrained in ignorant folk might be uprooted

and they might attain, through their purified mind,

the means of seeking after the knowledge of the highest
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state of existence, the Brahman, and themselves become

Brahman and expound the same unto others in the

right manner in detail : What is the material to be

employed for the Tripug4ra ? Of what character is the

place over which the Tripundra is to be marked? What

is the authority for it ? What are the lines ? What are

the Mantras to be uttered when making the mark?

What is the power to be attained by the mark ? What

is its deity ? Who is the maker of the mark ? What is

the nature of the fruit to be attained therefrom ? ” (2)

Rule Relating to the Tripundra Known

AS THE S'lMBHAVAVRATA

Lord Kalagnirudra replied unto him thus :
“ As for

the material to be employed for making the Tripuijdra

mark, that is the ashes generated from completely burnt

eow-durtg, having taken the ashes in the right hand

with the uttering of the Mantras of the five Brah-

mans, “ Sadyojata ” and others, placing it over the

left palm and reciting over it this Mantra thus

:

“ Agniriti bhasma Vayuriti bhasma Khamiti bhasma

Jalamiti bhasma Sthalamiti bhasma ” (What is fire is

ashes
;
what is air is ashes

;
what is ether is ashes

;

what is water is ashes
;
what is the soil of the earth on

which we stand is ashes), all the while touching the

aShes with the right hand, then taking it up carefully

with the tight hand, with the uttering of the Mantra,

“ MS nastoke tanaya ” (Pray, do thou not unto our

little disciple, our son) and st» on, mixing it well with
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water with the Mantra, “ Ma no mahlntam ” (Pray do
thoa not unto our great) and so on, one should place

the Tripundra mark over the crest, the forehead, the

chest and the shoulders with the Mantra, “ Triyayusarh

jamadagneh ” (The three durations of life of Jamadagni)

and so on. With the five Mantras beginning with the

word “ Triyayusam ” (The three durations of life), with

the Tryambakanuvakas (sections of the Veda dealing

with Tryambaka containing the Mantras of the Mrt*

yuBjaya Sukta), with the Mantras expounding the three

S'aktis (creative powers), Durga, LaksmI and Sarasvati,

commencing respectively with “Jatavedase sunavlma

somam ” (Unto the sacrificial fire do we pour libations

of the Soma-juice) and so on, “ Hiranyavarnam hari-

pim ” [The spouse of Hari (LaksmI) of the colour of

gold] and so on, and “ Pavaka nah Sarasvati ” (Our

Sarasvati, shining brightly) and so on, or the powers of

sentient action, knowledge and desire, one should make

transversely the three parallel lines over the head, fore-

head, chest and shoulders. This making of the three

line marks, with the formality prescribed above is what

is known as the vow of S'ambhu. This Sambhava-vrata

has been mentioned in all the Vedas and by the exposi-

tors of the Vedas. Hence should the seeker after libera-

tion keep this vow for the sake of not reincarnating again

and again. (3)

The Measure of the Tripu^drarekhS

Then Sanatkumara, with a view to knowing the

fexact measure, enquired about the measure of wearing
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the Tripundra (the three parallel lines). Unto him

replied Rudra as follows : As for the wearing of

the Tripupglra, as prescribed in the Vedas, the lines

are three-fold alone. Across the forehead, as far as it

stretches on either side, then as far as the eyes stretch

on either side and then as far as the two fore-crests,

right and left, stretch on either side and in between the

eye-brows as well, should the Tripundra be worn. (4, 5)

Exposition of the Potency, the Dejty

and Other Particulars Relating to the

Three Lines (RekhS)

What is its (Tripundra’s) first line (Rekha), that is

the G5rhapatya-fire, (including the earth-fire and the

like) ;
the syllable “ A ” individually and collectively, of

the Pranava
;

mobility (abiding in the Vis'va, the

Viraj and the Otr among the three Gunas), the

Bhiiloka
;
the Atman (of the line)

;
the power of sen-

tient action (of four-faced Brahma)
; the Rgveda

;

the early morning austerity; and Mahes'vara (the

great Paramatman non-differentiated from the inner-

most Atman) is its deity. What is its (Tripundra’s)

second line, that is the Daksina-fire
;

the syllable

“ U ”, individually and conjointly, of the Pranava

;

the rhythm (of the Taijasa, the Sutra and the

AnujfiStr among the three Gunas)
;
the Antaratman

(Visiju) ; the power of desire (of the form of truthful

resolve)
;
the Yajurveda

;
and the noon-tide austerity

;

and Sadas'iva is its deity. What is its (Tripunijra’s)
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third line, that is the Ahavaniya-fire
;

the syllable

“ M ”, individually and conjointly, of the Prapava

;

-the inertia (of the PrSjfia, the Xs'vara and the Anujflai-

karasa among the three Gurias)
;
the Paramatman

(Rudra)
; the power of knowledge (of the form of

unbridled omniscience) ; Samaveda
;
the third austerity

(of the evening twilight) and Mahadeva is its deity.

Thus. (6*8)

Fruit of Practising the VidyX

That knower who practises with ashes in confor-

mity with the rule relating to the Tripu^ra mark,

after receiving instructions from the mouth of his

Guru, be he a celibate, householder, recluse, or mendi-

cant (following the rules prescribed for his stage in life)

;

becomes hallowed from the effects of heinous ordinary

sins. He becomes one who has had his ablutions in

all the sacred waters (three and a half crores in num-

ber) even without resorting to them. He attains the

fruit of having studied all the four Vedas (to wit, a

perfectly pure mind). He becomes one who has come

to know all the Devas. He becomes the reciter of

all the Rudra-mantras in perpetuity. He attains the

secondary fruit of having enjoyed all enjoyments of

this as well as the other world. He attains the principal

fruit of giving up his body and attaining S'ivasayujya

(communion with S'iva, vis., the transcendent fruit of

the incorporeal state of Kaivalya). He does not return

again, he does not return again.” So said the lord

Kalagnirudra unto SanatkumSra. (9)
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FRuir of Studying the Upanisad

He who is incapable of practising in the aforefaid

manner but only studies this Upanisad, becomes

(in the manner described herein) the Brahman alone,

shining at the topmost part of the Pranava as the

Turlya, the one absolute existence. Orp, this is the

truth. Thus the Upanisad. (10)
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[This Upanisad, which is the twelfth among the

108 Upanisads, forms part of the Krsria Yajurveda
in the Kevala S'akha of which are expounded the three

Vidyas viz., the Karmavidya, the Upasanavidya and

the Brahmavidya. Therein it is said that adepts of

Karmavidya are capable of attaining the Candraloba

(lunar region), subject to reincarnation
; adepts ip

Upasanavidya are said to attain the BrahmaJoka,

rendered immune from reincarnation, through the

conjoint practice of Karma (austerities enjoined in

the Veda) along with Upasana
;
as for those who have

renounced the Karma and UpSsana paths but

have cultivated the means prescribed therefor, there

is the Brahmavidya prescribed as the means to attain

Kaivalya (the state of aloneness). This Upanisad

deals with the most exalted Brahmavidya, the means

to be employed therefor, the truth underlying the terms

“ Thou ” (Tvam) and “ That ” (Tat) of the Mahavakya,

Tattvamasi, “ That thou art,” forming the basis of the

Kaivalya to be attained, and the transcendent Purusa

that is attained by the knower of the import of the

terms “ Thou ” and “ That ”, taking the form of

a discourse between Sage As'valayana and Lord

Paramesthin].
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Desire for the Knowledge of Brahmavidya

Then (after attaining the requisite qualifications

prescribed for the acquisition of Brahmavidya), Sage

As'valayana, the son of As'valayana, asked Lord

Paramesthin (who had reached the transcendent state,

being possessed of the six attributes of overlordship

viz,, omnipotence, valour, fame, affluence, knowledge,

and detachment), having approached him with due

sincerity and devotion, thus: “O Lord, pray impart

unto me instruction relating to Brahmavidya which

is the most exalted of all the sixty-four Kalas and

VidySs, which is ever resorted to by virtuous souls

(that have given themselves up to the acquisition of

the knowledge of the Brahman) and is a profound secret

(to be preserved from deluded folk) through the acqui-

sition of which the knower attains, in a short time,

the transcendent Purusa, transcending the transcendent

state, rid of all religious merit and sin (resulting from

his virtuous and vicious deeds) in consequence of the

denial of the reality of the cause as well as the effect

of such deeds, through the realization of Brahman in

the attitude, “ I am that transcendent Brahman, the

Paramapurusa.” (1)

The Achievement of Brahmavidya and

the Fruit Thereof

Then unto that Sage As'valayana replied the

PitSmaha (the grand-sire of the universe, he having
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generated Daksa and other Prajapatis that created the

universe), with great condescension, thus :
“ For the

reason that the non-difFerentiated absolute Brahman
which I shall presently expound unto thee, through im-

parting instruction in Brahmavidya, could be realized

only through the denial of the existence of all things

apart from it (Brahman), and is incapable of being

actually demonstrated unto thee all at once, for that rea-

son, do thou know that Brahman, through adopting the

four means, s'raddha (implicit faith in the import of the

subject of my discourse), bhakti (unswerving devotion

to it), dhyana (abundant flow of conviction relating

to things cognate with the quest, preceded by the eradi-

cation of belief in things that are detrimental to its

attainment) and yoga (with the one-pointed mind con-

centrated on the attainment of the quest, which forms

the real basis of my discourse), these being the es-

sential pre-requisites for the realization of Brahman.

Not through Karma (mere performance of austerities

enjoined by the S'rutis and the Smrtis), nor through

Praja or begetting offspring so conducive to worldly

existence, nor through Dhana or possession of wealth

looked upon by the gods and men alike as highly essen-

tial for their well-being, but through Tyaga (Renuncia-

tion) alone (of the form of giving up all austerities and

actions enjoined by the S'rutis and the Smjtis alike)

have some knowers of the absolutely real existence at-

tained the immortal state of Kaivalya (remaining as

Brahman alone) through Samnyasa of the form of

thorough renunciation of all things, distinct and
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indistinct, which are only apparently symbolical of the

state of Visnu, in favour of the quest after the at*,

solute existence viz., the Brahman). Those Yatis

(ascetics who, after renouncing the phenomenal world

which is full of misery, endeavour to attain the state

of Brahman that brooks no differentiation between

the innermost and the transcendent sentience), enter

on that state of transcendent bliss which far out-

shines the bliss of Svarga and the like, that is stationed

in the innermost recesses of the intellect, remaining

there in the state of Kaivalya. Those Yatis that

have attained confirmed conviction about the supreme

substance through the perfect knowledge resulting from

the realization of the truth expounded in the Vedanta

(propounded by the one hundred and eight Upa*

nisads, commencing from the Is'avasya, relating to

the reality of the peerless Brahman, accomplished

through the denial of the phenomenal world which

does not actually exist apart from the Brahman),

become the Brahman alone beyond doubt. Should

there be some Yatis who have not attained perfect

knowledge, as detailed above, they, with their inner

senses rendered pure (owing to the absence of con-

tamination through addiction to passion and the like),

are all liberated by all means from the Upadhi of

Paramrta (the transcendent immortality of the un-

decomposed Avyakrta-atmosphere of Brahmaloka) in

the regions of the Satyaloka (wherein they find them-

selves in accord with the degree of spiritual development

attained by them) at the close of the second half of the
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Parardha (age of the Para, the Viratjbrahman). Or, those

Yatia who, having become the more exalted bnowers of

the Brahman, endeavour to attain the state of the most

exalted knowers of the Brahman in regions that are of

the Brahman alone, in the Brahman where all things

apart from it get dissolved through denial, are released

from the transcendent state. Or (if the reading “ Para-

mrtah ” be adopted), those Yatis that transcend things

apart from the Brahman and are immortal (by being

the most exalted knowers of the Brahman), when their

inner senses attain the rhythmic state, all of them, that

are already liberated, are once again liberated, when the

time for being dissolved in the substance of the Brah-

man approaches, in the regions of the Brahmaloba and

become the Brahman alone. (2-4)

Preliminary Requirements for Meditating

on the Qualified (Savis'esa) Brahman

In a secluded spot, at a propitious hour, seated

in Sukhasana (comfortable posture) in a cleanly

condition, with his neck, head and body well-balanced

and erect, having transcended the As'ramas (the four

stages in life, viz,, of the celibate, the house-holder, the

recluse and the ascetic, and remaining in the stage of

total renunciation and self-abnegation, that being the

fittest for the controlling of the inner and the outer

senses), this Parivrat, having restrained all the organs

of perception and action and the mind as well, and

cansed. their functions to cease, making obeisance to his

5
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own Guru (by whom he was initiated into the highest

state), with due devotion, reflecting thereafter (through

meditation and deep absorption) on his own Atman

seated on the Puiidarlka or white-lotus of his heart, that

is devoid of all passion, that is exquisitely pure (being

immune from the impurity of ignorance), that is trans-

parent in the middle (due to the annihilation of the

ignorance of the Atman) and is devoid of sorrow (due

to the absence of misery generated by things apart from

the Atman); meditating thereafter upon the incompre-

hensible (transcending the range of the mind and speech

and lying beyond the range of the senses), the indistinct

(that could not be distinctly cognized by the senses

and the intellect), the infinite in form (not having

either a beginning or the middle or the end), S'iva

(that is perpetually auspicious), the tranquillized

(with all external and internal functions abated),

the immortal (absolute existence), the Brahman, the

Yoni (the source of the entire phenomenal world

which is the creature of a deluded vision), that

which is the prime cause of all, which is itself

without cause, and with the .dissolution of all effects,

.stands as the. Brahman alone, that has neither cause

nor effect, that has neither beginning nor middle nor

end, the one absolute over-lord (capable of pervading

wherever there is scope for pervasion), that is. of the

form of sentience and bliss, and yet formless and hence

wondrous, that is conjoint with UmS (in the form of

Ardhantrls'vara or that is ever associated with Brahma-

vidya), the Parames'vara, the Omnipotent Lord of all,
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having as his three eyes (the sun, the moon and fire),

the blue-necked (because of the virulent poison swal-

lowed during Amptamathana, shining with a dark-blue

lustre from the throat), the tranquillized one (with a

composed mien or that has caused the abatement

of the ignorance of the Xtman among his devotees

by their assuming the attitude, “ I am this Is'vara ”),

the source of all beings, the all-witness (the sentience

that manifests itself on account of the transparency

of the
.
mind purified through such meditation), the

Parivrat-sage attains the radiance that shines on the

other side of darkness and becomes that alone. (5-7)

Realization of Sarvatma Brahman,

the Highest Means

He (the sage that has attained Brahman), is

the (four-faced) Brahma ;
he is Sfiva

;
he is Indra ; he

is the imperishable (Kutastha) ;
he is the supreme

being that is manifest in its own glory ; he alone is

Visnu (the all-pervading Hari)
;
he is the Prana

;
he

is Kala (the consummator of all things, or Yama, the

god of death) ;
he is fire

;
and he is the moon. In^

short, he alone is all, whatever has been, whatever is'

yet to be, and whatever is ancient. Having known

him, one transcends even death. There is no other

royal road to liberation. Simultaneously with the

dawning of the knowledge of the Brahman, eclipsing

.trhings apart from the Brahman, the knower becomes
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the Brahman alone. Looking upon the Atman in-

herent in all beings, from the four-faced Brahma,

down to a blade of grass, as’ in no way differentiated

from his own innermost Atman, and again conceiving

all beings in his own Atman, as the substratum of all,

when the delusion relating to the super-imposition of

being all things on the Atman, that is the substratum

of all, has vanished through the denial of their exist-

ence apart from Atman, owing to the growth on a vast

scale of the substratum-less Brahman into which all

things ultimately merge, looking at the transcendent

Brahman alone, the knower attains the state of remain-

ing as the Brahman alone, and not by any other

means. (8-10)

Rule Relating to the Meditation

ON THE PRANAVA

Should such a consummation be not attained, then,

making his own inner sense the nether Arani (sacrificial

chip of wood) and the Prapava the upper Arani-chip, and

practising the extraction through mathana, investi-

gation aided by resourcefulness resulting from the

study of Vedanta of the fire of realization (through

the actual perception of the form of the Brahman,

by remaining confirmed in the attitude, “ I am the

Brahman that is the substratum of all misconceptions

superimposed on it”), the accomplished adept com-

pletely burns up and reduces to ashes his sin of the

ignorance of the Atman. (11)
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Sa&sXra 15 of ParamStman Alone in the

Form of the JIva

He (the reputed ParamStman that would not

brook the misconception relating to the existence of

things apart from himself), being deluded by Maya
(of the form of ignorance of his own self) all around

him (though in reality he is beyond the pale of the

influence of Maya), by abiding in the gross and other

kinds of body, resorts to all kinds of action due to

the influence of false pride that every thing every

where is his own and pertains to himself. He alone

derives the satisfaction incidental to the waking state

of enjoyments of various kinds such as women, food,

drink and the like. While in the dreaming state he,

as the JIva, is even then the enjoyer of pleasure and

pain in an artificial word of his own created by his

own mind under the influence of M5yS and based

on the Vasana (impressions left on his mind by his

experiences during the waking state as if they were

real). While during sleep (as long as it lasts) when

all the functions of his organs of perception and

action, as well as of his mind, stand abated (along

with the delusion relating to the existence of things

apart from himself), being over-powered by the dark-

ness of his ignorance, he attains Brahman of the

form of bliss. Again, owing to the operation of the

influence of the Karma of his previous incarnations,

he reverts to his dreams or is roused to his waking

state. The Jlva that diverts himself in the three cities
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wherein he abides, viz., the bodies of the gross, subtle

and potential states, corresponding to the waking

dreaming and sleeping states of the JlVa, from that

(Jlva) alone has come into being this panorama of the

phenomenal world of names and forms, even as the

rope-serpent comes into being in the perfervid vision

of an ignorant man. That which is the substratum

of all the creatures of ignorance and the multitudes

of their concomitants, that (Brahman) is of the form

of unsurpassed bliss and is the indivisible one essence

of existence, sentience and bliss wherein the three

cities (abodes of the Jiva, the gross, the subtle and

the potential bodies) get dissolved. From this (sub-

stratum of all), the Pr3?a (vitality-principles of the

character of the power of sentient and non-sentient

action), is generated like the rope-serpent. Similarly,

the mind of the character of the power of perception

and all the organs, known as the organs of perception

and action (the body and the like), ether, air, fire, water

and earth, the prop of the universe, all these derive

their existence. (12-15)

Absence of Difference between the JIva

AND THE IsWARA

That which is the substratum of all things indi-

vidually, indicated by the term “ Thou ” of the sacred

text, “ That thou art,” which is the substratum of all
ii>m »r n—“

******' '*""** ' 1111
j

things collectively, indicated by the term “ That ” of the

sacred text, which is the little substratum that remains
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after the rejection of all things apart from it, and is

attained after an exhaustive denial of the existence of all

such things, that which is believed to be the substratum
of the entire universe but really transcends the entire

universe superimposed on it, that great transcendent

entity, the Parabrahman, is the All-Atman (immanent
in the innermost core of all), the super-abundant one,

devoid of beginning, middle or end and other tripartite

divisions and differentiations, what is subtler than the

subtlest ideations of the mind, and is yet in reality

devoid of grossness, subtlety or extent, the eternal

being of the form of infinite existence, that alone is

the Brahman which forms the basis of the denial of

the totality of phenomenal existence. That (Brahman)

alone is indicated by the term “ Thou ” which forms

the basis of the denial of phenomenal existence indi-

vidually. What is indicated by the term “ Thou ” is

alone indicated by the term “ That ”, and not otherwise.

In the absence of what are in need of a prop, either in-

dividually or collectively or bothwise, what has been

described as their substratum (the Brahman) ceases

to be a substratum or stands in no need of a prop for

itself, and is therefore absolutely one alone. What
reveals the phenomenal. world of the waking, dreaming,

and sleeping states (the Vis'va, the VirSj and the Otr

and the like (as apart from itself) is the Brahman alone.

Should the phenomenal .world really exist, the Brah-

man will reveal it through its own radiance. Should

the phenomenal world be not really existent, the

Brahman will reveal such non-existence by manifesting
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itself alone. On.,coming-Jta.xeah.zg,J!J alone am the

Brahman that is thus established,” simultaneously

with such realization, one is liberated from all the

bonds resulting from the delusion relating to the exist-

ence of things apart from the Brahman. Whatever

is fit for enjoyment in the three DhSmas (seats of

enjoyment), assuming the form of bliss in the gross

state, whoever are the enjoyers (the Vis'va, the Taijasa

or the Prajna), and whatever be the experiences of the

enjoyment (forming whatever subdivisions of the gross

state they may be, as also whichever deity exercises its

beneficial influence over such enjoyment), the All-witness

standing apart in a passive attitude from the experiences

he bears testimony to in the innermost core of the three

cities, viz., the physical, mental, and causal bodies,

standing apart as the Kutastha), the “ I ”, the absolute

sentience, the eternally auspicious substratum standing

alone, is Sadas'iva alone. All things of the phenomenal

world of ignorance and its concomitants have had
their origin in me (Sadas'iva), and all things derive

their sustenance in and through me (Sadas'iva) alone. In

me alone do all of them attain their dissolution. I am
“ That ”, the Brahman of such character, the peerless,

non-dual and eternal existence. (16-19)

Demonstrating the Non-dual (Abheda)

Experience

Even as I am the cause of all, even so I alone

am tinier . than the tiniest speck of the concomitants
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of ignorance, such as the subtle ideations of the mind
and the like. I am likewise more prodigious than the

most prodigious Mahat-tattva (the stupendous ignor-

ance of the Atman and its brood of concomitants, as

all-pervasive as ether and the like and blooming out

of the primordial ignorance generated by Maya). So
also I am this Vis'va (Universe) which manifests itself

in various and variegated forms, embracing as I do

all of them, and there is not even an atom existent

apart from me. I am the most ancient Purusa (peer-

less in point of fullness). I am the I^a (the omnipotent

controller of all). I am Hiranmaya (of the character

of the Sun of radiance). I am of the form of S'iva

(the.eternally auspicious ). I am devoid of hands and

feet but yet possessed of the powers of grasping and

locomotion to an incomprehensible extent. I have no

eyes but yet see. I am earless but yet hear. I know

perfectly well that apart from me, the Brahman, there

is nought. I am of a form apart from the range of

all. There is no knower of me who am of the char-

acter of bliss. I am of the character of sentience

always. I alone am knowable through the various

Vedas and their innumerable S'akhas. I alone am
the source of the several works on the VedSnta

(the Badarayanasutras and the various commentaries

thereon). Likewise, I alone am the knower of all

the Vedas. Religious merit and sin are not for

me. Neither dissolution, nor birth, nor the body, nor

its limbs, nor the group of organs of perception

and action, nor the mind is for me. Neither the
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earth-element, nor waters, nor fire, . nor air, nor ether

is for me. (20-23)

Fruit of Experiencing the Non-

DIFFERENTIATED FORM (ABHEDSNUBH0TI)

Having thus realized the real form resting in the

innermost cavern of the heart-lotus of all beings,

of the Paramatman, who is digitless (being beyond

the pale of the sixteen Kal5s, beginning from the

“ Pra^a ” and ending with “ Naman ”), who is peerless

(being without a counterpart to match), who is the

all-witness, who is devoid of any differentiation as an

entity standing apart from the distinctly manifest

gross cosmos and the indistinct and subtle chaos, who

is of the form of pure sentience, in this manner, in the

attitude, “ I am of that non-differentiated form alone”,

simultaneously with such realization, one attains the

form of the Paramatman alone and attains Kai-

valya. (24)

Rule Relating to the Uttering as Japa

of the S'atarudrIya

He (the seeker who has not had the actual direct

perception of the Brahman) who studies the S'ata-

rudrIya (the chapter on Rudra) daily, as far as it

lies in his power (or at least the Paficarudriya), be-

comes hallowed, like fire (the chief factor in the per-

formance of rituals enjoined in the- S'rutis and the
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Smrtis), from the sin of stealing gold ; is hallowed from

the sin of drinking spirituous liquor; is hallowed from

the sin of the slaughter of a Brahmana
;

is hallowed

from the sin of omission of performing austerities pres-

cribed by the S'5stras and the sin of commission of

performing austerities not having the sanction of the

S'astras. From such study he derives the fruit of

resorting to the Avimukta (the place of pilgrimage in

the neighbourhood of KSsl-ksetjra or the Jyotirlifiga

established in the Ajnacakra over the middle of the

eyebrows). He who has reached beyond the first three

stages in life, viz., of being a celibate, a house-holder

and a recluse and renounced the phenomenal world

and become a Samnyasin, should utter this Batarudriya

as Japa, either always or once for all. Through such

uttering the practitioner will attain the knowledge

of the Brahman alone, in the attitude, “ I am the

Brahman alone ”, which has the power of drying up

the ocean of worldly existence. Therefore, through

knowing this (Paramatman) to be of the character of

being one’s own Atman, simultaneously with the

dawning of such knowledge, the seeker attains the

fruit of incorporeal aloneness (Kaivalya), attains the

fruit of incorporeal aloneness. Thus. (25-26)



THE GAHAPATYUPANISAD

[This Upanisad, which is the eighty-ninth among

the 108 Upanisads and forms part of the Atharvaveda,

opens with a mantra in adoration of Gapapati and a

prayer seeking his protection, and after expounding

the All-5tmic character of his, the eight-syllabled

Gayest Vidya, the Ganapati- GSyatr! and the Mala-

mantra, winds up with a narration of the various fruits

attainable through the special practice of the mantra,

ultimately leading to the remaining as the supreme

sentience alone, devoid of all things apart from it].

Hymn in Praise of Ganapati

Om ! Lam ! Unto Thee that art of the form of the

Turya, indicated by the OinkSra, unto Ganapati, I

make solemn invocation. May there be complete

identity between us both. [Or, my salutation unto

thee that art the Ganapatitattva, the import of the

Oipklra, that abidest in the Muladhara as thy seat,

indicated by the syllable “ Lam”, the seed-syllable of

elemental earth standing for the Muladhara]. Thou
alone that art what remains in every one of the organs

of the body, such as the ears and the like, and guidest
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and controllest their respective functioning and with-

drawal from functioning), the supreme vital principle

and sentience, and the Kstasthatman, art that (all-

controller). As the Pradhana-Purusa infilling the

Mula-prakrti, as the Jlva immanent in the triad of

bodies, thou alone art the exclusive creator through

being of the character of the all-pervasive Visnu
; thou

alone art the exclusive upholder by being the prop of

all; thou alone art the exclusive destroyer of all in

thy character as Rudra
;
thou alone art the very Brah*

man, that is ultimately all this phenomenal world

that is manifest verily as the Brahman alone ; thou

alone art the Atman directly manifest of the form of

the innermost Atman of all beings. Thee alone I

always speak of as Rt;a or the moral rectitude which is

the mainstay of every-day life. Thee alone I speak of

as Satya or the real (absolute) existence. (1-3)

Prayer unto Ganapati

O Ganapati that hast attained the state of the Para

Brahman and the Apara Brahman of the non-quali-

fied as well as the qualified types respectively, do Thou

afford protection unto me that have sought shelter under

Thee ;
do Thou afford protection unto me, the imparter

of instruction relating to Thy Vidya unto my batches

of disciples
;
do Thou protect those that receive instruc-

tion from me relating to Thy VidyS ; do Thou protect

me, the bestower of the VidyS ;
do Thou protect him

who holds on to such instruction ;
do Thou protect the
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preceptor who is skilled in the continuous repeating of

the Vidya ; do Thou protect the disciple who repeats

after the Guru ;
O Ganapati that hast attained the

state of the Viraj, do Thou protect me by releasing me

from the ignorance contracted from the east
;
do Thou

protect me by releasing me from the ignorance con-

tracted from the south ;
do Thou protect me by releasing

me from the ignorance contracted from the west
;
do

Thou protect me by releasing me from the ignorance

contracted from the north
;
do Thou protect me by

releasing me from the ignorance contracted from the

above ;
do Thou protect me by releasing me from the

ignorance contracted from below ;
likewise, by releas-

ing me from the ignorance contracted from the inter-

mediate directions ;
from all sides around me, do Thou

protect me, protect me, from all impediments, through

the power and glory of Thine. (4)

Praise of Ganapati as being of the

Character of the all-Atman

O Ganapati, Thou constitutest speech of the

character of the Omkara and its import, the Para and

the Apara Brahman. Thou art the Brahman im-

manent in every one of the organs of the body, by

being the Is'vara controlling their respective functions,

by being “ the ear of the ear ” and so on, as the S'ruti

says. Thou art .the supreme sentience that reveals

itself in the form of knowledge, distinct knowledge,

perfect knowledge and knowledge of the truth. . This
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phenomenal world in its entirety originates from Thee
alone of the character of the four-faced Brahma at

the end of every Pralaya. This phenomenal world in

its entirety derives its sustenance from Thee alone of

the character of the all-pervasive Vispu. This phe-

nomenal world in its entirety will attain its dissolution

with form in Thee alone of the character of Rudra,

only to be re-awakened in the same form again, at the

end of every Pralaya, commencing from the Nitya-

pralaya of sleep on to the Kalpa-pralaya. This phe-

nomenal world in its entirety attains its dissolution

(shorn of its form, in all reality) in Thee alone, the

formless Brahman. Thou alone art the earth-element,

waters, fire, air and ether, looked upon as things apart

from Thee, by the fancy of persons ignorant of the real

nature of the Brahman. Thou alone art the four

different stages through which articulate speech springs

up, viz., the Para, the Pas'yantI, the Madhyama and

the VaikharL Thou transcendest the three Gunas

(rhythm, mobility, and inertia). Thou transcendest

the three bodies (gross, subtle and causal). Thou

transcendest the three durations (past, present, and

prospective). Thou art eternally established in the

Muladbara of four petals, in the indiviSual, collective,

partly individual and partly collective, as well as the

Tuiiya aspects of the cosmos. Thou art of the

character of the three Saktis, viz., the powers of

sentient action, knowledge and desire. Yogins ever

contemplate on Thee alone in the attitude, “ I atn

the Brahman ”. Thou * art Brahma, the Creator,
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Thou art Visnu, the sustainer. Thou art Rudra, the

destroyer. Thou art Indra. Thou art Agni (fire).

Thou art Vayu (air), and other guardians of the

cardinal points. Thou art the Sun (the eye of the

Universe). Thou art the Moon (the lord of the herbs,

the feeder of the Universe). Thou art the Brahman

(vastly expanding everywhere). Thou art the Bhur,

the Bhuvar and the Suvarlokas, as well as the OmkSra,

and hence comprehend all as the all-Atman. (5-6)

The Eight-Syllabled Mula-mantra

of Ganapati

Having uttered the first letter composing the word
“ Gana ” (Ga), then the first letter of the alpha-

bet (Akara), and the Anusvara (M), transcending

them, radiant with the half-moon (Bindu) likewise

;

this, conjoint with the Tara (Orpkara), viz., “ Om,

Gain ”, is the real form of the Manu (Mantra). The

syllable “ Ga ” is the fore-part of its form. The
“ Akara ” is the middle part (merged in the form of

the previous one)
;
while the Anusvara is the final

part of the form. The Bindu (the Ardhamatra) is

the upper part of the form. The Nada that is

obtained by pronouncing with a long intonation, is

the Sandhana (placing together of the several parts).

The Saiphita (the continuous intonation of all the

syllables simultaneously) is the Sandhi (compact form).

This is the reputed GSneffi-vidyS. Ganaka is the seer

of the Gaijesfa-mahavidya. Nrcad-gayatri is the
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Chandas (metre employed). “ Gam ” is the Blja

(seed syllable). “ Namah ” is the S'akti (potency).

“ Ganapataye ” is the KHaka (peg). S'rl MahSganapati

is the Devata (presiding deity). The six AftganySsas

are to be performed with “ Gam”, “ Glm ”, “ Gtiih ",

“ Gaiip ", “ Gauni ” and “ Gah ”, The meditation

is with the Mantra commencing with the words,

“Ekadantam” and so on [vide (11) below]: The

PaficapHjS is to be performed with “ Larp " etc.

“ Oip, Ganapataye namah " (Om, salution unto Gana-

pati) is the Mula-Mantra. Then should be performed

the PaficapujI with the meditation on the heart and

others. (8, 9)

The GanapattGayatrI

“Ekadantaya vidmahe vakra-tundaya dhimahi,

tanno dantih pracodayat ” (we devote all our per-

ception unto the one-toothed god ;
we devote all our

meditation unto the god with the curved trunk of the

elephant ;
may the elephant-god direct ns along the

right track).

Meditation on Ganapati

He who meditates on the one-toothed god, having

four arms, wielding the cord and the goad with two

of them, manifesting with the two others the Abhaya

(fear-not) posture and the Varada (boon-bestowing)

posture, having the musk-rat as the emblem on bis
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ensign, with a red protuberant belly, and ears resemb-

ling winnowing baskets, putting on a red garment, with

his limbs smeared with red sandal-paste, worshipped

with floral tributes of red flowers, ever mercifully dis-

posed towards his devotees, who is the prime-cause of

the phenomenal world, never swerving from his self-

chosen right track, who came into being at the begin-

ning of the creation to the good fortune of all beings,

who stands apart from the influence of the Purusa

(Is'vara) and the Prakrti (Maya), transcending all in

this manner, that Yogin, meditating on the non-

differentiated Ganapati, is superior to and excels

Yogins who merely meditate on the differentiated

Ganapati. (11-14)

The MOla-mantra of Ganapati

Salutation unto thee, Vratapati, the leader of Vratas

(troops of gods such as Brahma and others), Ganapati,

the leader of Gapas (multitudes of human beings), unto

thee salutation, unto thee the leader of S'iva’s Prama-

thaganas, Pramathapati
;
may our salutation be unto

thee, with the protuberant belly, that art the one-toothed

god, the destroyer of all obstacles, the beloved son of

S'iva, and the bestower of boons, specially incarnate,

as it were, for the purpose, salutation, salutation. The
practitioner who resorts to the Ganapati-mantra, the

Gayatfi and the Mala-mantra in the prescribed manner,

gets his mind purified thoroughly, and thence he derives

knowledge, distinct knowledge and perfect knowledge
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as a result of his investigation into the Gapes'a-VidyS,

and, simultaneously with the consummation of such

knowledge, attains Kaivalya, by remaining in the state

of aloneness with the Ganapati-Paramatman, the quest

of such knowledge. (15)

Fruit of Studying this VidyS

He who studies this crest of the Atharvan

(Upanisad forming part of the Atharvaveda), tends

in this "direction of becoming the Brahman alone. He

attains the indivisible bliss of the all-immanent Brah-

man (the All). He is by no means affected by all

kinds of obstacles and attains the state of Brahman

without impediment. He is released from the evil

consequences of having committed the five heinous

sins and other sins of a minor nature. He destroys

the sins committed in the course of the day by study-

ing it in the evening twilight. He destroys the sins

committed over-night by studying it early in the

morning. By practising it both in the morning and the

evening twilights, he is rid of all sins and attains the

four ends of human existence, viz., Dharma (righteous

conduct), Artha (wealth), KSma (the fulfilment of his

heart’s desires) and Moksa (liberation). (16)

Rule Relating to the Bestowal of thisjVidyI

This Atharvasriras Upanisad should not be bes-

towed by any means on one who has no disciples
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attached to him. Should any bestow it on such a one,

out of delusion, he becomes a confirmed sinner. (17)

Application in Quest of Specific Desires

Whichever desire one seeks the gratification of,

that desire he will get gratified by studying this

Upanisad a thousand times. Should one sprinkle

water over which this has been uttered, over and

about an image of Ganapati, he will become an ac-

complished debator. Should he utter this, without

taking his food, on the fourth day of the lunar fort-

night, he will attain the accomplishment of the Vidya.

There is this text of the Atharvanaveda, “ He who
knows how to conduct himself towards the Brahman,
will have no fear at all at any time ”

;
by practising this

Vidya will he shuffle off his mortal coil
;
he becomes

the Brahman alone. He who worships Ganapati

with sprouts of the Darva-grass, uttering this, becomes

comparable with Vais'ravana (the god of wealth), in

point of worldly prosperity. He who worships him

with fried grains becomes a famous man and a man
of intellect. He who worships him with an offering of

a thousand Modakas (a small, round, sweet-meat of

that name), will attain as the fruit the fulfilment

of his heart’s desires. He who worships him with the

offering of sacred twigs (samit) and ghee as oblations to

the sacred fire, will attain all, will attain all. By caus-

ing eight Brahmanas to completely grasp this Upanisad,

(by imparting this unto them) he becomes possessed
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of the illuminating power of the Sun. By uttering as

Japa this during the time of Solar eclipse, either in a

great sacred river or in front of an image, he becomes

accomplished in the use of the Mantra with efficacy.

He becomes released from even the mightiest obstacle.

He becomes released from the most noxious fault he

might be subject to. (18)

Fruit of the Knowledge of the Vidy£

He who knows thus, becomes the knower of all,

becomes the knower of all. Thus the Upanisad. (19)
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[This Upanisad, which is the one hundred and

fourth' among the 108 Upanisads and forms part of the

SSraaveda, deals with Bhasmadharana (wearing the

Tripu^ra mark with ashes), as the means to be

employed for the acquisition of the knowledge of the

highest Truth (the Brahman), the rule prescribed there-

for and the fruit derived from conforming to the

S'Smbhava-vrata, leading to the attainment of the

highest truth of the Para and the Apara Brahman,
in the form of a discourse between Jabalin and Paip-
palldin]

.

Intense Meditation on Is'vara, the Means
to Acquire Knowledge of the

Highest Truth

Thereupon Paippaladin asked the reputed Lord,
Sage Jabalin, thus :

“ O Lord, pray relate unto me the
secret of acquiring the knowledge of the highest eternal
verity, the Parabrahman ”, Jabalin remained silent,

without making any response to the query, Paippala-
din, in keeping with the import of the sacred text,
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“ Wherefrom words recede baffled, along with the

mind ” (Yato vaco nivartante aprSpya manasa saha)

understood Jabalin’s irresponsive attitude of silence

to indicate the profound secret of the highest truth,

the Brahman of the peerless, non*differentiated

state, of the form of irresponsive, profound silence,

that could not be adequately described in words nor

portrayed by the mind and, with a view to unravelling

the mystery further, adopted the means of riddling

Jabalin with a number of questions bearing /on the

subject. “ What is the Tattva (truth of the Brah*

man) ? What is the Jlva ? What is the Pas'u ? “ What
is Is'vara ? What is the means to be employed for

liberation ? ” He (Jabalin) thereupon replied unto

him (Paippaladin) thus :
“ Well has all this been

asked by thee. I shall presently explain all this

relating to which information has been sought by

thee Again he (Paippaladin) asked him (Jabalin)

thus: “Whence has this been known by thee?”

Again he (Jabalin) answered him (Paippaladin)

thus :
“ From §adanana (the six-faced son of Siva)

Once again, he (Paippaladin) asked him (Jabalin)

thus :
“ Whence was it known by $a<Janana ? ” Again

he (Jabalin) replied unto him (Paippaladin) thus:
“ From Is'ana was it known by him ($a<Janana)

Again he (Paippaladin) asked him (Jabalin) thus:

“ How was it known by $adanana from him (Is'ana) ?
”

Again he (Jabalin) replied unto him (Paippaladin)

thus ;
“ From Upasana (intense meditation) of him

Is'ana) did $adanana derive such knowledge (1-9)
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Exposition of the Eternal Verities (Tattva)

OF TH^ PAffU AND PAS'UPATI

Again he (PaippalSdin) asked him (Jabalin) thus:

“ O Lord, pray be merciful enough to explain unto me
all this along with the secret underlying them Being

thus asked by him (PaippalSdin), he (jSbalin) ex-

plained unto him all that had to be explained about

the hidden truth thus :
“ The lord of the Pas'us (the

Jlvas that are bound by the bond of ignorance of the

Xtman), Paramesrvara, though himself accomplished

with the powers of sentient action, knowledge and

desire when acting as though influenced by individual-

ality, is known as the Jlva swirling in worldly existence.

He (the Is'a, behaving very much like the Jlva) is

alone known as the Pasfu. Thus the identity between

the Jlva and S'iva becomes established. “ The prime-

cause, having brought about the effect, itself attains, as

it were, the state of the effect “ The Jlva is S'iva

and S'iva is the Jlva. The reputed Jlva is S'iva alone,”

says the SVuti. This Xs'a is in reality the omniscient

overlord (knowing, as he does, that apart from him
there is nought), is endowed with the power of ac-

complishing the five kinds of actions (Krtya of the five

Brahmans, viz., creation, sustenance, destruction, be-

nediction, and vanishing suddenly from view), the

omnipotent overlord that is immanent in all, who yet

remains alone (apart from all), he alone is the Para-

matman, Pas'upati (the lord of Pas'us, the Jivas)”.

Once again he (Paippalldin) asked him (Jabalin),
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thus :
“ What are the Passes ? Pray tell me.” “ The

Jlvas are said to be the Pastas. Pastapati is so called

because of his being the controller of the Pastas
”

was JStbalin’s reply. Again he (PaippalSdin) asked

him (Jabalin) thus :
“ How can the Jivas be Pas'as ?

How can their controller be Pastapati ? ” He (Jabalin)

replied unto him (PaippalSdin) thus : “ Even as cows

and other (herbiverous) animals that subsist on grass,

that are by themselves devoid of discrimination, that

are driven by others, that are employed in agricultural

and other operations, that put up with all kinds of

torments, and are capable of being tethered by their

masters, are the Pastas, even so are the Jlvas

Pastas
;
even as the masters of such cows and other

animals are Pastapatis, even so the omniscient Is'a

is Pastapati.” (10-15)

Wearing of VibhUti Marks the Means

of Acquiring Knowledge

“ Through what means is the realization of the

Pastapati attained ? ” Thus asked PaippalSdin again.

Again he (JabSlin) replied unto him thus :
“ Through

the wearing of VibhSti marks alone is it attained.

(16, 17)

S'ambhavavrata

“ What is the procedure to be adopted for the

wearing of the Vibhuti marks ? Over which parts of the

body should such marks be worn?” Thus asked
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PaippalSdin. Again jSbalin replied unto him thus

:

“ Having taken the ashes in the right hand, with the

uttering as Japa of the Mantras of the Pafica-brahmans,

SadyojSta and others, placing it on the left palm and

uttering over it this Mantra, “Agniriti Bhasma”
and so on (what is fire is ashes, and so on), thus all

the while touching the ashes with the right hand, then

taking it up carefully with the right hand, with the

Mantra “ Ma nastoke ” and so on (pray do not unto

our little disciple, and so on,) mixing it well with

water with the Mantra “ Triyayusam ” and so on (for

three durations of Jamadagni’s life, and so on), one

should place the Tripuridra-mark over the head, the

forehead, the chest and the shoulders. With the five

Mantras beginning with “Triyayusam,” and so on,

and with the TryambabSnuvSkas (the Mantras of the

MrtyuSjaya-sSkta), one should mark the three parallel

lines transversely across the head, forehead, chest

and shoulders. This making of the Tripupdra-marks,

with the formalities prescribed for the purpose is what

is known as the S'ambhava-vrata (the vow of S'ambhu).

This vow has been made mention of in all the Vedas
and by the expositors of the Vedas. Hence should the

seeker after liberation keep this vow, for not incarnat-

ing again and again. (18, 19)

The Measure of the Trifu^prarekhX

Then, with a view to knowing the exact measure
of the Tripundra-mark, Sanatkumara enquired about
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the measure of the Tripunclra-mark when worn. Unto
him replied Rudra as follows :

'* As for the wearing of

the Tripunqlras as prescribed in the Vedas, the lines

are threefold alone. Across the forehead, as far as it

stretches on either side, then as far as the eyes stretch

on either side, and in between the middle of the eye-

brows as well, should the Tripundra-marks be worn.

(20)

Modes of Conception Relating to the
Three RekhSs of the Tripu^dra

What is the Tripupdra’s first line, that is the

GSrhapatya-fire (including the fire in the bowels of the

earth and the like); the syllable “A”, individually

and collectively, of the Prapava; Mobility (abiding

in the Vitfva, the Viraj and the Otr, among the three

Gupas)
;

the Bhurloka ; the Atman of the line

;

the power of sentient action (of four-faced Brahma)

;

the Rgveda; and the early morning-austerity; and

Prajapati (the great Brahman, non-differentiated from

the innermost Atman), is its deity. What is the

second line, that is the Daksina-fire ; the syllable

“ U ”, individually and collectively, of the Prapava

;

the rhythm (of the Taijasa, the S&tra, and the Ann-

jaity, among the three Gunas
;

the AntarStman;

Visnu ; the power of desire (of the form of truthful re-

solve); the Yajurveda; and the noon-tide austerity

;

and Sada&iva is its deity. What is its third line,

that is the Ahavanlya fire
;
the syllable “ M ”, indi-

vidually and collectively, of the Pranava ; the inertia
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(of the Prajffa, the Itfvara, and the Anujfiaikarasa

among the three Gunas) ;
the ParamStman (Rudra)

;

the power of knowledge (of the form of unbridled omni-

science); the Slmaveda
;
and the third austerity (of the

evening-twilight); and MahSdeva is its deity, thus. (21)

Fruit of Wearing the Bhasma-mark

That knower who practises with ashes, in con-

formity with the rule prescribed for wearing the Tri-

pup<Jra-mark, after being duly initiated thereinto,

through the grace of the Guru, be he a celibate, house-

holder, recluse who has taken to the woods, or an

ascetic (closely observing the rules of conduct laid

down for his particular stage in life), becomes hallowed,

through the purification of his sins, be they ordinary or

heinous in their effect. He becomes one who has had

his ablutions in all the (three and a half crores of)

sacred streams and waters, even without resorting to

them. He attains the fruit of having studied all the

four Vedas (to wit, a perfectly pure mind). He becomes

one who has come to know all the Devas. He becomes

one who has recited as Japa all the Rudra-mantras

in perpetuity. He attains the secondary fruit of having

enjoyed all enjoyments of this as well as the other world.

He attains the primary fruit of giving up his body

and attaining S'ivasayujya (communion with the Para-

mStman, S'iva, and attains the transcendent fruit of

incorporeal Kaivalya). He does not incarnate again,

he does not incarnate again. Thus. “Oip" (the
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Turya-turya of the form of silence, with which Jibalin

so eloquently responded at first to the queries of the

sage Paippaladin, by remaining silent for a while, and

which shines at the topmost part of the resonance of

the Turiyoinkara, that real form of the Turya-turya,

which is perceived with the abatement of the four times

fifteen misconceptions commencing from the Jagrat-

jagrat, and ending with the AvikalpSnujBaikarasa), that

alone is the Satya or peerless, absolute existence

(whether the delusion arising out of ignorance persists

or ceases to exist). Thus the Upanisad. (22*23)
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[This Upanisad, which is the forty-ninth among the

108 Upanisads and forms part of the Krsna Yajurveda,

deals with the profound secret of the knowledge of the

S'ivatattva, the Mantras relating to S'iva, the means

to be employed for the attainment of the knowledge

of the S'ivatattva and other allied topics, in the form

of a discourse between the Cirajlvin, Sage Markarujleya,

and the great sages, S'aunaka and others, in glorifica-

tion of the Paramatman, S'iva.]

Attainment of the State of a CirajIvin

THROUGH THE KNOWLEDGE OF THE S'IVATATTVA

In that part of Bharatavarsa, between the Saras-

vatl and the Drsadvatl rivers, known as Brahm5varta,

under the shade of a huge banyan-tree with over-

hanging roots, there were assembled, once upon a

time, the great sages, S'aunaka and others, at a great

sacrifice. They, after approaching Sage Markapdeya,

the Cirajlvin (the long-lived Muni) with sacred fuel

in hand (in token of seeking tutelage under him), with

a view to their being initiated into the knowledge of

the highest truth at his hands, asked him thus :
“O

Lord, by what means do thou live for a long time ?

how do thou enjoy perpetual bliss ? ” Being thus

questioned the Muni replied unto them thus: “Through
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the realization of the profound secret of the S'ivatattva

(by remaining as the Paramatman, Siva alone, that
has to be well guarded as a profound secret against
being profaned through bestowal on ineligible persons,
that eternal verity of the S'iva-paramStman that is

known to be attained through the denial of the inaus-
picious quarter of AvidyS and the multitude of its

concomitants which are apart from the Brahman),
through that alone am I long-lived and do experience,

all along, the bliss of the Brahman. (1, 2)

Queries Relating to the Knowledge of the

S'ivatattva

“ What is that knowledge of the S'ivatattva which
is a profound secret ? Who is the god referred to therein ?

What are the essential Mantras? What is the con-

firmed conviction borne out through such knowledge ?

What is the means for the acquisition of such know-
ledge ? What is the preliminary preparation to be

made therefor ? What is the- oblation to be offered ?

What is the Kala (time) ? What is its seat ? ” So
asked S'aunaka of Markan<Jeya Muni. (3)

The Real Form of the Knowledge of the
Paramas'ivatattva

He (MSrkapdeya), by way of answering the nine

questions addressed to him, in order, replied unto him
thus :

“ That is the profound secret of the knowledge of

the Sivatattva through which non-differentiated percep-

tion alone excelling all others, the ParamStman, Siva
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(who is the all and apart from whom there is nought),

who, facing the south, is disposed towards making a

gift of the attainment of incorporeal aloneness (Kai-

valya) on all seekers after liberation that chance to fall

within the range of his glance, through his silent com-

mentary alone, is made to manifest himself directly

within the range of vision of the seeker, and not merely

on the basis of any indirect testimony.” (4)

The Real Form of the Deva that has to

be Known

He who delights in or manifests himself in all

his splendour, having withdrawn into his own self all

forms of phenomenal existence which are experienced

by Nescience due to the misconceptions of persons

deluded about the real nature of the Brahman, who
remains as the Brahman alone at the time of the

Pralaya when all phenomenal existence meets with

dissolution (as a result , of the dawning of the know-
ledge of the supreme truth), he is the Deva (the supreme
radiance of the Brahman). (5)

The Twenty-four-syllabled Mantra

Here occur the following verses bearing on the'

secret of the Mantra. Of this S'rl MedhadaksinamGrti

-

mantra BrahmS (the Creator) is the seer. Gayatri

is the metre employed. The Lord facing the south

(S?iva) is the presiding deity. The Aflganyasas are
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to be perforated with the Mantra. “ Oip,” “ Hrlip",

and “ Oip ”, are respectively the Blja, the S'akti, and
the Kilaka in the case of all the five Mantras ex*

tracted here.
< ,

Uttering “ Oip ” at first
; then uttering

“ Namah” and the word “ Bhagavate thereafter the

word “ Daksin2 ”
; thence one should extract the

word “ Mflrtaye ”, Then one should utter the dative

of the word “I” (“Mahyam”) and the words
“ Medham ” and “ Praj3am ”

;
then after pronouncing

the syllable “ Pra ”, then the seed-syllable of V5yu
(viz., “ Ya ”), one should pronounce the syllable

“ ccha ” with the wife of fire (“ Sv5ha ”). This con-

stitutes the twenty-fout-syllabled Mantra thus :
“ Oip,

namo bhagavate daksinamurtaye, mahyarh medharb,

prajBarh prayaccha, Svaha ” (Oip, salutation unto the

lord Daksinamurtin, pray bestow on me mental

vigour and discriminative power, Svaha). Meditation. :

I praise the lord Daksipamurtin that is of the bright-

white colour of crystal and silver, that holds in

his hands the rosary of Aksa-beads, strung along with

pearls, a pot containing nectar and Vidy5, and assum-

ing the JSSnamudra with the finger-tips of the right

hand, with snakes issuing out of his arm-pits and the

the moon worn as crest-jewel, possessed of three eyes

and putting on various kinds of ornaments. (6-8)

The Nine-Syllabled Mantra

The nyasas of this Mantra are to be performed

with the Mantra itself. Uttering at first the foremost

word of the Veda (viz., “ Oip ”) which is the foremost
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vowel to reach final emancipation (the OipkSra),

then extracting the five-syllabled one ending with the

visarga ' (viz., Daksinamurtih ”), and the word
“ Atara," along with the visarga thereafter, at the end
one should extract the Tara (“ Om ”). This is the

nine-syllabled Mantra thus :
“ Ora ! DaksinamQrti-

ratarom (Orp, Daksinamurtin, the Paramatman,
is unconquerable, Oip). The seer and other parti-

culars of this Mantra are the same as for the previous

one. Meditation : Assuming the Varadamudra (boon-

bestowing-posture), vouchsafing well-being and pros-

perity unto his devotees and holding the axe and the

deer (the mudrS with the right hand and the axe and
the deer with two other hands), with one other hand
resting on the knee, with the arm-pits encircled by
snake-holes, seated under a banyan-tree, with the

-crescent moon in juxtaposition with his crown of matted
hair, enhancing the lustre of his milk-white complexion,

possessed of three eyes and surrounded by S'uka and
other great sages, may that foremost of all gods, Bhava,
grant purity of conception unto us. (9-10)

The Eighteen-Syllabled Mantra

The nyasas of this Mantra are to be performed
with the Mantra alone. Uttering the Tara (“ Oip ”),

and then the words “ Blum ” and “ Namah,” then the
seed-syllable of Mays and the Vagbhavablja (viz.,
“ Hrlip,” and “ Aiip ”), uttering the word “ Dak-
sina ”

; thereafter will be the word “mijrtaye”, and
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then the words “jflSnaip dehi”; then should one
place the wife of fire (“ Sv5hS ”) last of all. This
is the eighteen-syllabled Mantra that is well-guarded
as a secret among all Mantras. The full Mantra is

this :
“ Oip, Bluip, Namo, Hrlip, Aiip, DaksinSmUrtaye,

jSSnarp dehi Svaha ” (Om, Bluip, Salutation, Hrlqi,

Aiip, unto DaksinSmUrtin, pray bestow on me knowledge,
Svaha). The seer and other particulars are as before.

Meditation

:

With his entire body rendered white with

the smearing of ashes, wearing the crescent moon (as his

crest-jewel), having lotus-like hands shining with the

jSanamudra, a rosary of Aksa-beads, a harp and a
book, who is charming to look at, seated on a pedestal

in a yogic posture with a graceful countenance, served

by multitudes of great sages while silently expounding
the highest truth seated in his preceptorial chair,

bespangled with serpents (as his jewels), clad in the

hide of an elephant, may that Is'vara, the ParamStman
facing the south, protect us for ever. (11-13)

The Twelve-Syllabled Mantra

The nyasas of this Mantra are to be performed

with the Mantra alone. One should utter the T5ra
(“ Orp ”), the seed-syllable of ParSs'akti (* Hrlip ”)

the seed-syllable of Ram5 (“ Srirp ’*), and also the

word “ SSmbas'ivaya ”, then the word “ Tubhyaip ",

and lastly the wife of fire (“Svtha”) thus: “Oip,

Hrlip, Sr
r!m, SSmbasivaya tubhyaih SvahS” (Oip,

ffriip, ffrlip, unto thee Siva, conjoint with AtpbS, thy
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spouse, SvShS). This is the twelve-syllabled Mantra.

The seer and other particulars are as before. Medita-

tion : I praise the lord with His abode under the banyan-

tree, displaying the harp, the book and the rosary of

Aksa-beads in his hands, with his neck resembling a

cloud in colour, who excels in his power and glory

with great serpents issuing out of his arm-pits, and who
is worthy of being served by S'uka and other great

sages, (14-15)

The Anustubha, King of Mantras
’

The seer of this Mantra is Visnu. The metre

employed is Anustubh. The Paramatman, S'iva,

facing the south, is the presiding deity. The Blja and

other particulars are as before. The nyasa of this

Mantra is to be performed with the Mantra alone.

Uttering at first the Tara (“ Oip ”), and then the

words, “ Namo bhagavate tubhyaip vata ”, uttering

thereafter the word “ Mula ”, one should extract the

word “ Nivasine ”
; and after that the word “ Vagi-

sSya", followed by the word “ Mahajflana ”. Utter-

ing the word “ Dayine ”, one should extract the words
“ MSyine Namah ”. This is the Anustubha, king of

mantras,1 which excels all the most excellent mantras.

Meditation : I meditate, for the attainment of all my
heart’s desires, on the transcendent Guru whose hands

display
:
the Cinmudra (the posture of pure sentience),

the book, fire and serpents, whose face beams with grace*

who has a beautiful pearl-garland round his neck, who
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is resplendent with the beams of the crescent-moon

shining over his crown, who destroys all ignorance,

who is the foremost of all (he being the prime-cause of

all), who is the import of the foremost words (the

Vedas, the most ancient of all lore), the Lord of

Bhavani, who has his abode under a banyan-tree with

over-hanging roots. The full Mantra is :
“ Orp, namo

bhagavate tubhyarfi VatamGlanivSsine, vaglsfgya mahS-

jfiSnadayine namah” [Oin, salutation unto thee, O
lord that abidest under a banyan-tree at its root, that

art the supreme controller of all speech, that bestowest

the highest knowledge (of the Brahman on thy devo*

tees) and that art the arch-illusionist (Mayin)]. (16-19)

Explanation of NisthX and Others

The firm conviction (Nisljha) brought to bear on the

seeker through the knowledge of the Bivatattva, is the

remaining alone in the attitude, “ That (Brahman which

remains as the only residuum as a result of the denial of

the existence of things apart from itself) alone ami"
(So’ham),'as long as the embodied state persists. Tbe re-

petition of the Mantra in the attitude of non-differentia-

tion (between the deity of the Mantra and one’s own

Atman is the means to be employed far the realization

of and the remaining alone as tbe deity of the Mantra.

The preliminary preparation (parikara) for attaining

the knowledge of the deity is the absolute surreoder.to

that deity of the form of the Mantra by concentrating

one-’pointedly on and thoroughly identifying one’s sell
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with it with one’s own mind. The oblation (bali) to be

offered for the propitiation of the deity is the dedica-

tion of the entire functioning of the organs of the body

unto the deity. The movements of the hands and feet

and the like form a fitting homage unto the deity.

The KSla (duration of such knowledge) is the duration

of the three abodes (the gross, subtle and causal

bodies), as they are equipoised with the three Gunas,

Rhythm, Mobility and Inertia, leading to purity of

mind. The seat (sthana) is where the Dvadas'anta is

placed, either in the Sahasrara-cakra of the Brahma-

randhra or the Anahata-cakra of the heart, twelve-digit-

lengths from the AjSa-cakra in the middle of the

eyebrows, they being the places where the ParamSt-

man, non-differentiated from the innermost Atman, is

attained. (20-25)

Exposition of the Dawning of the

Knowledge of the S'ivatattva and the Like

They (S'aunaka and other sages) asked him (Mar*

kapjeya Muni) earnestly once again thus :
“ In what

manner will the dawning (udaya) of it (the knowledge of

the S'ivatattva) be ? “ What is its real form ? Who again

is its Uplsaka ? ” He replied unto them thus :
“ The

seeker should look upon the innermost Atman as the

lamp of knowledge filled with the oil of detachment,

furnished with the wick of devotion and having, as its

full receptacle (oil-can), intense sentience. By doing

so he will fintf that the light manifests itself of its own
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Eccord in the sapless (practically non-essential) dark-

ness of delusion, whether such delusion really exists

or not. Making detachment and devotion the upper

and nether Arani-chips and looking upon know-

ledge as the Citragu (the churning stick wherein the

variegated sparks of fire abide), and making the churn-

ing intensely for the dispelling of the intense darkness

pervading everywhere, one should look upon the secret

import of the S'ivatattva, as the fire of the Araiji-

wood lying dormant till it is made manifest by churn-

ing. The Paramatman, S'iva, having rescued the sage

MSrkandeya (Mrkandu’s son) of the name of Viveka

(proper discrimination), set upon by Yama (son .of

Surya and the god of death) of the form of Moha

(delusion) and thus rendered incapable of doing any-

thing, due to the fear of being rendered dual (differen-

tiated from the Paramltman) by the bonds of non-

investigation of the S'ivatattva, stood in his own form,

firmly established in his own unsurpassed bliss. That

knowledge of the form of the realization of the Stva-

tattva, known as the Daksina (capable of revealing the

form of the Brahman), is alone the door (means),

wherethrough to have a look around the Paramatman.

That reputed (ParamStman alone) S'iva, is represented

to be Dak?i}?Sbhimukha by the expositors of the

Brahman, he being attainable only through knowledge.

The lord ViriSci (the four-faced Brahma) who, having

resorted unto this Daksiijamurtin, through CJpasana, on

the eve of the creation of the phenomenal world and

having attained the skill and the power of creation,
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became immensely pleased at heart for having attained

the gratification of his desire. That (ViriSci) is the

UpHsaka (worshipper) of this S'iva, attainable through

realization alone, as “ there is no other means of ap-

proach for attaining him ” (nanyah panthSE ayanaya

vidyate), as the S'ruti says. (26-32)

Fruit of Studying and Understanding

the Import of this Upani§ad

He who knows this VidyS relating to the profound

secret, of the S'ivatattva is released from all sins. He
who knows thus (in the manner prescribed therefor),

experiences the state of aloneness (Kaivalya), of re-

maining as the S'iva-Paramatman alone. Thus the

Upanisad. (33)
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[This Upanisad, which is the ninety-third among
the 108 Upanisads and forms part of the Krspa Yajnr-

veda, deals with the forms, colours, powers, deities, and
other concomitants of the five Brahmans, Sadyojata,

Aghora, VSmadeva, Tatpurusa and IsTSTna, their dis-

solution in the Parabrahman, the manner of acquisi-

tion of the knowledge of the Parabrahman, the

non-dual, sentient character of Siva, and the attainment

of ISfiva in the Daharakas'a, in the form of a discourse

between S'akala and Paippalada]

.

The First Coming into Existence of

All the Five Brahmans

Thereupon (after being questioned by Sfokala),

u 0 Lord, what was generated at first ? ”, Sage

Paippalada replied unto him thus : SadyojSta was

generated all at once
“ What, O Lord ” ? (asked

Sakala). “ Aghora ” (was Paippalada’s reply). “ What,

O Lord ? ” (asked' again S'akala).
H VSmadeva ”

(was Paippalada’s reply). “ What again are these,

0 Lord?” (asked S&kala). “Tatpurusa” (said Paip-

palada in reply). “ What again are these, O Lord ?
”

(asked SfSkala again). “ The prerayita or prompted
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(supreme director as the Antaryamin) of all things celes-

tial and the celestial gods as well is Is'ana. The self-

same Is'ana is the controller of (the three durations) the

past, the present and the future and of all Devayonis,

generated from the same source as the gods, vis., the

Vidyadharas, the Apsarases, the Yaksas, the Raksasas,

the Gandharvas, the Kinnaras, the Pis'acas, the

Guhyakas, the Siddhas and the BhQtas. (1)

Query Relating to the Colour and other

Particulars regarding Them

" Of how many colours, of how many different

forms and possessed of how many kinds of powers

is that PaHcabrahmavidyS which has to be preserved

as a profound secret from those that are ineligible to

attain it ? ” Thus asked S'akala of Paippalada. (2)

That Secret Imparted by Mahesa

“Salutation unto that Mahadeva (great god),

unto that MahSrudra (the great Rudra) ! Mahes'a (the

great omnipotent lord) imparted the Paficabrahma-
vidyS unto him (Paippalada).” Thus the saying of

the Sruti.
(3, 4)

The Real Form of SadyojSta

“ Should there be anything in this world which is

fit to be preserved as a profound secret among all

secrets, do thou listen unto that, O S'akala. Sadyojata
(the eastward-looking face of Sadasfiva), is of the
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character of earth, the Pusan (Sun), Rams (the spouse

of Vi§pu), BrahmS (the creator), sentience of the

character of the three {viz., the Vis'va, the VirSt

and the Otratmans), the class of vowels (“ A ” and

others), the Rgveda, the GSrhSpatya (domestic fire),

the five-syllabled and other Mantras, the seven

Svaras (musical notes of the octave, Sa, ri, ga, ma, pa,

dha and ni), likewise ;
its colour is yellow, its S'akti

(power) is of sentient action and it is capable of

bestowing the fruits of all desires. (5, 6)

The Real Form of Aghora

The Aghora (the face of SadSslva facing the

the west) is of the character of water, the Moon, Gaurl

(the spouse of $?iva), the second Veda (Yajus), is of

the color of the cloud, is the vowel (“ U "), is pleasing

and is said to be the Daksipa-fire. It is composed of the

fifty letters (of the alphabet), is sustenance conjoint

with the powers of desire and action, is possessed of

the quality of protecting the powers generated by

itself, is destructive of the flood of all kinds of sins,

and is capable of destroying all wicked persons and

bestowing the fruit of all kinds of wealth. (7-9)

The Real Form of VXmadeva

The Vamadeva (the face of Sadas'iva facing the

South), that is the bestower of the great enlightenment

(mahSbodha), is of the character of fire, is possessed of the

various Vidyas (lores) and Lokas (worlds), is lustrous
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with the splendour of crores of Suns (simultaneously

risen), and is full of grace; that is known as the

SSmaveda, is well served by the eight kinds of songs

(composed of the seven of the SSmaveda, as well as the

Gfti or song mentioned in Bharatas'astra as the eighth),

with a majestic voice, that is of a mild temperament,

is of the character of the Xhavanlya (fire) unsurpassed

in excellence, served by the two S'aktis possessed of

the powers of knowledge and destruction, that is of

the white colour mixed with black, that is of itself fully

sentient, and is the controller of the three abodes

(the gross, subtle and causal, and the three states of

waking, dreaming and sleeping), that is possessed of

the character of the Vis'va, the Taijasa and the

Prajfia, that is the bestower of all kinds of auspi-

ciousness, the bestower of the fruits of all kinds of

Karma, good and bad alike, unto all men, that is of

the form of the eight-syllabled Mantra, “A, Ka, Ca,

Ta, Ta, Pa, Ya, S'a,” or “ Orp, namo Mahadevaya ”,

and is firmly established in the interior of the eight

petals of the heart-lotus. (10-14)

The Real Form of Tatpurusa

What is said to be the Tatpurusa (the face of

SadSs'iva facing the north), that is surrounded by the

region of air (VSyu), that is conjoint with the five

fires, that controls the potency of the seven crores

of Mantras, that is known to be of the character of

fee Svaras (vowels) and Vargas (consonants) making
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op the fifty letters of the alphabet, that is of the

form of the Atharvaveda, that is the leader of the crorea

after crores of Pramathagapa (hordes), whose body is

as vast and indivisible as the macrocosm, that is of

the blood-red colour, that grants all desires, that is of

the character of medicine for all kinds of diseases of

the mind as well as of the body, that is the prime

cause of all created beings, their sustenance and dis-

solution, that wields all kinds of powers, transcends the

three states of waking, dreaming and sleeping, and is

of the Turlya state, nay that transcends even that, as

the TuriyStlta, that is designated the Turiya-brahman,

worthy of being adored by Brahma, Vispu and others,

that is the generator of all and is verily the tran-

scendent Brahman alone. (15-18)

The Real Form of Ts'Sna

One should know the IsfSna (manifest in the

middle of the aforesaid four faces), as the highest, the

prompter and the witness of the functionings of the

Buddhi, who is of the character of XkSste or ether,

who is of the character of. the Avyakta (the unmanifest)

who is adorned with the resonance of the topmost part

of the Turiyorpkara, who is all the gods rolled into one,

who is the thoroughly tranquillized one, that transcends

the Svara known as S'anti, lying beyond the seven

Svaras (notes of the octave), who is the controller of all

sounds commencing from t( Akara ”, whose body is of

^kasTa Of etherial substance, who is the director of tfef
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five kinds of action (creation, sustenance, destruction,

benediction and suddenly vanishing from view), who is

of the character of the five Brahmans (Brahma, Visgu,

Rudra, Is'ana, and Sadas'iva) and who is prodigious.

(19-21)

The Parabrahman, the Basis of Dissolution
(Lava) of the Five Brahmans

Having caused the dissolution (laya) of the Pafica-

brahmans of the character of Sadyojata and others,

established in its own self, having destroyed the glories

of its own MSya (illusory powers) and having thereby

become firmly established in its own peerless non-dual

existence (the Parabrahman) that transcends the

characteristics of the PaHcabrahman, manifests itself

as the infinite existence with the radiance of its own
self

;
manifests itself in all its glory, at the beginning,

long before the phenomenal world came to be, at

the end, at the time of the great deluge wherein all

things apart from the Brahman have their dissolution,

at the end of the Kalpa, at the intermediate duration

(between the beginning and the end) and for all time,

of its own accord, and not through any other extraneous
cause apart from itself. (22-23)

Rule Relating to the Realization of
the Parabrahman

Deluded by the mayic (illusory) powers of S'ambhu,

all the Suras (denizens of Syarga-loba) do not know
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the world-preceptor, the prime-cause of all causes,

Mahadeva, super-abundant radiance, the Parama*

purusa that transcends the transcendent and has the

entire Vis'va (universe) as his abode. The form of

this radiance does not stand within the range of vision

of persons deluded on account of their ignorance of

the real character of the Parabrahman. Through which

alone the Universe stands revealed, wherein alone it

meets with dissolution, that Brahman is tranquillity

par excellence, it being immune from the conception of

things apart from itself. He who knows “ I am that Brah-

man, the supreme state ” attains immortality of Brah-

man. He who knows Brahman thus becomes liberated,

without doubt. With the knowing of the five-fold Brah-

mans, consisting of SadyojSta and others, as the pre-

liminary step, one should know that all this phenomenal

world is the Parabrahman, Siva, of the character of the

five-fold Brahmans, nay he should know whatever is

seen or heard of or falls within or lies beyond the

range of his inner and outer senses, as Sfiva of the

character of the five-fold Brahmans alone. On know-

ing the real character of that phenomenal world

of the five-fold character (made of the five elements),

known as the creature of the Brahman, but really

superimposed on the Brahman out of misconception,

that very moment the seeker surrenders himself unto

Is'ana, the Paramatman, and attains the exalted state

of Is'ana alone. After causing everything of the char-

acter of the five-fold Brahman to dissolve in his own

iqncnnost 5tman which is pop-differentiated from the
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Brahman, the knower should realize S'iva, the Brah-

man of the five-fold character, in the attitude, “ I am
he” and attain the immortal state of the Brahman
of the form of S'iva. He who realizes the Brahman
of this character stands liberated. There is no doubt
about it. Knowing S'ambhu of the five-syllabled

Mantra as of the real character of the Parabrahman,
knowing the five-syllabled Mantra beginning with the
syllable “ Na ” and ending with the syllable “ Ya ”,

(the full Mant-ra being, “Namah s'ivaya ”), he should re-

peatedly utter that Mantra as Japa. One should know
all things of the phenomenal world as of a five-fold

character, for the reason that the eternal verity of
S'iva is of the character of the five-fold Brahman. He
who studies the Vidya relating to the five-fold Brah-
man with true devotion, himself attaining the five-fold

character, shines forth of his own accord as the five-fold

Brahman alone. (24-32)

fiiE Character of Non-Dual or Absolute

Consciousness (Advaitacaitanyatva) of S’iva

Once upon a time Mahadeva, having imparted
instruction in this manner unto the high-souled Sage
Galava, relating to the PaScabrahmavidya, taking
compassion on him, blessed the sage and suddenly
vanished into his own self of his own accord. He
who thus vanished so suddenly, on merely hearing
whom, O £>afeala, what has not hitherto been heard
would have been heard, what has not hitherto been
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understood, would have been understood, and what has

not hitherto been known, would have become known,

that Mahadeva is the prime cause of all. Even as,

through knowing a clod of earth alone, O Gautama,
everything made of earth becomes known, as the article

made of earth, the effect, is in no way different from

earth, its cause, even as, through a jewel made of gold,

everything made of that metal becomes known, even as,

through paring off the nails once with a nail- cutter,

every article made of black iron becomes known as

in no way differing from the nail -cutter in its essential

character, the effect, which is in no way essentially

different from its cause, is verily the cause alone.

What is always of the same form absolutely is the

truth. Description in a form different from the actual

one is indeed falsehood. That (the Brahman, the

prime cause of all) is verily the one absolute cause

(in no way capable of being differentiated from all its

effects which would become false if described as exist-

ing apart from the Brahman), which is neither

differentiated nor is of a dual character. Differentiation

results in falsehood alone everywhere as the charac-

teristics, qualities, attributes, marks and the like,

forming the basis of such differentiation, stand undis-

closed (without being fully set forth and well defined).

Hence the eternal and immutable cause of all things

is the one, absolute (Brahman) alone that is peerless.

In this matter the one and only determining factor

is that the pure sentience of the Brahman (which

is the one real substratum of all this varying and
8
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variegated phenomenal existence) is non-dual (Advaya)

and absolute alone. (34-39)

The Attainment of S'iva in the DaharSkIs'a

In the Brahmapura (the body which is the city

of the Brahman, wherein is the abode of the Brahman
of the Microcosm), wherein is the abode of the form

of a white-lotus (the heart), known as the Dahara, O
Sage, in the middle of it is the ether known as the

Daharakas'a. That ether is S'iva, the infinite existence,

non-dual consciousness and unsurpassed bliss. That
STiva should be sought to be realized by all seekers.

This S'iva is the witness established in the hearts of all

beings, without any exception, and manifests himself

to the seeker, in accord with the strength of vision

and degree of spiritual development attained by the

seeker. Hence this S'iva is known as the heart of

ail beings and the liberator from the bonds of worldly

existence. Thus the Upanisad. (40, 41)
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[This Upanisad, which is the twenty-sixth among
the 108 Upanisads and forms part of the Atharvaveda,

takes the form of a number of discourses between
KSlSgnirudra and Bhusuijda, King Janaka, YajfSa-

valkya and others, and commencing with a touching

reference to the creation of the phenomenal world by
Brahman, succeeds in turning it to ashes by showing
that everything apart from the Brahman is ashes

alone and that what remains after turning to ashes

(ignorance and its concomitants which assume the form
of the belief in the existence of the phenomenal world
as apart from the Brahman) is the Brahman alone.

Incidentally it throws light on VibhGti, RudrSksa and
the Brhajjabala-vidya as the means of attaining libera-

tion, on the five kinds of Bhasma, the world of the

character of fire and the moon, as also of the character

of S'iva and Sakti, the identity of the Jlva with the Ttfa,

the attainment of Kaivalya through the Up5san§ of

the qualified Brahman, the procedure to be adopted

for the preparation of VibhQti, its purification through

mantra from stage to stage, Bhasmoddhllana, the

four substitutes for Bhasma, Bhasmasnana, making
the Tripun^ra-mark, the genesis of Rudraksa, the fruits
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attainable from wearing Bhasma, the Tripundra marks,

Rudraksa and the study of this Upanisad, and winds

up with the glorification of the most exalted state of

the Brahman].

BRAHMANA I

Creation by PrajSpati of the Macrocosm

of Avidya (Nescience)

The reputed waters of the great Deluge, this macro-

cosm of AvidyS, with neither name nor form distinct-

ly manifest, remained as water alone at the time of

the Deluge betokening the end of the Kalpa. There
then came into being this one alone, Prajapati (the

four-faced Brahma, the seer of the Brhajjabala-

mantra), in the lotus-leaf that sprang out of the navel

of S'rimannarayana . In the interior of the mind of

that PrajSpati there arose a desire of the form, “ Let
me create this macrocosm of nescience, consisting of

myriads of crores of macrocosms. For the very reason

that there sprang forth the desire for creating the

phenomenal world in his mind, whatever that Purusa
(Brahman) resolved upon in his mind, that thought

of his he gave expression to in words; what he ex-

pressed in words that he set about giving effect to

through action. The sentiment given expression to

by Brahman, relating to the creation of the world
and establishing the inter-relation between thought,

word and deed, set forth above, is related in the
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following 5k very much to the same effect. Long

before the creation of the macrocosm of nescience,

there was intense desire which, prior to the genera-

tion of the desire, was at first of the form of virility

of the mind and later consummated as desire (for

there can be no mind apart from the resolve which

again is the root-cause of all desire). Desire (KSma)

which is a close relation, as it were, of all phenomenal

existence falling within the range of vision by being

apparently of great help to it, later on completely

enters into the state of non-existence i.e., ceases alto-

gether to exist by being dissolved in the Brahman

which cannot be seen by the naked eye and is therefore

non-existent in the eye of ignorant folk. The creative

intellect (manlsS) of poets and great seers (which is

verily their mental resolve) lies deeply in their hearts

and should be looked for only there. Whatever desire

in the form of the quest after objects of pleasure,

such as wife, wealth and the like, springs up in the

heart, that draws the man of desire unto it. He who

knows thus attains the state of PrajSpati alone. (1, 2}

Desire to Know about VibhOti,

Rudr5k§a and the B9HAJjXBXLA-VIDYX

He (PrajSpati) performed penance, for a long

time, seeking the gratification of" his cherished desire.

Having performed penance thus, by being absorbed in

deep thought, he entered the body of a highly accom-

plished Yogin, assuming the form of a crow, and widely
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known as Bhusuij^a. The reputed Bhusunda into

whose body He had entered approached Kalagnirudra.

Having approached him, Bhusup<£a asked him thus:

“ O Lord, pray, relate unto me about the greatness of

VibhSti.” The Lord replied unto him thus :
“ So be it,

O Bhusunda. What is it that is to be related unto

thee ? ” Bhusunda asked him again thus :
“ Please

expound unto me the greatness of Vibhuti and

Rudraksa. Said the Lord unto Bhusunda : “ The

greatness of Vibhuti and Rudraksa has already been

explained unto thee in the company of PaippalSda

when both of you approached me on a former occa-

sion.” Whereupon Bhusunda rejoined thus :
“ In

that case, the S'ruti bearing on the subject of the fruits

derived from making use of VibhSti and Rudraksa,

should be expounded unto me.” “ What else are we

to discourse on beyond that ? ” asked the Lord.

Bhusurjcta replied :
“ Pray, do thou initiate me into the

thorough knowledge of the S'ruti of the name of the

Bfhajjabala-vidya which is capable of bestowing liber-

ation on the initiated.” (3-9)

Explanation of the Names and Forms of

the Five Kinds of Ashes (Bhasma)

By way of compliance with Bhusu^a’s request

the Lord said: “ Om, let it be so.” From the face of

Isfvara facing eastwards, known as the Sadyojata,

through the Mantra, “ I surrender myself completely

unto the SadyojSta,” there came into existence the
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earth. Therefrom came forth the Kali known as

Nivrtti (detachment). Therefrom came into being the

cow known as Nandi, of a tawny colour. From the

dung of that cow, purified and prepared in the pres-

cribed manner, was produced the 'ashes known as

Vibhlti. From Vlmadeva, the face of Is'vara facing

west, through the Mantra, “ I surrender myself com-

pletely unto the Vamadeva ”, there came into existence

water. Therefrom issued forth the Kali known as

Prati?$hl (accomplishment). Therefrom came into

being the cow known as Bhadil, of a dark colour. From

the dung of that cow (purified and prepared in the

prescribed manner) was produced the ashes known as

Bhasita. From Aghora, the face of Is'vara facing

southwards, through the Mantra, “ I surrender myself

completely to the Aghora,” there came into existence

fire. Therefrom issued forth the Kali known as Vidyl

(learning). Therefrom came into existence the cow

known as Surabhl, of a red colour. From the dung of

that cow (purified and prepared in the prescribed

manner) was produced the ashes known as Bhasma.

From Tatpurusa, the face of Is'vara facing the north,

through the Mantra, “ I surrender myself completely

unto the Tatpurusa," there came into existence air

;

therefrom issued forth the Kali known as SSnti (tran-

quillity). Therefrom came to be the cow known as

SusTla, of a white colour. From the dung of that cow

(purified and prepared in the prescribed manner) was

produced the ashes known as Kslra. From Is'ana, the

face of Is'vara in the middle of the aforesaid four faces,
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through the Mantra, “ I surrender myself completely

onto Is'ana,” there came into existence ether. There-

from issued forth the Kala known as S'antyatlta (what

transcends tranquillity). Therefrom came to be the

cow known as Sumana, of a variegated colour. From
the dung of that cow (purified and prepared in the

prescribed manner) was produced the ashes known as

Raksa. Thus are the the five names, Vibhuti, Bhasita,

Bhasma, Kara and Raksa, given to ashes. Through

being the cause of immense power and prosperity,

Vibhati is so called ;
through eating up all sins, Bhas-

ma is so called
;
through shining brightly, Bhasita is so

called
;
through causing troubles to melt away, Ksara

is so called; through affording protection from the

fears caused by evil spirits, the manes of the departed,

devils, Brahmaraksasas (spirits of murdered Brahmanas

seeking to wreak vengeance), and Apasmara (epilepsy),

Raksa is so called
;
thus through these five significant

names one should know ashes (bhasma). (10-15)

BRAHMANA II

Seeking the Knowledge of Ablution with

; Bhasma of the Character of Fire (Agni)

and the Moon (Soma)

Thereupon Bhusunda asked the Lord Kallgni-

rudra to relate unto him the rule relating to ablution

with Bhasma (ashes) of the character of Fire (Agni)

and the Moon (Soma). (1)
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The World of the Character of Fire

and the Moon

Even as Fire, though only one in essence, after

entering the world assumed multitudinous forms, cor-

responding to the various kinds of fuel on which it

feeds, even so Bhasma (ashes), which stands apart

from the Atman, though one alone, after entering into

the innermost Atman established at the core of all

beings in the form of the Vis'va, the Virat, the Otf

and other bases of the phenomenal world, in its indivi-

dual and collective aspects, super-imposed on the

Atman and becoming the AntarStman, immanent in

all beings, assumes various forms in accord with the

character of the Upadhis (influences) to which it is

subjected and also stands apart from them all in the

character of the Turiya-Turya, identical with the

changeless Atman. The Vis'va (universe) which is of

the character of Fire and the Moon (it being the com-

bined product of the two), is said to be the Vais'vSnara

fire. That which is subtle, sublime, radiant and

dreadful (partaking of the character of Rudra) is

known as fire. The other which infuses creative

energy and is full of nectar, is the Sakti known as

the Moon alone (the Ida-tfakti of the lunar nSdl on

the left side of the SusumnS being full of ampta alone).

Wherein is established amrta, that (Candra-Na<jl, the

Ida), by itself becomes possessed of Tejas (fire) and

Vidya (mystic power). These two alone (Fire and the

Moon) form the Rasa (savour) and Tejas (radiance) of
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gross and subtle objects respectively. The function of

Tejas (radiance) is of two kinds : what is of the character

of the sun (Surya) and what of fire (anala) ; so also the

power of Rasa (savour) is of two kinds : of the charac-

ter of the Moon (Soma) and of Fire. Radiance is of the

character of lightning and the like, and Rasa is of the

character of sweet, acid and the like. All this pheno-

menal world of the animate and inanimate orders of

creation, is invested with the different kinds of Tejas

(the radiance of Fire) and Rasa (savour of all kinds

of the nectar of the Moon). From Fire (represented

by the heat in churning) is produced nectar of the

form of butter etc., and fire feeds on and glows on

account of the nectar (represented by ghee, oil, fuel

and the like). Hence is the world of the character of

Fire and the Moon (full of nectar generated from it)

prescribed as an offering unto the sacred fire. (2-7)

The World of the Character of

S'lVA AND S'AKTI

The Sakti of Parames'vara is of a two-fold char-

acter: operating from above and operating from below.

Soma is the S'akti (power) operating from above (that

being established in the crest which is the topmost

part of Siva’s body, situated above the forehead and

the organs of perception of S'iva). Anala (Fire) is

the S'akti (power) operating from below (Muladhara)

in relation to the other power. [Or, Soma i.e., S'iva in

conjunction with Uma, his spouse, is possessed of
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Vidya-s'akti with which he causes his true devotees to

attain the highest state. Anala (the Jiva that never

attains satiety in the matter of the enjoyment of

objects of sensual pleasure) is possessed of AvidyS-

ffakti, through the influence of the subtle organs

operating from within the body, wherewith he acts in a

way detrimental to the attainment of the highest state

of the Brahman, for they always exert their influence

in the downward direction]. Hence this Vis'va, the

phenomenal world (whose existence is for ever a mere

matter of surmise) is enclosed (as it were in a box)

between the two (pis., the two S'aktis of S'iva, operating

from above and from below). As long as this power

of S'iva operates from above the fire of the MslSdhSra,

so long, the region above the fire of the MslSdhSra,

between the AjSa-cakra in the middle of the eyebrows

and the Sahasrara-cakra in the Brahmarandhra, be-

comes the lunar region of transcendent nectar. When
this power, roused by Kevala-Kumbhaka in combina-

tion with the fire of the MoladhSra (the triangular

seat of fire), reaches the lunar region, it showers the

nectar of the Moon downwards as far as the feet ; then

does the conjunction of S'iva and S'akti take place.

For the same reason, the power of the Jiva, operat-

ing from below, known as Kalagni, moves upwards

from the MulSdhSra in the direction of the Is'vara-

tattva in the Sahasrara, burning up all flaws in the

ascent; when the conjunction between the Jiva and

the Is?a, representing S'iva and S'akti, tabes place

there, then the misconception relating to the flaw of
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differentiation between the Jlva and the Is?a, formerly ex-

perienced, is completely burnt up and becomes hallowed

through the attainment of the state of the Brahman

alone. Even as this Kalagni of the Jlva, positively

held by the power of the MuladhSra (viz., the Kuntja-

linl), gives up the power of its own UpSdhi and moves

upwards, even so Soma, resting on the power of S'iva,

goes down. S'iva is the S'akti (power) operating from

above, and the S'akti (power) operating in the upward

direction is S'iva. There is nothing in this world that

is not pervaded in this manner by S'iva and S'akti (the

entire world being of the character of S'iva). That

phenomenal world which has been burnt to ashes times

without number by the fire of the knowledge of the

Vedantas'astra, is turned into ashes by the fire of

perfect knowledge of the form that there is nothing

apart from the Brahman. This phenomenal world,

they say, is the virility of fire; for the reason that

its existence has been the result of fancy of the Jlva

identical with the fire of the Muladhara, Bhasma (ashes)

is the virility of the world which is really non-exist-

ent apart from the Brahman. (8-13)

Rule Relating to Bathing in Bhasma in the

Case of those Ineligible for the Acquisi-

tion of the Knowledge of the Vidya

He who, having realized the real nature of Bhasma
(as expounded above in this Brahmana), bathes in

Bhasma [by smearing it all over his body in
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accordance with the rules prescribed therefor, by uttering

as Japa the Mantra, “ What is fire, that is Bhasma ”

(Agniriti bhasma) and others that follow] is said to be

one who has burnt the bonds of his ignorance of the

Atman through the potency of the BhasmasnSna per-

formed by him in accordance with the rules prescribed

therefor. That reputed Bhasma, which is the virility of

fire, is further mixed as it were with Soma (the nectar

generated by the conjunction of Siva with Sakti).

Should one, through mere conjecture based on the

implication of the Vedic texts, vis., that apart from

Soma there is neither Prakrti nor Vikrti, i.e., neither

the primordial originant nor what is generated out of it,

come to know of the real nature of Bhasma as the pro-

duct of Prakrti, even though he may not be conversant

with the practice of Yoga, such a one qualifies himself

for the knowledge of the real nature of the Prakrti (the

primordial originant out of which the material world

came to be created, in other words, the knowledge of

the real character of Bhasma, its product). On the

other hand, he who, having recourse to the artifice of

Yoga, looks upon his own Atman as bathed on all sides

round with that Bhasma mixed with the shower of

nectar caused by the Sakti in conjunction with Siva,

t.e., who sees his own Atman as still attached to and

swirling in worldly existence due to the influence of

the Upadhi of ignorance, ceases to be eligible for the

right appreciation of the real character of Bhasma

(as what is verily non-existent apart from the Atman)

and becomes dull-witted. (14-16)
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Release from Worldly Existence through

the Realization of the Identity between

THE JIVA AND THE Is'A

Hence, in the case of those virtuous persons who

dedicate in this manner the direct perception of the

Atman resulting from the flood of nectar, unto

Mrtyunjaya (S'iva), the conqueror of death (of the

form of the ignorance of the Atman, which is the cause

of the belief in the existence of things apart from the

Brahman, in the attitude that the flooding with

nectar in this manner is the work of S'akti conjoint

with and not apart from S'iva), when there is the direct

experience by them of the nectar flowing from the

conjunction of S'iva and S'akti, i.e., the realization by

them of the identity between the Jlva and the fea,

whence is there death for them ? He who knows this pro-

found secret, not within the range of knowledge (gahana)

of ignorant folk, which should by no means be imparted

unto the ineligible (guhya), which is the purest of all

pure states (pavana), which is ever ascendant (udita),

and vast (tata) in its super-abundance (incapable of

setting at any time), which is of the character of the

Are of the Jiva that burns up all the phenomenal world

lying outside, itself abiding in the innermost core of all

beings and of Soma (the Paramatman, S'iva, immanent
in all beings as the all-Atman, sustaining and nourishing

them all), by bringing about the identity between the

fire of the character of the Jiva and the transcendent

Soma that is the Is-a (in the attitude, “the Brahman
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am I, I alone am the Brahman "), does not incarnate

again in this world (once more to experience the delu-

sion relating to things apart from the Brahman and to

die of the anxiety caused by such delusion, but becomes

immortal, simultaneously with the attainment of the

knowledge of such an identity between the innermost

Atman and the transcendent Brahman, nay, by giving

up even the perception of such identity). (17, 18)

Attainment of Immortality (Amrtatva)

Possible even by Resorting to the
Qualified Brahman

He who, after burning up his body (and through

that, all concomitants of ignorance) with the fire of Biva,

that' throws into the back-ground all inauspicious

forms of phenomenal existence, kneads the ashes with

the shower of nectar generated by the conjunction of

Bakti and Soma (Biva) through adopting the course of

SusumuS-yoga, with the grace of the Paramatman,

Siva, will attain the direct perception of the Brahman

non-difierentiated from the innermost Atman and,

simultaneously therewith, will attain the immortal state

(amrtatva) of remaining as the incorporeal Brahman
alone, will attain the immortal state of remaining as

the incorporeal Brahman alone. (19)

BRAHMAfcTA III

Desire for the Knowledge of Vibhotiyoga

Then Bhusunda asked KSlSgnirudra thus :
“ Pray

relate unto me all about Vibhtttiyoga.” (1)
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The Mode of Origin of VibhOti

Rejecting the cow with hideous limbs, that which

is mad or prone to much mischief, which bears inaus-

picious marks and the like, which has borne calves

more than once, which has emaciated limbs, which has

lost its calf, which is not gentle, which does not suckle

its calf, which is barren, which has eaten its grass (and

can eat no more), which is given to eating hair, rags and

bones, which has just taken the bull, which has just then

delivered or which is afflicted with disease, he should

get hold of the dung of an unexceptionably flawless

cow of a superior breed and colour. Cow-dung (dropped

by such a cow), even while in the act of falling, should

be got hold of (by way of preference)
;

in the alter-

native, not rejecting that which drops over an aus-

picious place, one should knead it well with the urine

and other products of the cow. In the matter of the

gathering of the dung a tawny-coloured or a pure white

cow should preferably be chosen
;
in its absence, any

other cow, not subject to the defects mentioned above,

should be chosen for the purpose. The ashes (bhasma)

obtained from the dung of tawny-coloured and other

flawless cows is spoken of highly as the best. It is only

with the ashes obtained from cow-dung, gathered in

the aforesaid manner from flawless cows, that the body
should be smeared. Ashes prepared from cow-dung,

found and gathered promiscuously frotn any place,

should not be smeared, nor should ashes prepared

without purification in the prescribed manner. (2)
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Looking upon Cow-Dung and other Products

OF THE Cow AS VlDYX AND OTHERS

Regarding this matter, there occur the following

verses: Of all powers, the power of Vidyg alone is

known as S'akti. VidyS is dependent on the three

Gupas [rhythm (Sattva), mobility (Rajas) and inertia

(Tamas)]
; and the three Gupas are likewise dependent

on VidyS. The triad of Gunas is alone the cow. The
auspicious cow-dung became the VidyS. The urine of

the cow is likewise said to be the Upanisad. Looking
upon the cow, cow-dung and urine as the triad of

Gupas, VidyS and the Upanisad respectively, one
should thereafter prepare Bbasma. The calf of the

cow is of the character of the Smrtis, and the dung
dropped by it one should likewise use in making ashes.

(3-5)

Sacrament Administered with Mantras in Stages

Commencing with the Cow and Ending

with the Preparation of Bhasma

(Ashes) out of its Dung

As a preliminary to the preparation of Bhasma,

one should purify the cow at its stall, by uttering

the Mantra, “ X gSvo agmannuta bhadramakran ” (the

cows have eaten and are resting safely) and so on

;

with the Mantra, “ Gavo Bhago; GSva Indro me
acchst " (may Bhaga, the bestower of food, and Indra,

the bestower of water unto all beings, vouchsafe
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protection unto me), he should make the cow eat grass

and drink water; he who has taken to the vow of

S'rauta-bhasma, i.e., the preparation of ashes in the

manner prescribed in the Vedas, after fasting on the

fourteenth day of either the bright or the dark lunar

fortnight, rising up early the next morning and cleans-

ing himself, keeping his mind composed after per-

forming his morning ablutions and other daily aus-

terities, clad in cleanly washed clothes, should untether

the cow after milking it. After causing the cow to

rise up, should it be lying down, even with effort, he

should collect its urine, all the while uttering the

Gayatri, and keep it in a vessel made of gold, silver,

copper or earth ; or in the absence of these, either in a

lotus or Palas'a leaf, or even in the horn of a cow
; then

uttering the Mantra, “ GandhadvSrSih duradbarsam

nityapustham karlsinlm ” and so on, the house-holder

should receive the cow-dung in a clean vessel (made

of gold or other material as aforesaid), even before

it reaches the ground. The wise man should then

purify the cow-dung by uttering the Mantra, “S'rir

me bhajatu, alaksmir me nas'yatu ” and so on,

taking care to see that the cow-dung is devoid of any

grains of corn. Then should he pour the urine into

the cow-dung with the Mantra, “ Sarp tva sificSmi
”

and so on
;
then with the Mantra, “ PaBcanarh tva

v2tSn5m yantraya dhartaya grnhami ” and so on,

he should make fourteen balls out of the cow-dung

and, drying them up by way purifying them with the

rays of the sun, he should gather them thereafter.,
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Then should he place the dried cow-dung balls in

the vessel aforesaid and, having kindled the domestic

sacred fire in the manner prescribed in the GrhyasBtras

adopted by his progenitors, he should worship the fire

and throw in the balls as oblations unto it, uttering the

Pranava both before and after each separate syllable

of the six-syllabled Sukta, respectively presided over by

the PaHcabrahmans and the Parabrahman as deities,

with the word “ Svlha " added at the end of each

;

and then the wise man should offer the two ghee-offer-

ings (silently) with the two AghSra-raantras, “ Agnayc
Svaha ” and “ SoraSya Sv5ha ", and then should

he offer (uttering aloud) the VyShrtis (BhSr-bhuvas-

suvas-svSha) unto the god presiding over the the syl-

lables of the Sukta
;

then with the twenty-three

Mantras, beginning with “ Nidbanapataye namab,"

should the ghee-oblations be made ; so also with the

Mantra, “ Namo hirapyabShave " and so on ; thus

the Paficabrahmans should be offered the oblations

in this manner
;
having thus offered ail the oblations

with Mantras ending with the dative termination, the

knower should offer oblations with the Mantras,

“$taiii satyam param brahma," “yadrudrSya pra-

cetase midhustamlya tavyase," and “ Yasya vaikaip-

katlti ca ;
” likewise with the three Mantras, “ An5j£Starh

yad5jfi5tam ” and so on, and also with the three

Vyahrtis
;
he should thereafter offer the Svistabrt and

Pannahutis ; then, after dropping what remains of the

fuel into the fire, and likewise pouring off the water

remaining in the vessel once full (but now depleted),
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he should fill the vessel once again with fresh water,

ottering the Yajurmantra, “ Pttrnamasi ” and so on,

and sprinkle that water over his head, uttering the

Mantra, “ Brahmanesvamrtam ” and so on, after

sprinkling the water symbolically over the eight points

of the compass with the Mantra, “ Pr5cyarii dis'i

dev5h ” and so on. Then, after giving away the pre-

sent (daksina) unto Brahma, he should fetch Pulaka

(yellow orpiment) for abating the rigour of the fire

and uttering the Mantra, “ Sharisyami dev3tn5m ” and

so on (I shall cause thee, O Fire, to be enkindled

once again for protecting the austerities intended for

the propitiation of the gods and shall presently cover

thee with yellow orpiment), he should then cover the

fire with yellow orpiment. The covering with yellow

orpiment is said to be for sustaining the fire to glow

for three days. After the austerities are over, he should,

after feeding the Brahmanas, himself eat, remaining

silent all the while. He who wants a large quantity

of ashes should collect a large quantity of cow-dung

in the course of three days or a single day. On the

morning of the third or the fourth day when the fire

has abated, after taking his ablutions and performing

his morning austerities, clad in white robes, investing

himself with a perfectly white sacred thread, wearing

a garland of white flowers, with his body smeared with

white sandal-paste and his teeth shining with a pure

white lustre, smeared with ashes, uttering the Mantra,
“ Om, Tadbrahma ” and so on, the knower of the

Mantra should remove the yellow orpiment and the
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ordinary ashes, and gather the fourteen balls of sacred

ashes alone in the vessel originally used; invoking

the ParamStman, Efiva, therein and worshipping him

with the sixteen customary marks of respect (upacSra),

he should extinguish the fire. He should extract the

fourteen balls of ashes out of the fire uttering the Mantra,
“ AgnerbhasmSsi, agnehi purlsamasi " and so on, and
bringing them together with the Mantras, “Agniriti

Bhasma ” and so on, mix the ashes either with per-

fumed waters or with the urine of the tawny coloured

cow, and throw into the ashes, uttering the Brahma-
mantra “ Oip," refined camphor, the flower (Kmhkuma)
and tuberous root of the saffron plant (KSs'mlra), tbe

fibrous root of the Uslra-grass, sandal-wood and the

three kinds of Agaru-wood, all of them finely pulverized

and filtered ; the knower should torn them dexterously

into cakes with the Mantras, “ Oip iti Brahma ” and
“ Anoranlyan mahato mahlyan ” and so on, and

preserve it in a suitable receptacle, worshipping it

every day. (5-31)

The Mode of Sprinkling with the Ashes

Having in this manner procured the sacred ashes

in a dry state, the knower of the Mantra, keeping it on

the left palm and rubbing it well with tbe right palm,

uttering the Prariava, should purify it thereafter with

the uttering of the Pranava seven times. He should

then purify his entire body (with the Paficabrahma-

mantras), the region of the head uttering the Mantra,
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" Is'Snas sarvavidyanlm ” and so on, the face with the

Tatpuru§a mantra, the region of the thighs with the

Aghora-mantra, the secret parts with the Vamadeva-
mantra; the feet with the Sadyojata mantra, all

the other limbs with the Pranava and, simultaneously

with the uttering of the several Mantras, sprinkle

the respective parts of the body with ashes, covering

the entire body from the head to the soles of the feet.

Then, having performed Acamana (ritual sipping with

water) he should clothe himself in white garments.

Doing Acamana again, after duly complying with

what has been prescribed above, O best among the

righteous, do thou become eligible to perform thy daily

austerities and avocations. (32*35)

The Four-fold Substitute (Kalpana)

for Ashes

Now, there are four possible alternatives for

sacred ashes (bhasmakalpana). The first is what is

known as the Anukalpa (what is permitted to be

adopted as a substitute). The second is the Upakalpa
(secondary substitute). The third is the Upopa-

kalpa (making a near approach to the secondary

substitute). The fourth is the Akalpa (not subject

to rules and restrictions). What is generated from

Agnihotra (offering oblations to the sacred fire as

part of the daily austerities), from the sacred fire

free from dust, is the Anukalpa (permitted to be

adopted as a substitute for ashes prepared in the
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prescribed manner). What is prepared, in accordance

with the rules laid down in the Kalpas'Sstra, out of

dry cow-dung gathered in a forest-dwelling, will be the

Upakalpa (that makes a near approach to the genuine

quality). What is prepared out of dried cow-dung

picked in a wilderness, pulverized, gathered together

and made into balls, after mixing it well with the urine

of cows and in accordance with the rules laid down

in the Kalpas'Sstra, is the Upopakalpa (that makes a

near approach to the secondary substitute). What is

to be had in a temple of Siva is the Akalpa (that is

not subject to any rules and restrictions) and is at the

same time Satakalpa (a hundred times competent to

be used as being of the genuine quality). Ashes of

the aforesaid four kinds will remove all binds of sins

and bestow liberation. So said the Lord KSlSgni-

rudra. (36-38)

BRAHMANA IV

The Manner of Bathing (SnXna) in Ashes

Thereupon Bhusupda spokeunto KSlSgnirudra thus

:

“Pray relate unto me, O Lord, the rule relating to

bathing in ashes (bhasmasnana).” K5l5gnirudra then re-

plied unto him thus ; “After taking the morning ablutions,

rubbing the ashes all the while uttering the Prapava,

purifying it by uttering the Prapava seven times, and

again uttering over it (the PaBcaksara-mantra in) the

Eivagama, one should cause the Digbandhana (enclos-

ing within boundaries) to be performed. He should,
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once again, by uttering the self-same (PaScSksara)

astra-mantra, sprinkle ashes over all the parts of the

body, beginning with the head. This is what is known
as the Malasnana (washing away all impurities) by

takingwhich the votary is rendered free from impurities.

With the five (Pancabrahma) Mantras beginning with

the Is'fna-mantra, “ Is'anas sarvavidySnam ” and so on,

one should sprinkle ashes over the body in the follow-

ing order : Uttering the Mantra, “ Is'anas sarvavidya-

nSm ” and so on, he should sprinkle ashes over

the region of the head; with the Tatpurusa-mantra

over the face ; with the Aghora-mantra, over the region

qf the thighs; with the Vamadeva-mantra, over the

secret parts
;
with the Sadyojata-mantra, over the feet

and with the Pragava, over the other parts of the body.

Then, sprinkling ashes over the entire body, from the

spies to the head, and performing acamana, he should
clothe himself with clean white garments. This is

what is known as the Vidhisnana (bathing in ashes

prescribed in the .Vedangas). Here occur the follow-

ing Mantras conveying the same import: Having
obtained a handful of ashes, sanctified by the uttering

of the Mantras selected from the text of the Vedas, the

sprinkling of it over the body, from the head down to

the feet, is said to be the Malasnana from times
pf yore. With the self-same Mantras one should
undergo the sacrament of what is known as the Vidhi-

snana that has to be gone through. One should sprinkle

ashes five times, with the Isfana-mantra, with effort, over

|he head, seven times with the Mantra of (8'iva’s) fourth
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face (*.«., the Tatpurusa), over the face, eight times,

with the Aghora-mantra, over the heart, nine times,

with the Vamadeva-mantra, over the region of the

navel above the secret parts, in accord with the dif-

ference in the presiding deities and their seats. There

are eight Angas such as the chest and the like. Therein,

having uttered the Mantras relating to each Ahga,

along with the syllables composing the names of the

objects of one’s desire (and of the sSdhaka), having

sprinkled with effort ashes over the two feet, then should

the sprinkling of ashes over the entire body be made
in the prescribed manner by a BrSbmaga. In the case

of a Ksatriya, however, with the exception of the face

(the seat of the Tatpurusa), all other parts of the body

should be sprinkled over, in the order prescribed and in

accordance with the rule relating to Bhasmasnfna, be-

fore the commencement of the daily austerities and

other duties. (1-7)

The Periods (KXla) Specified for BhasmasnXna

Both in the morning and evening twilights,

likewise at dead of night, both before and after sleep-

ing, eating and drinking water, and attending to es-

sential duties that could not be put off, after coming

into contact with a woman, a eunuch, an eagle, a cat,

a crane, a mouse and others of that kind, by way of

expiating the sin, one should go through the Bhasma-

.snSna. The man of austere vow (vratin) should not

sprinkle ashes over his body in the immediate neighbour-

hood of the gods, fire, the Guru and old men, or when
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one born of the lowest caste is in sight or while standing

on impure ground or walking along the path. (8-10)

Ashes Mixed with Water from the Conch
(S'aSkhatoya) and the Like should be Worn

by a Seeker after Knowledge

There should be the mixing with the ashes (intend-

ed for patting on the mark) of water in a conch over

which the Mulamantra (basic five-syllabled Mantra of

Rudra) has been recited or of sandal-water (similarly

sanctified with the uttering of the Mulamantra). One
should smear his body with sandal, well-mixed with

ashes. The pulverized ashes so treated verily bestow

knowledge of the S'ivatattva on the votary. Before

the hour of noon (in the forenoon) should ashes

mixed with water be used. Thereafter should water

be eschewed for the purpose. (11, 12)

Rule Relating to the Tripundra

Thereupon Bhusuntja asked the lord Kalagnirudra

to relate unto him the rule relating to the Tripun4ra-

mark. Here occur the following verses : Having
come to realize that the three parallel lines of the

Tripupdra are of the character of Brahma (the

creator), Visnu and S'iva, one should wear the

Tripupdra, taking the ashes with the three middle
fingers, uttering the MBlamantra, “ Namah sivSya ”

;

or the Tripundra-mark could also be made with the

ring-finger, the middle finger and the thumb. It has

been said that the Brahmapa should sprinkle ashes
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over the face and the Ksatriya over the head. Then
should he affix the Tripu^ra-mark either over the

thirty-two places or over one half of that number,

viz., sixteeen places or over eight places or over five

places. The best of these alternatives is the wearing

of the mark over the following thirty-two places : the

topmost part of the body (t.s., the head), the forehead,

the two-ears, the two eyes, the nose, the mouth, the

throat and neck, the two shoulders, then the two

elbows, the two wrists, the chest, the two sides, the

navel, the two secret parts (the anus and the genitals),

the two thighs, the gluted rounds and the knees,

the two shanks and the two feet ; the knower should

wear the Tripugdra, uttering the names of the

following as Mantras, the eight Mortis (S'ikbandi,

gfrikaijtha and others), the lords of the eight VidySs,

(Siva, Uttama and others), the eight guardians of the

cardinal points (Indra, Agni and others), and the eight

Vasus; Dhara, Dhruva, Soma, Krpa, Anila, Anala,

Pratylsa and PrabhSsa, these are said to be the eight

Vasus. One should, with great composure, place the

Tripupdra-mark over the following sixteen places, the

head, the forehead, the throat and the neck on either

side, the two shoulders, the elbows, the wrists, the chest,

the navel, the two sides and one mark over the back,

and should utter as Mantras the names of their presid-

ing deities, the £?ivasfakti named SsdS, the Itfa named

VidyS, the nine S'aktis, VSma and others, the two

NSsatyas, Dasraka and the two Asvins, that are said to

be the sixteen deities. Or, over the head, the forehead,
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the two ears, the nose, the two arms, the chest, the

navel, the two thighs, the two knees, the two feet and

the back, over these sixteen places should the Tri-

pug<jUa be worn. The deities, S'iva, Indra, Rudra, Arka,

Vighnes'a, Visnu, S'rih, Hrdayeste, Prajapati over

the navel, N5ga, the Naga-kanyas, the two Rsi-

kanyakas, the oceans over the two feet, and the Tlrthas

over the back, are the deities established over the

respective places. These are the sixteen alternative

places. The eight places are as follows : the place of

the Parama-guru (S'iva), i.e., the head, the forehead,

the two ears thereafter, the two shoulders, the chest,

and the navel will be the eighth. Their deities are

said to be Brahma, the creator and the seven Rsis. Or

else, the head, the two arms, the chest and the navel,

these five places men conversant with the real nature

of Bhasma mention as the places over which the Tri-

pura should be worn. The votary of S'iva should

make the Tripundra-mark (with any one of the four

alternative courses suggested) in accordance with exi*

gencies and with due regard to place, time and other

circumstances. (13-31)

Wearing the Tripuijpra in Case of Inability

to Sprinkle (UddhOlana) with Ashes

Should one find himself unable to sprinkle (uddhfi*

lana) the entire body with ashes, he should make the

Tripuijdra marks and the like over the forehead, the

chest, the navel, the neck and the wrists, in the middle

$nd at the root of the arms, over the back and the head.
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uttering the following Mantras :
“ I make salutation

unto Brahman on the forehead. I make salutation

unto fire, that carries the oblations offered unto the

gods, over the chest. I make salutation unto Skanda

on the navel. I make salutation unto Visnu over the

neck. I make salutation unto Prabhaffjana, the god of

air, over the middle of the body. I make salutation

unto the Vasus over the wrists, I make salutation

unto Hari over the back. I make salutation unto

S'ambhu over the hump. I make salutation unto

the Paramatman over the head.” Over these and

other parts should he make the Tripupdra-mark, utter-

ing the Mantras prescribed therefor as mentioned here-

under. One should make the celebrated Tripupdra-

mark over the forehead, ever keeping before his mind

the three-eyed S'iva, the basis of the three Gupas, the

generator of the three worlds and the omnipotent over-

lord, uttering the five-syllabled Mslamantra, “ Namafi

SrivSya ” (Salutation unto S'iva). Similarly should he

wear the Tripun^ra below the elbows, after uttering,

“Salutation unto the father and the mother of the

universe ;
” above the elbows, after uttering the Mantra,

“Salutation unto the two Xs'Snas (teSna and his

spouse);” over the sides, after uttering, “Saluta-

tion unto the two teas (tea and his spouse);” he

should make the mark over the wrists after uttering,

« Salutation unto the pair of the transparently white

one ;
” similarly over the back, after uttering, “ Salu-

tation unto the one with the terrific aspect of

the Man-lion incarnation of Vi§pn ;
” over the sides
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after ottering, “Salutation unto S'iva,” and should
sprinkle ashes over the head, uttering the Mantra,
“ Salutation unto Nllakantha, the Atman of all By
doing so, one causes all the sins accumulated through
various previous incarnations to perish. Sins commit-
ted by parts of the body above the throat will perish
by wearing the mark there (over the neck). By wear-
ing the mark over the ears will perish the diseases of
the ear and sins committed by the ears. By wearing
it over the arms, the sins committed by the arms

; over
the chest, the sins committed by the mind

;
over the

navel, the sins committed by the organs of sex
; over the

back, the sins committed by the anus
; and by wearing

it over the sides, sins of the kind such as sin of embrac-
ing another’s wife

; hence should one make the Tripufl-
dra mark with ashes all over the body, as aforesaid.
When the Tripuiidra-marks are worn in the prescribed
manner with Vibhuti by any one, by him is worn the
Trinity composed of Brahma, Visnu and Mahes'a, the
three fires (Daksina, GSrhapatya and Ahavanlya), the
three Gunas (Sattva, Rajas and Tamas) and the three
worlds (Bhur, Bhuvah and Suvah). (32-41)

BRAHMANA V

Wearing of the Tripundra-mark, Looking
Upon it as of the Aspect of the

Three Vedas

One should put on the Tripundra-mark with
ashes over which has been uttered the Mantra, “ Mf
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nastoke tanaye ” and so on. The topmost transverse

line of the Tripup$ra-mark will be the SSmaveda.

The middle transverse line will be the Yajurveda,

made up of the three parts, Saiphita, Pada and Krama,

the Triygyusa (while the transverse line at the bottom

should be looked upon as the Rgveda). He who looks

upon the three lines as the three Vedas and then

wears them, will attain extraordinary fruit from them.

The Brahmanas, and likewise the Ksatriyas, make the

Tripundra-mark over the following places, vix., the

forehead, the two shoulders, the navel, the head, the

chest and the two sides. (1 # 2)

Special Rule Relating to Wearing the Marks

with Ashes according to Difference in

Birth and Stage in Life (Varnas'ramabheda)

For all persons of the first three (twice-born)

classes, the ashes left by the sacrificial fire used for

the performance of the daily Agnihotra, produced out

of the fire quenched of its own accord and devoid of

impurities, becomes verily important to all household-

ers, such ashes left by the quenched fire, free from

impurities, being declared by great sages as verily fit

to be worn
;
especially the ashes left by the AupSsana-

fire is said to be so for house-holders ;
that which is

left by the Samidadhana-fire, maintained by a Brahma-

cSrin (celibate) is fit for his use, and what is generated

out of the fire used for cooking purposes in the house

of a Brotriya (Brahmapa well-versed in the Vedas)
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is fit for being used by S'hdras. For all other persons

what is produced out of dried cow-dung in any kind

of fire is fit to be used (in the absence of the genuine

stuff prepared as prescribed in the S'astra). In the

case of Yatins (ascetics), that which will bestow know-

ledge of the highest existence is prescribed; in the

case of Vanaprasthas (that have resorted to the forest),

what will generate the spirit of detachment (virakti), and

in the case of Ativarnas'ramins (that are not tied down

by rules relating to classes by birth and stages in life),

what is produced out of the fire in the cremation-

ground is prescribed. For all S'iva-yogins, either the

ashes kept in a S'iva-temple, or produced out of the

fire maintained in the sacrificial chamber of S'iva, or

the ashes smeared over S'iva-lihgas, or accompanied by

the utterance of Mantras prescribed for the various

stages of purification, is prescribed. (3-7)

The special Fruit Derived from

BhasmadhIrana

Here occcur the following verses : By that BrSh-

mapa (knower of the Brahman) by whom the Tri-

puu<Jra-mark *s worn over the head, will be attained

the fruit of having studied all that has to be studied, of

hearing (from the mouth of the Guru) all that has to

be heard and of practising all that has to be practised.

He who has given up his class by birth (varna), stage

in life (asframa) and conformity to the rules of conduct

(ScSra) prescribed in the Dharmas'astras, who has
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abandoned all austerities enjoined on him by the Veda
and the Sistra, even he will become venerable through

his wearing, even once, the three transverse lines of

the Tripun^ra-marb. (8, 9)

Blameworthiness of One who has Turned

AWAY FROM THE PRACTICE OF MAKING

THE TrIPUIJDRA MARK

For such men as those who, after giving up the

wearing of the Bhasma-mark, perform austerities, there

is no liberation from the bonds of the cycle of birth

and death (samsara), even after crores of reincarnations.

Wise men aver that, in the case of persons that have

committed heinous sins and of those that have accumu-

lated sins through transgressions during several previous

incarnations, there is surely generated a strong aversion

to wearing the Tripupdra-mark and sprinkling ashes

over the body. In the case of those whose anger is

roused at the sight of the Bhasma-mark on one’s

forehead, their mixed birth, O Brahmapa, could very

well be inferred by a man of intellect. In the

case of thpse who have no faith in putting on the

Bhasma-mark prescribed by the Veda (or in its

sanctity), O Sage, it may be surely posited that there

could not have been administered, in their case, the

sacraments preliminary to GarbhldhSna (conception

in their mother’s wombs) and other pre-natal sacra-

ments. Those men who, at the sight of a person

wearing Bhasma-marks, .belabour him with Nows, in

¥>
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their case, O Brahmana, descent from Candala-pro-

genitors should be inferred by the man of intellect.

It is the deliberate conclusion arrived at by the

Blstras that, in the case of persons whose anger is

roused by the wearing of the Bhasma-mark or by any

reference being made to its having the sanction (of the

Vedas), they are tainted due to the influence of the

most heinous sins committed by them. Those that

talk disparagingly of wearing the Tripundra-mark

slight thereby S'iva alone. Those that put on such marks

with extreme devotion hold S'iva in great veneration.

Fie on that forehead which is devoid of the Tripundra-

mark with Bhasma! Fie on that village which is

devoid of a temple dedicated to the worship of S'iva I

Fie on that life lead without worship of Siva ! Fie on

that Vidya (lore) which does not bear on the acquisi-

tion of the knowledge of S'iva
! (10-17)

Description of the Real Form (SvarOpa)

and Potency (Virya) of an Ardent

Devotee of Bhasma

The supreme potency (virya) of the fire of Rudra

(in causing the dissolution of the delusion relating to the

existence of things apart from the Brahman and gene-

rating the knowledge Relating to the impossibility of

the existence of such things apart from the Brahman)

is alone said to be Bhasma (resulting from the complete

burning up of things apart from the Brahman, nay,

the Brahman alone that is left as the residuum by the
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elimination, through denial, of all things apart from
it). Hence he who smears his body with Bhasma,
that is of such great potency, will be all-powerful

(through all the durations, the past, present and future).

The Dosas or faults (resulting from the delusion of the

aforesaid type) of one who is extremely devoted to

wearing the Bhasma-mark are burnt completely from
contact with the Bhasma which is verily the potent
fire of Rudra. He whose Atman has been verily puri-

fied by Bhasma-snana (sprinkling with ashes over the

entire body) is known as the Bhasmanistha (one
ardently devoted to ashes). He who has his entire

body smeared with ashes, who wears the Tripup<Jra«

marks resplendent with ashes, who lies on ashes, that

person is known as a Bhasmanistha. (18-20)

• BRAHMANA VI

Desire to Know the High Virtues Attached

to the Five Names

Thereafter Bhusun«Ja asked KllSgnirudra thus:
" Pray, relate unto me the high virtues attached to

the five-named Bhasma ”. (1)

The Story of Karu^a Illustrative of the
special Virtue of Bhasma

There was once upon a time a person of the name
of Karuna, who was the son of the senior-most wife
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of Dhanafljaya, a descendant of the line of Vasistha

and one who had taken a hundred wives. S'ucismita

was his (Karuna’s) wife. This Karuna, who could not

bear with the hostility of his brothers, approached God
Nrsimha who had his shrine on the banks of the

Bhavanl. Taking jiold of a lime-fruit that was there,

offered by some one as tribute to the god, he smelt the

fruit. Those that were on the spot then cursed him in

these terms :
“ Ah wretched sinner, do thou become a

fly for a hundred years for this act of sacrilege.”

Receiving the curse, he (Karuna), after being turned

into a fly, reported about his misbehaviour to his wife

and sought her aid saying, “ Do thou protect me
Then he continued to be a fly. His coparceners, having

©ome to know of this plight of his, caused him to die

in a can of oil. She (S'ucismita) approached Arun-

dhatl with her husband’s dead body. .Arundhatl, then

said, “ O S'ucismita, enough of thy grief over thy

husband’s death. I shall presently bring him back to

life after fetching some Vibhuti. This is the ashes

produced out of the Agnihotra (fire) ”
;
and when she

threw it over the dead creature (fly), reciting the

Mrtyufljaya-mantra, a gentle breeze with a fan was

made to blow, O S'ucismita. Thereupon the creature

(fly) stood up owing to the mighty influence of the ashes.

Then, after the lapse of a hundred years, a coparcener

again caused the death of the fly. It was Bhasma
again that revived it. “ In the famous city of Has'!

there were five instances of such revival. In days of

yore Bhasma has revived several gods that had come
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to grief under similar circumstances, and even me who
have now come to thy succour thus. For that reason,

O sinless one, I shall revive the creature with the aid

of Bhasma So said Arundhatl to S'ucismitS on the

latter occasion. On her saying so (and sprinkling

ashes over the fly), Karunia, released from the cur*e

and attaining his prior state under the name erf

Lord Dadhlci, sprang up with his real form and
reached his own hermitage. . (2-5)

The Story of Ahalyi Illustrative of the

Sin-Destroying Character of Bhasma

“Now (by the following narrative) is illustrated

the sin-destroying character of Bhasma”, said he

(Kalagnirudra) : At the time of Gautama’s marriage,

on casting their eyes on the reputed AhalyS (Gautama’s

spouse), all the gods were smitten with lust (on account

of her ravishing beauty). Having lost their wits (and

fallen from their high state of spiritual development)

they approached DurvSsas and questioned him. Dur-

vasas said to them, “ I shall presently abate the rigour

of that sin of yours." Thereupon he brought the Bhas-

ma (ashes) sanctified by the Batarudra-mantra uttered

over it, and added :
“ This Bhasma is as efficacious as

the Bhasma which was given by me of yore, wherewith

even the sins resulting from the murder of a BrShmaua

and other heinous sins of the kind were atoned,”

Having said so, DurvSsas gave them the Bhasma
possessed of excellent properties and added ;

“ Even
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from the words uttered by me all of you have become

more radiant than before." Then all the gods, with

their bodies sprinkled over with ashes sanctified through

the recitation of the S'atarudra-mantra, and with their

sins completely washed off at that very moment, replied

thus :
“ O sage, from this moment onward do we come

to realise this remarkable potency of Bhasma which

is really wonderful.” (6-8)

The Special Virtue of Bestowing the

Knowledge of Hari and S'ankara Possessed

by Bhasma

Do thou listen to another wonderful potent property

possessed by Bhasma. This Bhasma alone is

possessed of the special virtue of bestowing the

knowledge of Hari and S'ankara, of destroying the

most heinous sins resulting from the murder of a
Brahmana and the like, and of bestowing great power
and glory. Removing with the nail the ashes remaining

over the chest of S'iva, uttering over it the Pranava,

and again uttering over it the S'iva-Gayatri and
the Pancaksara-mantra (the five-syllabled Mantra of

Sfiva), one should sprinkle it over the top of the head
and body of Hari. [It is only those ashes left by the

burning up of all phenomenal existence that is apart

from the noumenal existence (the Paramatman, S'iva),

that are the cause of the auspicious state of S'iva

;

and the reason is that, for the successful attainment of

that auspicious state, the denial of the existence of all
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inauspicious things that are apart from STiva is the

preliminary essential step. Again, it is Bhasma alone

that is capable of bestowing jMna on Hari]. On S'iva’s

speaking to Hari thus :
“ Do thou meditate on the

glory of Bhasma in thy heart ”, Hari meditated in his

own heart as directed and then said to Sava :
“ It has

been seen, it has been by me, O Lord." Thereupon

Hara spoke to Hari thus :
“ Do thou eat Bhasma." “ I

shall presently eat the auspicious Bhasma after bathing

in Bhasma as a preliminary step "—so saying to Is'vara

who could be resorted to only with true devotion, with his

permission Acyuta (Hari) ate ashes. Thereupon

happened the most wonderful phenomenon; lo! V5su-

deva, with a radiance which was as it were an exact

reflection of Efiva’s form, suddenly became of the

complexion of pure pearls. From that time onward

Vasudeva (hitherto of a blue complexion) manifested

himself with a white lustre. VSsudeva then said :
“ O

Lord that pervadest every where, it is impossible even

for Thee to comprehend the special virtue of bestowing

knowledge possessed by the Bhasma that is ever asso-

ciated with Thee. While it is so, how can that be com-

prehended by me ? For the reason that thou art an

adept in the matter of turning all things apart from

the Brahman into the ashes of the Brahman alone,

my salutation I offer unto thee, my salutation unto thee.

I approach Thee as my last resort and seek shelter

under Thee. May there be true devotion always in

me, 0 Bambhu, unto Thy pair of feet ”. “ My faithfal

devotee will be he who is accomplished in wearing
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the Bhasma mark”, rejoined S'iva thus glorified by

Hari. (9-15)

The Power-producing Character (BhOtikaratva)

of Bhasma

It is for this reason alone that this Bhuti (ashes)

has been characterized as the generator of all power

and glory (Bhutikari). The (eight) Vasus remained in

front of it, the (eleven) Rudras to its right, the (twelve)

Adityas behind it, the Vis'vedevas to its left, Brahma
(the creator), Visnu (the sustainer) and Mahes'vara

(the destroyer) in its navel, and the Sun and the Moon
on either side. (As Bhasma wields authority over the

Vasus and others who, in their turn, are dependent

upon it for their power and glory, the power-bestowing

character of Bhuti becomes patent). (16)

The Knowledge of Brahman and the

Means thereto are Futile in the Absence of

BrahmabhSva

The self-same sentiment is endorsed by the follow-

ing Rk : The Rks (all the Vedas composed of Rks)

sought their repose in that imperishable, transcendent,

sublime ether (Vyoman) of the Brahman (all pheno-

menal existence of a perishable character, that is apart

from the imperishable Brahman, having been turned

into ashes in the diluvian fire of the Brahman) where-

in all the gods (the Virat, the Hirapyagarbha, the
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Is'vara and others, or BrahmS, Visjja, Radra, Indra

and others) meet with their dissolution. What can he

who does not know that entity (demonstrated by the

Head of all the Vedas, viz., the Upanipads, to be the

peerless Brahman, non-differentiated from the inner-

most Atman, that is attainable through the performance

of the austerities prescribed in the Vedas, purity of

thought, renunciation, study of the Vedanta and the like)

do with the Rk ? Those that are knowers of the Brah-

man (through having recourse to the knowledge acquir-

ed by the aforesaid means) become exalted knowers of

the Brahman of the higher order, seek repose in the

glory of the Brahman and attain communion with the

Brahman, thereby becoming the most exalted knowers

of the Brahman by being absorbed in the Brahman
alone. (17)

The Greatness of the BrhajjAbXla VidyX

This Vidya known as the BrhajjSb5la, which is

worthy of being aspired after by all as the doorway

leading to liberation (moksa), is the Rgveda, the Yajttr-

veda, the SSmaveda, the Brahman (the Atharvaveda),

nay, it is the bestower of immortality (amrtamaya) on

him who studies it. That child or young man who knows

this BrhajjSbSla becomes a great man. He becomes

the Guru imparting instruction unto the eligible through

initiating them into the secret lore of ail the Mantras.

(Should one know the real import of this Vidyl, he

becomes the omniscient Is'vara himself). When this
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boat (TSraka), wherewith one could easily overcome

death, is obtained through the grace of the Guru, one

should strongly fasten it round his neck, arms or tuft

of hair. Even the earth, with her seven islands and

seven oceans, will not be an adequate fee (daksina) for

the Guru that imparts this Vidya. Hence should the

disciple give unto his Guru, in all sincerity, some such

fee as a cow. That will serve the purpose of

a fee. (18)

BRAHMAISTA VII

Rule Relating to Tripu^ra

Once Janaka, King of the Videhas, having ap-

proached Sage Yljfiavalkya, asked him thus :
“O Lord,

pray, relate unto me the rule relating to the wearing of

the Tripundra-mark.” The reputed sage replied thus:
“ Taking Bhasma with the right hand, after uttering

the Mantras of the Pancabrahmans, Sadyojata and

others, placing the ashes over the left palm, sanctifying

it with the utterance of the Mantras, “ Agniriti Bhasma”
and so on, all the while touching the ashes with the

right hand, then taking it carefully with the right hand,

uttering the Mantra, “ Ma Nastoka “ and so on, mix-

ing it well with water, uttering the Mantras, “ Trya-

yusam ” and so on, wearing the Tripundra—marks

over the head, the forehead, the chest and the two

shoulders with the uttering of the Mantras, “ Tryam-
bakaift yajamahe " and so on, one becomes hallowed,

one becomes liberated (moksl). Whatever fruit he
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would attain by uttering the Batarudra, that fruit would

he attain by wearing the Tripuijdra-mark as detailed

above. That is verily the radiance (jyotis) of the

Bhasma.” Thus said YajSavalkya. (1, 2)

Fruit Derived by Wearing Bhasma

Janaka, King of the Videhas, then asked YSjfla-

valkya thus: “What is the fruit derived from the

wearing of the Bhasma-marks ? ” He (the sage) replied

thus: “Only from this BhasmadhSrapa (i.e., wearing

Bhasma after attaining the firm conviction that

all things apart from the Brahman are but Bhasma
alone), there is liberation (mukti). 'Only from this

Bhasmadharapa does one attain identity (s§yujya)

with S'iva. He does not reincarnate again, he does

not reincarnate again, who wears the Bhasma-mark.

He becomes the radiance of the Bhasma.” Thus said

YajSavalkya in reply. Janaka, King of the Videhas,

asked YajSavalkya once again to get a confirmation of

the exposition from the sage :
“ Is any fruit derived

from Bhasmadharana at all or not ? ” YajSavalkya re-

plied unto him thus: “ Regarding this matter, there is

the clear testimony afforded by several Paramahaipsas

as, for instance, Samvartaka, Srugi, Svetaketu, Dar-

vasas, Rbhu, Nidagha, Ja<Jabharata, DattStreya, Rai-

vataka, Bhusmuja and others who became liberated

through Vibhutidharaija alone ;
(through the firm con-

viction that things apart from the Brahman are ashes

alone they attained the state of remaining as the
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Brahman alone). He who adopts the same course

attains the radiance of the Bhasma (by attaining

Sayujya with S'iva and becoming identical with the

Paramatman, S'iva).” (3-6)

Fruit Derived from BhasmasnSna

Janaka, King of the Videhas, then asked Yajfia-

valkya thus :
“ What fruit is generated from Bhasma-

snana (bathing the entire body with ashes), O Lord ?
"

The sage replied thus :
“ All the hair-follicles on the

surface of the body of any person whatsoever stand

turned into as many (S'iva) Lihgas during Bhasma-
sn5na. Be he a Brahmana, Ksatriya, Vais'ya or Sudra,

by having recourse to wearing that reputed Bhasma-
mark he will verily stand by Her (the Paras'akti)

alone, in whom the form indicated by this term

abides. (7-8)

Greatness of the Tripundra Mark

Though intensely devoted to his Guru YajHavalkya

and to the gods, yet, with a view to dispelling the doubts

of the dull-witted world, Janaka, King of the Videhas,

along with Paippalada, went to the world of Praja-

pati (Brahmaloka). Approaching him (Prajapati), he

(Janaka) asked him thus; “O Sire, Prajapati, pray,

relate unto me all about the greatness of the Tripundra-

mark.” PrajSpati replied unto him thus :
“ As is the

greatness of Is'vara, so is the greatness
.
of the Tri-

puutfra-mark.” Thereafter PaippalSda went to Vai-

kuptha, the wmrld of Viaju. Approaching him (Viagm),
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he asked him thus :
“ 0 Sire, Visjjn, pray relate onto

me all about the greatness of the Tripoi^ra-mark.”

Visnu replied unto him thus: “ As is the greatness of

Xs'vara, so is the greatness of the Tripu^ra-mark.”

(9-12)

The special Virtue of Wearing the Tripui^ra

Mark with VibhOti

Then again Paippal5da, approaching KSlSgni-

rudra, asked him thus :
“ O Lord, pray, impart unto

me the rules prescribed for wearing the Tripm^n1 *

mark.” He (K5l5gnirudra) replied thus: “It is

impossible for me to expound unto thee the rule

prescribed for wearing the Tripundra-mark. What I

say is the truth. But instead I shall relate unto thee

the special virtue derived from making the Tripundra-

mark. Do thou listen carefully. Now, he who is

covered with ashes (bhasma) is released from revolving

in worldly existence (sarhsSxa). He who lies on a bed

of ashes is within easy reach of the attainment of the

Brahman, indicated by the term “ That (Tat) ” (of the

MahlvSkya “ That thou art ”)
;
he attains SSyujya with

Siva ; he does not incarnate again, he does not incar-

nate again. Becoming a devoted student of the

Rudra, he attains immortality (amptatva) as well. He
alone is the radiance (jyotis) of the Bhasma. By

making the VibhSti-mark over his body, he attains

communion with the Brahman also. By the very

making of the VibhQti-mark over his body, he attains

the fruit of having bathed in all the (three and a half
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crores of) sacred waters
;
by making the Vibhuti-mark

he enjoys the fruit that is attained by bathing in the

Ganges at Benares. Such is the radiance of the

Bhasma. On the body of whichever person the

Tripupdra-mark is worn, the first line of the mark is

Prajapati, the second is Visnu and the third is Sada-

sfiva. Thus is the radiance of the Bhasma
; thus is

the radiance of the Bhasma. (13, 14)

Desire for the Knowledge of the Rule

Prescribed for the Wearing of the Rudr£k§a

Then Sanatkumara asked Kalagnirudra thus:

“Pray, relate unto me, O Lord, the rule prescribed for

the wearing of the Rudraksa.” (15)

The Genesis of RudrIk$a

Being thus requested by the sage, he (Kslagni-

rudra) replied unto him thus: “They of the world say

that Rudraksas have had their origin from the eyes

of Rudra. When Sadas'iva, after bringing about the

destruction of the phenomenal world closes his eye of

destruction, i.e., the third eye of fire, what are gener-

ated from that eye are the Rudraksas. Hence are they

described as of the character of Rudra’s eyes. (16)

The Special Virtue of Wearing RudrSksa

Should Rudraksa form the topic of speech by any

one, he attains therefrom the fruit attainable from

making a gift of ten cows. This reputed Rudraksa con-

tributes to the radiance of the Bhasrna. By handling
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the reputed RudrSksa with one’s hands and by the mere

wearing of it, there is attained the fruit attainable

by the gift of two thousand cows. When the re-

puted Rudraksa is worn in the two ears, there is attained

the fruit attainable through the gift of eleven-thousand

cows, and the wearer attains the state of the eleven

Rudras. Should the reputed Rudriksa be worn on

the head, there is attained the fruit attainable by

the gift of a thousand cows. The fruit attainable from

wearing Rudraksas over the places aforesaid cannot

be described in words that could catch the ears of

any one.” Thus spoke KalSgnirudra. One should wear

forty Rudraksa-beads over the head, one or three on

the tuft of hair, twelve each in the ears, thirty-two

round the neck, sixteen each round the two arms,

twelve each over the two wrists, and six each round the

two thumbs. He should then worship every day, during

the twilight (sandhyS), wearing the RudrSksa, and

should offer ghee-oblations unto the sacred fire, uttering

the Mantra, “Agnir jyotir jyotiragnih Svah5, Stlryo

jyotir jyotis sSryah SvSha ” (fire is radiance, radiance

is fire, SvShI
;
the sun is radiance and radiance is the

sun, SvahS). (17)

BRAHMANA VIII

Desire to Enow the Fruit Attainable

through Studying this Upani?ad

Then the sage said unto KSlJfgnirudra thus

:

“ Pray, relate unto me, O Lord, the fruit attainable
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through the study of the BrhajjabSla Upanisad (closely

applying the mind to the import of the Mantras, at the

same time).” (1)

Sanctity through all Sources

Kalagnirudra replied thus :
“ He who studies the

BrhajjabSlavidya every day becomes hallowed through

fire (Agni)
;
he becomes hallowed through air (VSyu)

;

he becomes hallowed through the Sun (Aditya)
; he

becomes hallowed through the moon (Soma)
;
he be-

comes hallowed through the four-faced Brahma; he

becomes hallowed through Visnu
;
he becomes hallow-

ed through Rudra ; he becomes hallowed through all,

he becomes hallowed through all. (2)

Immobilisation (Stambhana) of Fire and Others

He who studies this BrhajjabSla Upanisad every

day, immobilises fire; he immobilises air; he immo-
bilises the Sun

;
he immobilises the moon

;
he immo-

bilises water (udaka)
; he immobilises all the gods

; he

immobilises all the planets (graha)
; he curbs poison

(Visa), he curbs poison.

Crossing (Tarawa) over Death (Mrtyu)

and Others

He who studies this BrhajjSbala Upanisad every

day, surmounts death (Mrtyu)
; he gets over all sin

(Papma) ;
he overcomes the sin resulting from the

murder of a Brahma^ia (brahmahatya), he overcomes
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the sin resulting from the killing of a child in the

womb (bhrthjahatyS)
;
he overcomes the sin resulting

from desisting from the regular maintenance of the

sacred fire he is enjoined to maintain every day
(Virahatya)

; he overcomes the sin resulting from killing

of all kinds (Sarvahatya)
; he crosses over the ocean of

worldly existence (Saihslra)
;
he overcomes all obstacles

(Sarvarh), he overcomes all obstacles. (4)

Conquest (Java) of All the Worlds

He who studies this BrhajjabSla Upani§ad, con-

quers the earth (bhSrloka) ; he conquers the Bhuvarloka

(the mid-ethereal regions) ; he conquers the Suvartoka

(the celestial regions)
; he conquers the Maharloka (the

region of radiance)
; he conquers the Janoloka ; he con-

quers the Tapoloka
;
he conquers the Satyaloka % he

Ognquers all the worlds, he conquers all the worlds. (5)

Knowledge of All the BTastras

He who studies this BrhajjSbala Upanifad every

day studies the Rgveda
;
he studies the Yajurveda

;

he studies the Samaveda ; he studies the Atharvaveda

;

he studies the Aftgiras ; he studies the S'SkhSs
; he

studies the Kalpas j he studies the NSrga'aihsis (lauda-

tions of men and the Pitps occurring in the Vedas)

;

he studies all the PurSjjtas
;
he studies the Brahma-

pranava (the Turya-turya, the ParamStman, that is

attained through the denial of the fifty-four perceptions,

commencing from the Jagrat-jSgrat and ending with

AnujSaikarasavikalpa, which stand apart from the
n
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Turya-turya which is identical with the changeless

Brahman and the Pranava). He studies the Brahma-

Prariava. (6)

The Superiority of the Teacher of the

BrhajjabalavidyS over all Others

One hundred uninitiated persons will rank equally

with a single initiated celibate. One hundred such

celibates will rank equally with a single married house-

holder. One hundred such house-holders will rank

equally with a single Vanaprastha (recluse who has

retired to the forest). One hundred such recluses will

rank equally with a single Yatin (ascetic who has

renounced the world). One full hundred of such

Vatins will rank equally with a single Rudra-japaka

(utterer of the Rudra-mantras). One hundred of

such Rudra-jSpakas are equal in rank with a single

teacher of the Sikha (crest) of the Atharvas'iras. One
hundred of such teachers of the crest of the Atharva-

s'iras is equal in rank with the teacher of the Brhaj-

jabSla Upanisad. (Hence the study of this Upanisad

is productive of the highest attainable fruit). (7)

Attainment of the most exalted Abode

i (Para* Dhama) by the Person who could

Recite the B$hajjabala Upanisad

For him who could recite the Brhajjabala Upa-
nisad, the most exalted seat attainable is what is

described hereunder. On having attained that most
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exalted seat where the Sun does not scorch with its

heat, where the wind does not waft, where the moon
does not shine, where the stars do not twinkle, where

fire does not burn, where death does not enter, where

miseries do not prevail, where there is perpetual bliss

(ananda), transcendent (parama) bliss, perfect tran-

quillity in perpetuity (S&ntaift S&s'vatam) and eternal

auspiciousness (SadSs'ivam), which is being adored by

BrahmS (the creator) and other celestials and which

is to be meditated upon by Yogins, Yogins do not

incarnate again any more. (8)

The Real Form of the most Exalted Abode

*

That (supreme seat on attaining which there is no

return to worldly existence once again) has been

demonstrated by the following Rk : That exalted abode

(paramarh padam) which, in the eyes of persons ignorant

of the Atman, is looked upon as of Vispu, the all-pervad-

ing substratum of all phenomenal existence (but which

becomes basisless with the dawning of the knowledge

of the impossibility of a basis for the snpportless Brah-

man, as the relationship of the pervader, pervasion,

and what is pervaded stands revealed as basisless,

with the denial of all super-impositions as really

non-existent), sages (the most exalted knowers of the

Brahman) look upon always as the state of re-

maining as the Brahman alone; [the words, “The
most exalted seat of Vispu” practically become a

misnomer, very much like “The head of RlEhu '* or
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** the horn of a hare " unless the term “ Visriu,” which

means the all-pervading one, is treated as synonymous

with “ the Brahman ” which means the super-abundant].

With their eye of knowledge, possessed of the vastest

range, cast as it were on the peerless radiance of the

Brahman (so as not to admit of any differentiation in

the non-differentiated aspect of the Brahman, attained

through the burning into ashes of all things apart from

itself, and hence having no counterpart that could

form the basis of differentiation), those Vipras (most

exalted knowers of the Brahman), devoid of all passions

(their passions having attained dissolution in the

Brahman, along with their cause, viz., ignorance,

as all of them are apart from the Brahman), and ever

wakeful (it being impossible for the sleep of ignorance

of the Xtman to prevail any longer in their case),

remain as the Brahman alone, simultaneously with the

dawning of the knowledge of the real nature of the most

exalted state of Visriu (the Brahman) which they see

with their eye of knowledge. What has so far been ex-

pounded is “ Oip” (the Brahman, the Turya-turya,

that shines at the topmost part of the resonance of

the Turlyoipkara). That alone is the Turya-turya

Brahman, the real existence that has no counterpart

and is hence the absolute truth (Satya). Thus the

Upanifad. (9, 10)
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[This Upanifad, which is the eighty-seventh

among the 108 Upani?ads and forms part of the

Atharvaveda, is in the form of a discourse between

Jabala and S'iva and deals with the austerities con-

nected with BhasmoddhSlana and Tripupdradharapa,

the mode of worship of Biva, the six-syllabled and the

eight-syllabled Mantras of S'iva, the real form of the

Brahman, the means of attaining Biva-sSyujya, S'iva

as the main prop of the Universe and as the liberator

of Pas'us from their Pas'a, immunity from the cycle

of births and deaths, in the case of even ignorant folk

not (sufficiently evolved spiritually to realize the eternal

verity of S'iva, through residence and death at KSS'i,

the special sanctity attached to the worship of the

Jyotirlihga at KSsfi, the fruits attainable through

Bivabhyarcana and BivSbhisecana, and the initiation

by Biva of persons resident at KSsfi into the TSrafea-

mantra before their last breath in order to lead them

to Bivakaivalya].

Desire for the Knowledge of the Rules

Prescribed for Wearing the
TRIPUNpRA-MARK

Then (with a view to attaining the esoteric signal

fieanoe of the wearing of the Tripup^ra-mark), Sagt
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Jabala, otherwise known as Bhusunda, after making
salutation unto S'iva who has his residence on the

summit of Mount Kailasa, who is of the form of the

Turya, the import of the Turyomkara, the great god

Mahadeva who shares his diadem in half with UmS
(his spouse), who has the moon, the sun and fire as

his (three) eyes, who is possessed of the radiance of

an infinite number of moons and suns (simultaneously

risen), who is clad in the skin of a tiger, who holds

a deer in his hand, who has his body sprinkled all

over with sacred ashes and his forehead effulgent with

the three parallel transverse lines of the Tripundra-

mark, whose five faces of five different aspects are

fully radiant with smiles, who is seated in the VlrSsana

posture, who is inscrutable, who has neither beginning

fior end, who is digitless, who is devoid of attributes,

who is calm, who is devoid of attachment, who is non-

imperfect (anamaya) who drives away by means of his

“ Huip ” and “ Phat ” (things apart from himself, even

from a far off distance, as they are the brood of the

ignorance of the \tman), who is ceaselessly uttering the

name of S'iva, who is golden-armed, who is of the form

6f gold, who is of a golden complexion, who is a
hoard of gold, who is without a counterpart, who is

the Turiya (the fourth), who transcends Brahma, Vispu

and Rudra (the Trinity of Gods), who is the One
absolute being that is worthy of all our prayers, the

supreme over-lord (possessed of the six attributes of

omnipotence, afflueuce, valour, fame, knowledge and
detachment) and after worshipping him over and over
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again with Vilva leaves and the reputed ashes, mak-

ing obeisance with his head bent down and his hands

clasped in the attitude of prayer, asked ffiva thus :
“ O

Lord, pray, do impart unto me, after extracting the

essence of the Vedas, the rule prescribed for the making

of the Tripupdra-mark, knowing which there will be the

attainment of liberation for me, independently of any

other thing. What is the material to be used for the

preparation of Bhasma ? What are the several places

(over which the Tripundra-mark is to be made) ? What
Mantras are to be uttered in relation to this ? How
many of these marks are to be made ? Who are all

eligible for this ? What is the special restraint to be

observed by them ? Pray, direct me, thy disciple, till

the moment of my liberation.” (1)

The Morning Ritual to the End

of the Homa

Thereupon the reputed lord, Parana e3fvara, filled with

great compassion, replied unto him, casting his glances

on the Pramathagapas attending on him as well as the

gods around him at the same time :
“ Placing the pure

cow-dung on the leaf of the Brahma-plant early in the

morning before sun-rise, the seeker should dry it in

the sun, uttering the Mantra “ Tryambakam” and so

on ; then lighting the sacred fire through heat-energy

generated in one or other of the ways prescribed

therefor in the Grhyaslltras adopted by the family of

the seeker, placing therein the material prepared from
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cow-dong (in the manner prescribed in the Kalpa-
siftras), uttering the Mantra, “ Somaya Svaha ”

(SvSha unto him who is conjoint with Uma), he should

offer, as oblations into the fire, sesamum seeds and
grains of paddy along with ghee-oblations, a thousand
and eight times, uttering the Mantra, “ Ayaih Tena ”

and so on along with the Mantra, “Somaya Svaha.”

In offering ghee-oblations in the homa-ritual, a leaf-

ladle should be used for pouring the ghee into the fire.

By doing in the manner indicated above the seeker

does not hear any inauspicious sounds productive of

sin. The Mantra for the homa is “Tryambakam”
and so on alone. At the close of the homa, the

Svistakrt (oblation of ghee in token of the successful

accomplishment of the ritual) and the PurnShuti (the

ghee-oblation poured into the fire with a full ladle),

should be performed, as well as the bestowal of Bali-

(offering symbolically offered) at the eight cardinal

points (around the fire, intended for Indra and other

guardians of the principal and intermediate quarters),

all with the uttering of the Mantra “ Tryambakaih ”

and so on. (2-3)

Rule Prescribing the Manner of

Wearing Bhasma

Having sprinkled water over the ashes (thus pre-

pared), uttering the GSyatri, placing that (the ashes) in a

vessel made of gold, silver, copper or earth, consecrat-

ing it once again by sprinkling water with the uttering
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of the Rudra-^akta, the seeker should place it in a

clean spot, Then should he feed the BrShmapas. Then
does he become himself hallowed. Then, taking the

ashes (in his right hand), uttering the Mantras, “ MS
Nastoke,” and so on as well as the Paficabrahraa

mantras, “ Sadyojatam ” and so on, making obeisance

unto it (the ashes) bending the head, he should

utter the Mantras, “ Agniriti Bhasma, VSyuriti

Bhasma, Jalamiti Bhasma, Sthalamiti Bhasma,Vyometi

Bhasma, Deva Bhasma, Rsayo Bhasma, Sarvadi ha

vS etadidam Bhasma, Patam PSvanarh namSmi,

Sadyah samastaghas'asakam [Fire is Bhasma (the

Brahman that turns into ashes every thing apart

from itself, and is hence known as Bhasma) ;
Air is

Bhasma (the Brahman)
; Water is Bhasma (the

Brahman) ; the Earth which carries all on its surface,

is Bhasma (the Brahman) ; the Ether that pervades

everywhere, is Bhasma (the Brahman) ; (in fact all

phenomenal existence, representing non-sentient crea-

tures, is Bhasma, the Brahman alone, the Brahman
having entered into the innermost core of all beings as

the AntarySmin immanent in all.) The sages are

Bhasma (the Brahman) ; the gods are Bhasma (tbe

Brahman) ; (in fact all sentient creation, represented

by these, is Bhasma, the Brahman alone). All this

(sentient and non-sentient creation) is verily this Bhasma
(the Brahman) alone. I make salutation unto this

(Brahman) that is hallowed and that hallows all, for

the reason that the very moment it is thought of, it

quells all sin]. Then placing the ashes on the clean
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palm of his left hand, uttering the Mantra “ Vama-

devSya ” and so on, sprinkling it with water with the

Mantra “ Tryambakaih " and so on, rubbing it well

and consecrating it with the Mantra “ S'uddhaih

S'uddhena ” and so on, with the same Mantra he

should sprinkle the ashes all over his body from head

to foot. Then are to be uttered the five Mantras,

“ Sadyojatam " and so on, and others relating to the

five Brahmans. Then is to be made the application

of the Bhasma, that yet remains after Uddhslana, in

the manner described below : Taking the Bhasma with

the fore-finger, the middle finger and the nameless-

finger, uttering the Mantra, “Agner bhasmasi ” and

so on, he should place it at the top of the head

with the Mantra, “ Murdhanarh ” and so on
;
over

the forehead with the Mantra, “ Tryambakaih ” and so

on
; over the neck with the Mantra “

Nllagrivaya ” and

so on
;
over the right side of the neck with the Mantras,

“ Tryayusam ” and so on, and “ Varna and so on

;

over the cheeks with the Mantra, “ Kalaya " and so on

;

over the eyes with the Mantra, “ Trilocanaya ” and so

on
; over the ears with the Mantra, “ S'ppavSma ” and

so on; over the mouth with the Mantra, “Prabra-

vama ” and so on ;
over the heart (the chest) with the

Mantra,
“ Atmane ” and so on ; over the navel with the

Mantra, “ Nabhih ” and so on
;
over the right shoulder

with the Mantra “ BhavSya ” and so on ;
over the right

elbow with the Mantra, “ Rudraya ” and so on
;
over

the right wrist with the Mantra,” S'arvaya ” and so on

;

over the back of the right palm with the Mantra,”
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Pas'upataye ” and so on; over the left shoulder with

the Mantra,” “ UgrSya ” and so on ; over the left elbow

with the Mantra, “ Agre-vadh5ya ” so on
;
over the left

wrist with the Mantra, “ DSre-vadhSya ” and so on

;

over the back of the left palm with the Mantra, *' Namo
Hartre " and so on; and over the shoulder-blades with

the Mantra, “ S'arpkarXya ” and so on
;
having thus

worn the Bhasma-mark in the order aforesaid, and

made obeisance to &iva with the Mantra, “ SomSya "

and so on, washing the ashes with water, he should

drink the ash-water with the Mantra, “ Xpah punantu ”

and so on
;
it should not be cast away j it should not be

cast away. This wearing of the Bhasma, in the

manner prescribed above, should be done at noon and

in the evening-twilight, nay, during the three periods

without any breach whatsoever by the seeker. Through

breaking the rules the seeker becomes a fallen man.

(4-7)

The Wearing of Bhasma Indispensable

For BrShmapas this wearing of Bhasma alone

is the right kind of procedure ; this alone is the right

line of conduct. Without making the Bhasma-mark,

as indicated above, one should neither drink water nor

eat food nor attend to any other task. After giving

up the Bhasma-mark, through negligence, one should

not recite the Gayatrl-prayer, nor offer oblations onto

the sacrificial fire, nor propitiate the Gods, the ?|is,

the Pitfs and the like. This alone is the tirae-honoored
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practice which is destructive of all sins and is thp

means of attaining liberation (from worldly existence).

This is the perpetual line of conduct prescribed fpr

being adopted by Brahmapas (in the four stages of

their lives viz,, celibates, house-holders, recluses dwell-

ing in the forest and ascetics). By not having recourse

to this the Brahmana falls from his high status. (8)

Penalty for Non-performancE

Should there be non-performance of this through

negligence, the delinquent is absolved (from the result-

ant sin) on uttering the Gayatrl a thousand and eight

times, standing in the middle of a water-course and

fasting for a single day (thereafter). An ascetic who
has neglected this most important duty of his is

absolved (from the resultant sin) by fasting for a day
and uttering the Pranava twelve-thousand times.

Otherwise, Indra will cause these defaulting ascetics to

be thrown unto the fierce wolves. (9)

Enunciation of what Ought to be Done

SHOULD PU*RE BhASMA BE SCARCE

Should there be scarcity of consecrated Bhasma,
then the ashes left by the Glrhapatya fire, generated

out of the burning up of the fuel and oblations thrown

in the performance pf daily austerities or out of any
other sources, duly purified with the uttering of the

prescribed Mantras, should be used as substitutes. (10)
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Fruit Derived prom the Wearing

of Bhasma

173

He who makes use of this (Bhasma) early in the

morning is hallowed from the sin committed over night,

and is absolved from the sin resulting from the stealth

of gold. He who has recourse to this at noon, at the

time of the performance of the noon-tide austerities,

and meditates facing the Sun at the close of worship, is

purified from the sin of drinking spirituous liquor
;
is

purified from the sin of stealing gold ; is purified from

the sin of slaughtering a Brthmapa
;

is purified from

the sin of slaughtering a cow ; is purified from the sin

of slaughtering a horse ; is purified from the sin of

slaughtering his Guru ; is purified from the sin of

slaughtering his mother ;
is purified from (the sin of)

slaughtering his father. By having recourse to this

three times a day, vi*„ at day-break, noon and evening

twilight, he attains the fruit of the study of all the

(four) Vedas, attains the fruit of having had his ablu-

tions in all the three and half crores of sacred waters,

attains the full span of life without any special endea-

vour, attains the state of PrajSpati (by becoming the

progenitor of an uninterrupted line of prt^eny), Raya-

spoea or the state of Kubera (the god of wealth), and

also the state of Gaupatya (the master of several

herds of cows). In this manner should one go through

fhia Upanisad over and over again." Thus said the

lord Sadasiva, conjoint with Amt® (his spouseX onto

Jabala.
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CHAPTER II

The Daily Duties Incumbent upon Brihmantas

Thereupon Jabala (otherwise known as) Bhusuijda,

after making salutation unto Mahadeva conjoint with

AmbS (his spouse), again asked him thus :
“ What is it

that ought to be performed by the Brahmanas every

day in default of which a Brahmaria falls from his high

status (in spiritual development) ? Who is to be adored ?

Who again is to be meditated upon? Who is to

be remembered forever? In what manner is he to be

meditated upon ? Wherein should one take his stand ?

Pray, relate unto me all about this.”

Duties such as the Wearing of the

Tripundra-mark to be Attended to Early

in the Morning

He (Mahadeva) replied unto him Qabala) with

due regard thus : Rising up early in the Brahma-

muhurta, sacred unto the lord Brahma, and finishing

off cleansing and other operations even before sunrise,

the seeker should bathe thereafter. He should wipe his

body (with a towel), uttering the Rudrasuktas. Then
should he clothe himself with fresh clothes to be rid of

all sin. Then, meditating on the rising Sun (in the atti-

tude, “ This Sun is the Brahman alone ”), sprinkling

the entire body (with sacred ashes), he should wear the

Tripuij^ra-marks duly over the prescribed parts (of the
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body, such as the forehead and others) with ashes of a

perfectly white colour and also put on RudrSk$a heads

of a pure white colour (strung together). In this there

should be no deliberation or choice. Others also opine

thus. Over the head should be worn forty (Aksa beads).

On the tuft, one or three
;
the two ears, twelve over

each ; round the neck, thirty-two
;
the (upper) arms,

sixteen over each
;
around the wrists, .twelve each

;

around the thumbs, six each (thus should the RudrSkfa

beads be worn). Then should he worship the SandhyS

(twilight) with Kus'a-grass every day, and (having per-

formed Agnihotra, AopSsana and other daily austerities)

should offer oblations unto the sacred fire with the

Mantras, " Agnirjyotih ” and so on. (2)

The Rule Prescribed for SivapUja

Seated on Kus'a-grass, one should, at the time of

the three SandhySs (at dawn, noon and sun-down),

worship the Eftvalifiga (symbol of S'iva) and meditate

on me alone, that am conjoint with AtnbI and mounted

on the back of a bull, that am possessed of arms of

gold, of the colour of gold and of the form of gold,

that am the Purusa that effects the release of Pamis

(Jlvas) from their Pas'a (bonds of worldly existence),

that am of a black and yellow hue, that am of virility

ever tending upwards, that am diversely eyed, uni-

versal in form (overlapping the universe in its entirety),

(the Vira<Jatman) possessed of a thousand eyes, w

thousand heads, a thousand feet, hands stretched i»
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directions around, the Vis'vStman (embracing the entire

universe), the one absolute (Brahman, non-differ-

entiated from the innermost Atman), the non-dual,

the digitless (it being non-differentiable into parts),

the actionless, the quiescent, the auspicious, the

imperishable, the undecaying, the creator of Hari,

Hara and Hiranyagarbha (in his capacity as Ts'vara),

the incomprehensible, that has neither beginning nor

end, bathing (the S'ivalihga) to the accompaniment of

the uttering of the Rudrasftkta and with Bhasma of a

white colour and the triple leaves of the Bilva tree,

fresh or dried. Herein there should be no touching (of

the materials used for Abhiseka). The seeker should

also arrange for suitable Naivedya (food-offering) as an
indispensable accompaniment of such worship. Then
should the Rudras, that are eleven in number, be

uttered by way of prayer. The one (Rudra) of an
absolute character is the infinite (Brahman). (3)

Citing of the Six-Syllabled and the

Eight-Syllabled S'iva Mantras

Either the six-syllabled or the eight-syllabled

Mantra in praise of S'iva is worthy of being uttered as

prayer. For extracting the six-syllabled, the practi-

tioner should utter the syllable “ Om ” at first
;
then

should the word “ Namah ” be uttered
; and thereafter

the three syllables “ S'ivaya ” (“ Otp namah S'ivaya ”).

For the extraction of the eight-syllabled Mantra, the

practitioner should utter the syllable “ Oip at first

;
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then should the word “ N’amah " be uttered ; and there-

after the five syllables, ” MahSdevSya ” (“ Otp, name
Mahadevaya ”). Apart from this there is no higher

Taraka-Mantra (which would help one to cross over the

ocean of worldly existence). This five-syllabled one is

also the (SFiva) Taraka. Of what character is this (five-

syllabled) Sfeiva-mantra ? This is imparted unto all

Jlvas th^t are devoted to S'iva at the Avimuktaksetra

(near Kasl) as the S'aiva-taraka-mantra (by S'iva, whan
the devotee is in his last moments). This ETiva-mantra

alone causes the crossing over (of the ocean of worldly

existence). It is the imparting of this Mantra alone

that constitutes the imparting of the (knowledge of

the) Brahman. (4)

The Real Form of the Brahman

I, conjoint with Urns, am the Brahman. I,' con-

joint with UmS, am the Pavana (the wind that wafts,

assuming as I do the character of the SstzStman or

Parames'vara) that sanctifies all (by sweeping aside

all impurities). I, conjoint with UmS, am the generator

of the various dispositions of the mind (such as voli-

tions, creative intelligence, thought and individuality).

I, conjoint with UmS, am the creator of the Earth.

I, conjoint with UmS, am the generator of fire.

I, conjoint with UmS, am the generator of the Sun.

I, conjoint with UmS, am the generator of India

(the king of the gods). I, conjoint with UmS, am tl*

generator of Visiju (the all-pervading one) as well.

12
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I alone am the generator of the moon, the gods, the

terrestrial, mid-etherial and the celestial regions and all

the other worlds as well. I, conjoint with Uma, am the

source of all that has been that continues to be

generated in various and variegated forms, and all

that is yet to be. I am the great Rsi (the seer of

Vedic Mantras). I am Rudra (the prime cause of all

and yet) transcending all the universe. I do see (with

my eyes) Hiranyagarbha and other Prajapatis that

are yet to come into existence. I alone am Rudra

that has, in this manner, entered into fire, water, herbs

and the core of all beings of this universe. I alone

am the innermost Atman (non-differentiated from the

Brahman), that is immanent in all as the Antarat-

man, the radiance of the Brahman, transcending which,

transcending me, there is nought else. I alone am the

transcendent Brahman that transcends the entire uni-

verse (that owes its origin to me). (5-7)

Knowledge of the Brahman Alone

the Means to Liberation

The world of persons, ignorant of the real nature

of the Atman, on coming to realize me alone, attains

the state of immortality and surmounts all misery. He,

who, on coming to realize me, remains in the attitude,

“ I am the Brahman alone,” causes the disease of

worldly existence to melt away (dravayati). Hence am I

known as Rudra (the driver of the disease of worldly

existence) who is the final resort of all (being of the
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character of the peerless non-diflferentiated Brahman).
That reputed Rudra of the aspect of all am I. {8)

S'iva of the Character of the Support

of the Universe

Knowing me to be that ParamStman alone whence
all these creatures take their origin, through whom all

these creatures continue to subsist (deriving their sus-

tenance therefrom) and whom they finally reach as their

last resting place and get dissolved therein, one should

resort to me through UpSsanS. I alone am praised

by all beings (such as men and the like) and the gods

as well (as the Brahman alone). The wind wafts

only out of fear for me. The Sun rises only out of

fear for me. Agni (the god of Fire) and Indra (both

of them discharge their duties) only out of fear for me.

I, conjoint with UmS, am alone the controller of all

and the protector of all. I (the reputed Rudra) am
the earth ; I am the waters ; I am fire ; I am air ; 1

am Kala (time)
;

I am the cardinal points ; I am the

Atman. In me all things are established. (9-11)

Siva as the Liberator of Pahus from

the Bonds (Pxsta)

He who knows the (transcendent) Brahman (in

the attitude, “I am the Brahman alone”) himself

attains the Parabrahman alone. May Brahma (the

creator) be identical with S'iva unto me ; may he hi

identical with Sadasriva also. Oip (May that Prapava
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that indicates the identity of the Paficabrahmans,

Sadyojata and others, with the Parabrahman, bear

testimony to the identity of all with the Para-

matman). I am the Is'vara of the Universe that

has no eyes (to perceive the difference between

what is subject to the influence of Upadhi and what is

devoid of Upadhi) and at the same time has eyes turned

in all directions (over the entire universe), that hath no

ears and at the same time has ears turned in all direc-

tions, that has no feet and at the same time has feet

moving in all directions, that has no hands and at the

same time has hands that stretch out in all directions,'

that has no head and at the same time heads that jut

out in all directions. I am the Is'vara that could be

resorted to only through Vidyamantras, that is of

the form of the Vidya, composed of Vidya, the

Vis'ves'vara (the lord of the entire Universe) and devoid

of dotage. Having known me as of this charac-

ter, the seeker after liberation is released from the

bonds of worldly existence. For that reason I am the

liberator of Pastes (JIvas) from the bonds of worldly

existence (Pas'a). All created beings (commencing from

Brahma, the creator), down to human beings and

those that occupy intermediate positions, are verily

Pastes. Should any of these Pas'us have attained

the balanced state of Samadhi (mental composure,

through the concentration of the mind attained from

the practice of Yoga), such persons endeavour to attain

me alone. On attaining me, they do not incarnate

any more ; they do not incarnate any more. (12-14)
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Residence at KXsT, the Means of Crossing

over Worldly Existence for Those

Incapable of Realizing the

fflVATATTVA

Even those that give up their life at TrisUlS,

after residence at Kgs'!, enter into my state alone

(after realizing me, through the potency of the

Taraka-mantra imparted by me unto them during

their last moments, simultaneously with the dawning
of the knowledge of the ffivatattva). Even as the

oblation offered unto the sacrificial fire that is blazing

does not by any means return to the sacrifices any

more, even so the man dying at KSs'i, on leaving

his body, will no longer attain any body resem-

bling the one which he has just left (for the reason

that, if he should have attained through my having

initiated him into the TSraka, the realization of the

non-differentiated Brahman, he will become the non*

differentiated Brahman alone ; and if he should have

attained the knowledge of the qualified Brahman, the

Paramatman, S'iva, as a result of such initiation, he

will attain liberation of the form of SSlokya, SSrEpya,

Samlpya and Sayujya with me, and through my initiat-

ing him once again in my Loka (KailSsa) into the

secret of the non-differentiated Brahman, will become

the non-differentiated Brahman alone ultimately). This

alone is my mandate, this alone my precept, and fhife

alone is the supreme Dharma (line of conduct to bit
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adopted by all seekers after liberation that are true

devotees of mine). (Hence it is that seekers desire

to meet with their death only after residence at Kas'i).

(15)

Special Rules to be Conformed to in the

Case of Residents at Klsl

By the seeker that desires to attain liberation

through residence at Kas'i, as long as he is there, there

should be no swerving from the truth at any time

whatever
; at no time should there be abstinence from

sprinkling (the body with ashes) and making the

Tripundra-mark (as prescribed) ; similarly from wear-

ing the RudrSksa beads (strung together as prescribed)

and likewise from worshipping me. One should not

defile the inner precincts of the abode of God, even

out of carelessness. Nor should there be any breach

from the vow undertaken to be observed by the pious

devotee. For those who desire to attain liberation by
residence at Kas'i, that alone is the austere penance,

that alone is the austere penance. (Mere residence

at Kas'i, without conforming to the above precepts,

will not bear the desired fruit). That (precept) should

not be given up, that (precept) should not be given

up. cl am the liberator (from the bonds of worldly

existence) of those that take their residence at Avi-

oankta. Verily there is no place more sacred than

Avimukta, there is no place more sacred than

Avimukta. (16, 17)
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Worship of the Jyotirli&ga at KXSl

and the Fruit Thereof

There are four sacred shrines at KSs'I. The inner

apartment of every one of these is venerable. The
most venerable of these is the Liftga of the Avimukte-

s'vara-temple at Avimukta. In that shrine there are

five sacred spots. Of these, the apartment of ffiva is

more venerable than the others. To the east there is

the seat dedicated to Is'vara. To the right is the seat

of Vicllana, To the west is the seat dedicated to

detachment (VairSgya). To the north is the seat dedi-

cated to knowledge (jSSna). Therein the seeker should

worship me alone resorted to by Yatins as the Li&ga

which is of the real form of radiance (that ought to

be resorted to by all), which is not internally defiled

(and, being beyond the range of knowledge, has to be

taken as the non-differentiated Brahman alone), which

is imperishable, which has neither beginning nor end,

which could be comprehended only through a know-

ledge of all the Vedas and VedSntas, which is unde-

monstrable, inexplicable and infallible, which is worthy

of being approached (only in the attitude, “ I am the

Brahman ”), which is non-dual, which is the prop of all

and does not itself stand in need of any prop, which is

not perceptible as any thing apart from itself, which

is ever served by BrahmS, Vispu, Purandara and other

exalted ones among the immortal gods *, that (Jyotir-

liftga) ought to be resorted to (as the main prop).

Neither the glorious sun nor the bright moon, nor
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radiant fire could illuminate with its splendour that

self-luminous (Jyotirlinga) which is known as Vis1’*

ves'ara and firmly established with Patala as the

seat (its root reaching as far down as the nether world).

I am that (Jyotirlinga) alone. Worshipped at that sacred

shrine, I am directly worshipped in truth. Of him
who worships me with the three-petalled Bilva-leaves

or bright red flowers, with his mind exclusively directed

towards me, with his Pr5?a (vital powers) entirely

placed at my disposal, with all his austerities and
and actions entirely dedicated unto me, with his

body fully smeared with ashes, wearing Rudraksa as

ornament, having surrendered himself unto me alone
in all his aspects (in the attitude that I alone am his

last resort), ever intent on worshipping me exclusively

and with all his heart, I shall verily come to the rescue

and release him from the bonds of worldly exist-

ence. By worshipping every day the Linga known as

Vis'ves'vara in that shrine and bathing that Linga
(with milk), uttering the RudrasSkta mantras and
drinking the milk flowing out of the Linga three times,

the seeker gets released from the most heinous sins,

does not any more incarnate again to undergo any
misery and is liberated from the bonds of worldly

existence, (18-20)

The Penalty for Eating and the Like

without Worshipping S'iva

The seeker should not eat fruit? or food of any
other sort without worshipping that (Jyotirlinga)
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Should he eat in violation of the aforesaid* rule, he
will be the consumer of his own virile energy. He
should likewise not drink water. Should he drink
violating the rule, he will be the drinker of purulent
matter. For the sin of violating the rule once, purely
out of negligence, by eating or feeding others without
worshipping me, he should seek expiation by getting

shorn of his hairs, by subsisting on the five products of

the cow, pis,, milk, curds, butter, dung and urine, by
fasting and bathing in water uttering the Rudra-mantras.
He should then utter the Rudr5nuv5ka-mantras three

times and, after looking at the sun and meditating on
him, should wipe off the sin, accruing from bis own
fault, with the uttering of Mantras in praise of Rudra
alone. Thereafter, feeding a number of BrShmaqas,
he becomes hallowed. Otherwise he shall, after death,

experience all sorts of torments. Hence should the

seeker take bis food only after worshipping me, Vis'veaf-

vara, with flowers, fruits, water or any other suitable

thing available. (21)

Worship of Biva, the Purifier

of all Sins

By bathing me of the form of Bivalifiga with

the milk of the tawny-coloured cow, to the accom-

paniment of the uttering of the Rudra-sUkta, one

becomes absolved from the sin of the slaughter of a
BrShmana. By bathing me with the curd of a taway-
coloured cow, one becomes absolved from the sift of
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drinking spirituous liquor. By bathing me with the

ghee of a tawny-coloured cow, one becomes absolved

from the sin of stealing gold. By bathing me with

honey, one becomes absolved from the sin of intercourse

with his Guru’s wife. By bathing me with white sugar,

one becomes absolved from the sin of slaughtering

living beings of all kinds. (22)

Bathing of S'iva, the Means to Attain

Liberation and the Like

By bathing S'iva with milk and other materials

aforesaid, one attains the gratification of all his desires.

By offering one hundred Mahaprasthas, by measure, of

each one of the aforesaid materials a hundred times,

in connection with the worship (of S'iva), one becomes

liberated from the bonds of worldly existence. [One
Prastha is equivalent to thirty-two Palas. One hundred
Prasthas make one Mahaprastha]. (23)

Bathing of S'iva, the Means to

Attain S'ivasayujya

By bathing me alone of the form of the S'ivalinga on

the day of the conjunction of the constellation of Ardra

with the Full-Moon day or on the New-Moon day,

during the MahavyatlpSta (when the sun and the moon
bear malignant aspects towards each other) or during

the days of the solar and lunar eclipses and the entry

of the sun into the mansions of the signs of the Zodiac,
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offering unto me food prepared with sesamum-seeda

and mixed with rice and barley, worshipping me with

Bilva-leaves, holding in front of me incense-burners

fed with the essence of various kinds of perfumes,

lighting up my chamber with lamps (burning the ghee

of the tawny-coloured cow) and offering food-offerings

along with ghee and other tributes (such as sandal-

paste, perfumes, betel leaves, sweet cakes and the like),

he should make the floral tribute (both hands clasped

so as to make a hollow receptacle for the flowers). By
worshipping me in the aforesaid manner, one attains

after death oneness (sSyujya) with me. (24)

Bathing of £?iva, the Means to Attain

the Lunar and other Regions

By bathing me with a hundred MahSprasthas of

unbroken rice, one who desires to attain the lunar

region attains the lunar region. By bathing me with

the same quantity of sesamum-seeds, he who desires to

reach the Vayuloka, reaches the Vlyuloka. By bathing

me with as much of black gram, he who is desirous of

reaching the Varugaloka, attains the Varupaloka. By

bathing me with as much of barley, he who desires to

reach the Solar world, reaches the Solar world. By

bathing me with the same grain measuring double

the aforesaid quantity, he who is desirous of reachiiq;

Svarga, reaches the Svargaloka. By bathing me with

the same grain, measuring four times the aforesaid

quantity, he who desires to reach the Brahmalofca,
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reaches the Brahmaloka. By bathing me with the

same grain, measuring one hundred times the afore-

said quantity, one reaches the fourfold sheath of

the Brahman (divided by the Pranava of the char-

acter of the gross, subtle, potential and immeasur-

able quarters, individually and collectively, and the

corresponding four-fold divisions of the Visfva, the

Virat, the Otr and the changeless Turya-turya, which

are identical with the aforesaid four divisions of the

Prapava of the four-fold character) over which death

cannot cast its eyes (lying as it does beyond the range

of death). He who desires to reach my world, trans-

cending that, reaches my world. There is no other

world beyond mine. Having reached it, he does not

experience misery of any kind. He does not incarnate

again, does not incarnate again. (25)

Attainment of Liberation by Residents of

KSs'J through Their Initiation into

THE S'aIVA-TaRAKA

Having worshipped me of the form of the Jyotir-

lidga, Yogins meditate on me (with the one-pointed

mind)
;
Siddhas (accomplished adepts) have attained

their . Siddhi (final beatitude). Yajvans (performers

pf sacrifice) perform sacrifices. The Vedas, along

with their Afigas (subdivisions, viz., S'iksa, Vyakarana,

i

Chandas, Nirukta, Kalpa and Jyotisa), the Upani$ads

and the ItihSsas, sing my praise alone. There is nought

else apart from me. I alone am all (attainable by
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all truly devoted to me). In me are all things firmly

established. Hence am I worthy of being worship-

ped every day by pious devotees at KSs'i. There

are the (Pramatha) gagas (that are my attendants),

with their faces characteristically indicating their alle-

giance to Rudra, possessed of various types of faces,

wielding weapons of various kinds, assuming various

forms and bearing various kinds of emblems. All these

(Ganas) always meditate on me alone, with their

entire bodies smeared with Bhasroa, with their limbs

decked with RudrSksa beads and with their hands

clasped in prayer. There, in the eastern quarter, Brahms
(the creator) is waiting on me (as an UpSsaka) day and

night. There, in the southern quarter, Visgu with his

hands clasped and raised over his head in the attitude

of prayer, is ever waiting on me (as my UpSsaka).

In the western quarter stands Indra, waiting on me
(as my Upasaka), with his body bent low (in making

salutation unto me). In the northern quarter, UmS,
ever devoted to me and possessed of a body of fire,

waits on me (as my UplsakS), with her frame lustrous

as gold and clad in a cloth of gold. The gods assum-

ing the four different forms (w*., of BrahmS, Visgu,

Rudra and Indra) worship me alone. In the southern

quarter, there is the spot (sthSna) of liberation which

has as its token of recognition the Mukti-magdapa (hall

of liberation). Therein are several Gagas, attending

as guards, armed with their weapons, and who aife

all killers of sin. There are also ?sis (sages) seen

there, true devotees of S'ambhu that are the upholders
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of the Pas'upata-doctrine and staunch followers of S'iva

uttering the gem of Veda-mantras (the Pancaksara-

mantra of S'iva) and delighting in the uttering of the

S'aiva-taraka along with the Pranava (prefixed unto it).

Therein is a platform set with precious stones. Taking

my seat' there, fetching all the souls of the devotees of

S'iva that have departed their bodies at Kas'f, placing

them on my lap, touching those ornamented with

Bhasma-marks and Rudraksa-beads, I initiate them into

the S'aiva-taraka mantra to confer on them immunity

from the cycle of worldly existence. Thereupon they get

merged in mp, fully released (from the bonds of world-

ly existence), and assuming bodies composed of perfect

knowledge alone. They do not incarnate any more,

like the oblations offered unto the sacrificial fire.

It is there alone that the five-syllabled S'aiva-mantra

is imparted (unto them by me). Hence is it the

seat of liberation. Thereafter is the form of the

Omk§ra assumed by them. Thereafter mine own form

is assumed by those that have dedicated all their

actions and austerities unto me and have caused their

minds to be entirely absorbed in me. This Brahma-

vidya is not for others, this Brahmavidya is not for

others. Seekers after liberation, residing at KSsfl,

become virile and learned in spiritual lore and ever

meditating upon me alone who am the Brahmakos'a

(the Pranava-sheath of the Brahman) made up of

Vijfiana, the four-fold Brahmakos'a which Mrtyu does

not cast his eyes on, Brahma does not cast his eyes

on,. Visnu does not cast his eyes, Indra and Agni do
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not cast their eyes, Varu$ta and others do not cast

their eyes (all getting dissolved in him, in the MahS-
pralaya), who am of the form of dirt completely burnt

up by the fire of the Brahman, who abide (at the

seat aforesaid) embracing the golden-hued UmS (my
spouse), who has the lustre resembling crores of

moons, who wears the crescent over his crown, who
has the Moon, the Sun and fire as his three eyes,

whose entire body is ornamented with Vibhnti-marks,

and seek their final repose only in me, released from

all sin and liberated from all bonds. (26-29)

Residence at KXEX should be Vigilant

All others resident in Has'!, that defile the place,

that are intent on receiving gifts, that have given

up making Bhasma-marks over their body, wearing

Rudraksa-beads, keeping the austere vow on Mondays,

the daily domestic austerities (such as AupSsana and

other forms of worshipping the sacred fire), worship

of Vis'ves'vara, japa of the PaBcSksara-mantra and

worship of Bhairava, undergo innumerable kinds of

the most cruel torments after dying at KS^I, and

purified thereby, reach me alone completely surrender-

ing themselves unto me. When these persons defile

the temple by emitting semen, urine or faeces in the

inner apartments, they only sprinkle such filthy matter

over the manes of their departed ancestors. On seeing

such a sinner alone after his death, Nllalohita (Rudra

of a dark-blue and red colour), Bhairava (of the most
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terrific aspect), causes him to be thrown into the region

of arrows ar.d also in various pits of blazing fire.

Hence should the seeker after liberation live with great

vigilance at KSs'I, should live with great vigilance at

KSsTC of the form of the S'iva-liftga (looking upon the

place to be as sacred as the body of Vis'ves'vara).

Thus the Upanisad. (30)



THE RUDRAHRDAYOPANISAD

[This Upani§ad, which is the eighty-fifth among
the 108 Upanisads and forms part of the Krs$a Yajur«

veda, takes the form of a discourse between Sri Suita

and his father, Vy3isa, giving an exposition of the

identity between Siva and Visgu and the all-compre-

hensive character of Mahes'vara conjoint with Umff,

and winds up with a glorification of the peerless

non-dual Brahman alonej.

Suka’s Query Relating to the Deva of the

Character of all the Devas

Sri Suba, after making obeisance unto his father.

Sage VySsa, with the top of his head laid over VySsa’a

feet, asked him thus ;
“ Who is the god of all the

gods about whom all the other gods stand firmly estab-

lished and by serving whom every day all the gods

derive satisfaction ? ” (1, 2)

Rudra of the Character of the God
of all Gods

On hearing those words of his (Suka’s) the father

replied unto Suba thus :
“ Rudra is of the character

of the god of all gods. All the gods are of the char-

acter of Rudra. To the right side of Rudre stand
u
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established the Sun, Brahma (the creator) and the

three fires (Dakjipa, GSrhapatya and Shavaniya).

To his left stand established the three, vis., the Goddess
Uma, Visgu and the Moon. The goddess that is UmS
is herself actually Visgua. The god that is Visnu is

verily the Moon. (2-4)

Identity Between Biva and Vi$siu

Those that worship Govinda verily worship Efarp-

kara. Those that worship Hari with true devotion

verily worship the bull-ensigned god (S'iva). Those
that hate Virtipfiksa (the abnormal-eyed god) also hate

JanSrdana (who holds all beings under his potent in-

fluence as their sustainer). Those that have not realised

Rudra have likewise not realised Kesrava. From
Rudra is generated the seed. JanSrdana is the recept-

acle of the seed. He who is Rudra is himself BrahmS.
He who is Brahma is verily HutSs'ana (the fire that

consumes all sacrificial offerings). Rudra is of the

character of BrahmS and Vispu (the all-sustainer).

The phenomenal world, that owes its origin to Rudra,
is verily of the character of Agnisoma (the sacrifice in

propitiation of Agni and Soina). Every being of the

male sex is of the form of Is'lna, and every being
of the female sex is of the form of the Lady UmS.
All creatures, inanimate and animate, are of the

character of UmS and Rudra. Whatever is manifest
(Vyakta) is of the form of UmS, and whatever is

Avyakta (unmanifest) is of the form of Mahetfvara.
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The conjanction of UmS with S'aqikara, that conjunc-

tion is known as Vi?uu (the all-embracing). Unto him

who is that reputed Visnu should the seeker make

salutation with due devotion. (5*10)

The Atman of the Threefold Character

Having known the three kinds of Atman, as the

Atman, the ParamStman and the AntarStman, the

seeker should resort to the ParamStman. BrahmS

Will be the AntarStman, Mahesfvara will be the Para-

mStman and Visgu, the most ancient Atman unto all

orders of creation (he being the BhHtStman). (11, 12)

Rudra of the Character of the TrimOrtis

Of this tree of the three worlds, with its roots and

branches outspread far over the earth, the top, the

middle and the root are respectively Vispu, BrahmS

and Mahesfvara. What has to be done is Vi§pu, the

doing is BrahmS, and the prime cause is MahesTvara.

The one real form of his was split into three by Rudra

to achieve his high purpose. Dharma (the right line of

conduct) is Rudra; the phenomenal world is Vi§3?u, and

the knowledge that comprehends all is PitSmaha (the

creator of the Vedas and the PrajSpatis). (13-15)

Release from all Sins through Singing

Hymns of Rudra

That knower who glorifies him (Rudra) as “ Efil

Rudra, Rudra, Rudra ” and so on, by such glorification
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til the god of all (gods) in this manner the seeker Is

released from all sins. Rudra is man
; UmS is woman

;

dotation onto him
;
onto her salutation. Rudra is

BrahmS ; UmS is VSijI (the goddess of learning);

salutation unto him
;
unto her salutation. Rudra is

Vi$fcu ; UmS is LaksmI (the goddess of beauty, wealth

and the like); salutation unto him; unto her salutation.

Rudra is the Sun; UmS is ChSya (devl that ever fol-

low* the Sun, as a devoted wife would her lord);

salutation unto him; unto her salutation. Rudra is

the Moon; Umft is TarS (his spouse); unto him

salutation; unto her salutation. Rudra is day-time;

UmS is night; salutation unto him; unto her salu-

tation. Rudra is the Yajfia (sacrifice); UmS is the

YedI (sacrificial platform)
;
salutation unto him

;
unto

her salutation. Rudra is Vahni (fire)
;
UmS is SvaliS

(the goddess presiding over the burnt offering)
; salu-

tation unto him; unto her salutation. Rudra is the

Veda; UmS is the SfokhS.; salutation unto him;
unto her salutation. Rudra is the tree; Um& is

the creeper; salutation unto him
; unto her salutation.

Rudra is the fragrance
; UmS is the flowers

;
salutation

unto him; unto her salutation. Rudra is the import

;

UmS is the letter; salutation unto him; unto her

(Salutation. Rudra is the Linga
; UmS is the Pltha

;

salutation unto him
; unto her salutation. The seeker

should make obeisance unto Rudra of the character

of the god of all the gods. With these words of the

Mantra alone shall I make salutation unto Is'a and
FSrvatl. Wheresoever Isfa may be along -with his
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(better) half, one should utter this Mantra. He wild

has committed the sin of killing a BrShma&a is

released from all sin by uttering this Mantra st?nd*

ing in the middle of water, (16-25)

The All Not Being apart from the Prime

Cause of all Things

That which is the main support of all, which is

non-dual, is the transcendent Brahman that is ancient,

that is of the form of infinite existence (sat), pure

sentience (cit) and unsurpassed bliss (Sr.anda), lying

beyond the range of speech and the mind. When that

(Brahman) is fully realised, O S^uka, every thing here

would have been thoroughly realised. As all things are

of the character of that (Brahman), verily there is

nothing at all anywhere that is different from that

(Brahman). (26-27)

The Heal Form of the ParX (Transcendent

or Higher) and the AparX (Non-transcendent

or Lower) VibtX

Two VidySs are to be learnt verily by aM, and

they are the Pars and the AparS. Of the two, the

AparS consists of this VidyS, the Rgveda, Yajurveda,

Samaveda and Atharvaveda, 0 best among sages*

£?ik$a, the Kalpa-sHtra, Vyakarapa, Nirukta, Chanda%

Jyotisa, and other departments of knowledge

have no bearing on the Atman. That is

Psui (the transcendent and the highest attaMftU*)
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VidyS which has for its goal the imperishable Para*

raStman, that is invisible, ungraspable, clanless, form-

less, eyeless and earless to an immense degree, that

is likewise devoid of hands and feet, that is eternal,

omnipotent and immanent in all, that is intensely subtle

and imperishable. Those seekers, full of fortitude,

see in their own Atman that Param5tman that is the

source of all beings. Out of that ParamStman that is

omniscient and well-versed in all lore, the penance

wherewith to attain him is JfiSna alone, there comes

into being this series of macrocosms in the form

of the eater of the food and the food that he

eats (to wit, the ParamStman that experiences these

worlds by eating them up and the various experiences

afforded by the phenomenal world of ignorance as

borne out by the STruti, “ I am the food, I am the

eater of the food ”). (28-33)

Destruction of Worldly Existence (SaSsSra)

Attainable only through the Knowledge

of the Imperishable (Angara) BrahmaN

All that (worldly existence) which manifests itself

very much like the rope-snake bears the aspect of

verisimilitude. This Ak§ara or imperishable (Brahman)

alone is the truth by knowing which the seeker is liber-

ated. The destruction of worldly existence (saihsSra)

could be successfully accomplished through knowledge

(jSSna) alone and not through actions and austerities

(karma). He should resort to, in the prescribed manner,
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his own Gara who is an accomplished SProtriya, well-

grounded in the knowledge of the Brahman {and the

Vedas). On his doing so, the Guru will surely impart

unto him instruction relating to the ParSvidyS which

will enable him to realise the Brahman and the Xtman.
Should a man only come to realise directly the im-

perishable (fftman) placed in the recess of his heart,

he will surely attain the most ancient Siva after

bursting through the great knot (granthi) of ignorance.

(34-37)

Manner of Worship op the Pra^ava by the

Seeker after Liberation

That (State of the Brahman), the immortal (amjta),

real existence (satya), should be the target to be hit by

the seeker. The bow is the TSra (the Pranava, “ Oip ")

;

the arrow is the Stman
;
the Bull's eye of the target is

said to be the Brahman ; the target should be hit at,

after taking deliberate aim, by the practitioner who

should by no means be careless; by doing so, the

practitioner will become identical with the aim (the

Brahman) very much like the arrow (his own Xtman
that is non-differentiated from the Brahman). The
aim is all-comprehensive, the arrow has its head point-

ing towards all directions and the archer takes aim

in an all-comprehensive manner. The aim is the aus-

picious S'iva ; there is no doubt about it. Not there do

the bodies of the sun and moon shine. Not thither do

Urn winds blow, nor do the diverse deities exert their
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potent influence. This reputed god (of gods) manifests

himself with great condescension, devoid of passion

and extremely pure. (37-40)

Artificial Nature of the Difference

(BHEDA) BETWEEN JlVA AND IffA

There are two Suparpas (kings of birds) placed

together in this (cage-like) body of ours and known as

the Jlva and Is'a. Of the two, the Jlva eats the fruit

of all actions but the great Is'vara does not. The
Mabes'vara is stationed in the body merely as the

witness, not partaking in the enjoyment, and mani-

fests himself of his own accord. Differentiation

between the two has been artificially created by MayS
alone. Even as the ether (akas'a) of the pot and the

ether of the monastery are being artificially treated as

different from the vast expanse of ether (of which

they are but parts), so parts of the same Parama
(the transcendent Brahman) are artificially differen-

tiated as of the form of the Jlva and Siva (out of

ignorance of their identity). In reality, however, Siva

is the sentience (cit) of the Brahman directly realized,

and the Jlva in his real form is always the self-

same (sentience of the Brahman), (One form of)

sentience (Siva) differs from (the other form of)

sentience (Jiva) only in outward aspect (due to the

difference of UpSdhi), but is not inherently differ-

entiated from, the other, for the reason that the lack of

sentience (in either of them) will entail their ceasing
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to be forms of the Supreme Sentience altogether.

Sentience is not different from sentience, but becomes
differentiated only in external aspect (through difference

in UpSdhi) which is of the form of non-sentience.

Should there be any differentiation at all (between the

Jlva and the Is'a that is Siva), the difference (bheda)

is only in the external non-sentient aspect, as senti-

ence is verily one and indivisible always, for the

reason that (it is in no way affected by UpSdht at

all, and also because) the oneness of sentience has

been established beyond doubt by ratiocination (Tarka),

as well as through PramSEpa or Valid testimony (».*.,

of the Vedas as also of one’s own experience from

actual realisation). (41-46)

Riddance from Misery (^oka) and Delusiqs

(moha) through the Realisation of

Non-dualism (Advaita)

Should one attain the realisation of the oneness

of the Cit or Supreme Sentience, he neither experiences

misery (s'oka), nor delusion (moha), but attains the

non-dual (advaita), auspicious state (sfiva) of unsur-

passed ' bliss (paramSnanda) alone, which is the final

resort of the entire phenomenal world, the solid state

of real existence and sentience. That sage will be

rid of the misery of worldly existence from the firm

conviction “ I am (the innermost Atman, non-differen-

tiated from the Brahman).” It is only those in whom all

blemishes have worn away that see in their own bodies
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the real form of the self'manifest radiance (jyotis), that

is the all-witness (SarvasSksin), and not others who

sure invested with M5y5 {and are hence subject to

illusion). For that Yogin who has visualised the Para-

mStman in his samSdhi and has had perception of the

form of the Brahman in the aforesaid manner, and

who has attained the full form (of the Brahman), there

is nothing more to be attained anywhere else. The
one indivisible expanse of AkSs'a, which is full, has no

other place to resort to any where. Even so, the sage

who has realised his own Atman to the full has no

place to resort to anywhere else. That sage who

verily realises that most exalted Brahman (as the

Atman alone) becomes the Brahman alone, firmly

established in his own Atman as the infinite exist-

ence (sat), pure sentience (cit), and unsurpassed bliss

(ananda) alone. Thus the Upanisad. (46-57)
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[This Upanifad, which is the eighty-eighth among
the 108 Upanisads and forms part of the SSmaveda,

takes the form of a discourse between Bhusupda and

KalSgnirudra regarding the part played by RudrSkga

in the attainment of the state of the Brahman. Al-

though Bhusugda was himself an accomplished Yogin

of a high order who had discharged all his duties and

had nothing more to do in this world for the attain-

ment of Kaivalya of the incorporeal type, still, for the

regeneration of the deluded and the ignorant, he

approached the lord KalSgnirudra with a prayer for

an exposition of the rules prescribed for the wearing

of RudrSksa-beads and the fruit attainable therefrom

so as to enable seekers to attain the right kind of

knowledge, with a mind thoroughly purified through

sincere devotion to him as such knowledge is the sine

qua non for the attainment of the state of the ParamSt-

man, Rudra, the main support of the phenomenal world,

preparatory to the attainment of the state of the form-

less and the supportless non-differentiated Brahman]

.

Bhusu^a’s Query- about RudrXksa

Thereupon Bhusupda asked the reputed KalSgnl*

rudra thus :
“ What, pray, is the genesis of the
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RudrSksa ? What is the fruit attainable through the

wearing of the same ? ” (1)

The Genesis of RudrXk§a

The lord KSlSgnirudra replied unto him thus:

“ For bringing about the destruction of the Tripura

I had to close my eyes. Thereupon drops of water

fell on the earth from my eyes. Those drops became

RudrSksas. For the sake of the regeneration of ail

beings, I have ordained that, by the mere uttering of

their name, there shall be attained the fruit attainable

through the gift of ten cows and, through looking at

them and touching them, the same fruit rendered two-

fold. I am unable to say anything further. In this

connection there occur the following verses: Wherein is

it established ? What is its name ? How is it worn ? Of
how many varieties are its facets? With the uttering of

which Mantra and in what manner is it worn ? For a

thousand years of the celestials my eye was kept open

by me. ‘From my eye-lids drops of water fell on the

surface of the earth. There the tear-drops sprang forth

in the form of prodigious Rudrfksa trees, assuming

the form of stationary trees for the regeneration of all

deyotees of mine. (3-5)

Fruit of Wearing the RudrXksa and the

Uttering of Prayer (as Jafa) with -it

By. bang worn, by the devotee (of Rudra), It will

iwnove all sin committed by day and- night. By
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looking at it religions merit will be attained a hun-
dred thousand-fold, and by wearing it ten -thousand*

thousand-fold. By wearing it a man will attain a
hundred-crores of units of religious merit. By uttering

prayers (as japa) with its help and by wearing the

RudrSksa, a man will attain religious merit to the tune
of a lakh of crores of thousands, and a lakh of crores of

hundreds, respectively. (6, 7)

Superior and other Qualities op
RudrXk§a-beads

That which is of the size of the DhStri (Myrobalan)

fruit is said to be of the best quality ; that of the size

of the Badari (Jujube) fruit is said to be of middling

quality ; and that of the size of the chick-pea ia said to

be of the inferior quality by wise men. This order of

precedence has been ordained by me. (8, 9)

Classification of RudrXk§as into Classes
Like BrXhmaua and K§atriya

Under the special command of £Tiva, there came
to be grown on the surface of the earth, Rndrakja-

trees of four classes, vis., BrShma^as, K$atriyas,

Vfusfyas and Bfldras, bearing auspicious Aksa-fruits

to be used by the respective classes of men. The
white ones should be known as the BrShmaoas ; the

red ones are the K§atriyas
;
the tawny-coloured ones

are to be known as the Vaisfyas
;
while the black ones

are said to be Sfadras among the beads. The BrSh-

aaapas should wear the white ones, the Rsjanyas shook)
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wear the red ones; the Vaisfyas should wear the tawhy-

coloured ones ; and the S'ttdras should wear the black.

(10- 12)

Eligible and Non-eligible Types

AMONG RUDRXK?AS

Those (RudrSksas) that are of a uniform size,

glossy, hard, large, and of a thorny surface, are of the

auspicious (s'ubha) type (worthy of acceptance). What

is worm-eaten, cut through, broken, devoid of thorns,

corroded and unstrung (so as not to be ready for use),

these six kinds of RudrSksas should be given up alto-

gether (as unsuitable). That RudrSksa which has a

hole bored through in its natural state is of a superior

quality ;
that which has the hole bored through with

great effort is of a middling quality. The knower

should wear beads of a uniform size, of a glossy

appearance, hard and large in size, mounted on a silk

thread ; and beads of the ordinary quality on a soft

thread, suited to their respective sizes. That Aksa-

bead which leaves a streak resembling the streak of

gold, when tested on a touch-stone, should be known

to be of a superior quality an'd worn by devout wor-

shippers of ffiva. (13-17)

Difference in the Wearing of the

Ak$a-bead over the Tuft and other Places

One should wear a single Aksa-bead over the tuft

and wear three hundred over the head; he should
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place thirty-six round the neck, sixteen each over the

arms, ' twelve only over each of the two wrists, carry

five-hundred over each shoulder and make a rosary

of one hundred and eight {serving the purpose of a

sacred thread), worn across the body, resting on the

left shoulder and reaching up to the right hip. Hanging

from the region of the neck, he should wear two

strings (of Aksa beads), three strings, five strings or

seven strings ; likewise over the head, in his ear-rings,

or as a garland serving as an ear-ornament, or worn

over the bracelet as an ornament round the arms, and

preferably as a waist-band round the belly. Effry

one should wear the RudrSksa always, sleeping or

drinking. Three hundred is said to be the lowest

limit, five hundred middling, and a thousand is said to

be th#maximum limit prescribed. One should thus wear

(the RudrSksa) with due regard to the different limits.

(17-22)

Mantras to be Uttered when Wearing *

Rudr1k§a over the different Places

With the uttering of the Is'Sna mantra, the Rud-

rSksa should be worn over the head; with the Tatpuruga

mantra round the neck
;
with the Aghora-mantra down

the throat ; with the same Mantra over the chest ; the

man of bright intellect should wear the RudrSksa over

the arms with the Aghora-mantra. He should wear the

strings of Aksa-beads, fifty beads in each (with the

preliminaries prescribed in the AksamSlikopaaijad
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dtOy performed), by invoking the fifty letters of the

Sarpskft alphabet, commencing from “ AkSra and

ending with “ KsakSra ”, and endowing them with their

full potency in the ether of the fifty holes across the

middle of the beads through which passes the string

with knots at either end of each bead ;
after joining

together three, five or seven of such strings with the

uttering of the Paacabrahma-mantras and their sub-

sidiaries, along with the S'ivapaRcaksara mOla-m antra,

he should wear all the Aksa beads together. (23-25)

Difference in the Fruit Borne by the

Wearing of the RudrXk?a due to difference

in the Number of Facets

Thereupon Bhnsun4a asked the lord KalSgni-

rudra thus :
" With reference to the diverse binds of

RudrSksas, pray, tell me about each kind of Aksa with

its distinct form and fruit and thus acquaint me with

the real form of each variety, the warding offof ill-luck,

the gratification of cherished desires, and other features

cpnnectcd with the number of facets of these beads.”

Thus said he. In this connection occur the following

verses^ The Rudraksa possessed of a single facet is

of the real form of the Paratattva (the transcendent

troth which is one alone). By wearing such a bead

the wearer, having complete control over his (inner and

outer) senses, will seek final repose in the Paratattva.

The bead with two facets, O best among sages, is of the

character of Ardhanarfs'vara (the half-lady form of
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Sfiva), and try the devotee wearing it is propitiated for

ever Sftva conjoint with Ef&kti in the form of ArdhanSr-

Bfvara. The three-facetted RudrSksa is of the form

of the three fires (Dakgipa, GSrhapatya and AhavanlyaX
Through the wearing of such a bead, fire (the con-

sumer of oblations) is ever pleased with the wearer.

The four-facetted RudrSksa is of the form of the four*

faced (Brahm5). Through the wearing of such a

bead, the four-faced lord, Brahma, is ever pleased

with the wearer thereof. The five-facetted Rudt&kfa

is of the form of the Paficabrahman (the five-faced

£fiva). Through the wearing of such a bead, the wearer

becomes of his own accord the Paficabrahman (the

five-faced lord Siva) and drives away the sin at

homicide. The six-facetted RudrSkpa again has for

its presiding deity KSrtikeya (the six-faced scat of

Sfiva). Through wearing it will be attained abundant

wealth and flawlessly perfect health. The man of

clear intellect and perfect wisdom should wear it

for the acquisition of a dear intellect add perfect

wisdom and for purification as well. Knowers also

say that Vinayaka is its presiding deity. The aeve^H

facetted RudrSksa has the seven MStras (the seven

MStfs, BrShmi, MShes'vari, Girijft, MenakStmajS,

VSrShI, MShendrl and CSmmuJS, nay all that are of

the sacred number seven, e.g., the seven streams, the

seven oceans,, the seven cities, the seven worlds, tbs

seven Rsis, the seven Vipras, the seven Xdityas, Aa
seven DSnavas, the seven horses of the sun, the seven

tangoes of fire, the seven Yonis of fire, the semi
u
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samidhs, the seven svaras, the seven sacrificial rites,

the seven MarySdSs, the seven Dvipas and so on)

as its presiding deities. By the wearing of the same

Will be attained abundant wealth and flawlessly per-

fect health. Whosoever wears it, for him there will

be the attainment of right perception and purity of

mind. The eight-facetted RudrSksa has for its pre-

siding deities the Astamatra (Siva, as identified with

the five elements, the mind, individuality and matter

or the sun, the moon, the sacrificial priest and the

five elements), is propitiatory of the eight Vasus, and

is likewise the cause of satisfaction to Mother GafigS.

By the wearing of it (by the seeker), these (aforesaid)

deities that are the upholders of the truth (of the

Paramatman (Siva) will be pleased. The nine-facetted

RudrSksa has the nine S'aktis (Varna, Jyestha, RaudrI,

AtabikS, Iccha, JfiSna, KriyS, Saints and Para) as its

presiding deities. By the mere wearing of it, the nine

ffaktis are propitiated. The ten-facetted RudrSksa has

the (ten) Yamas (means adopted by Yogins for control-

ling the mind or Yama, the god of death) as its (pre-

siding) deities. By merely looking at the bead comes

about tranquillity of the mind, and from its being worn

the same result is achieved without doubt. The eleven-

facetted Rudr5k§a has as its presiding deities the eleven

Rttdras. This reputed RudrSksa, they say, is itself a

deity that brings about increase of all kinds of well-

being (unto the person wearing it). The twelve-facet-

ted RudrSksa is of the real form of Mab&visi?u, and he

who is intent on wearing sucha bead himself assumes
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the form of the twelve Adilyas. The thirteen-facetted

Rudraksa bestows the gratification of all desires,

bestows success in all endeavours and is auspicious.

By the wearing of this variety of bead by the devotee,

the god of Love becomes gracefully disposed (towards

the wearer and manifests himself before him). The
fourteen-facetted RudrSksa was generated out of

Rudra’s eyes. This bead drives away all diseases of

the wearer who further attains immunity for ever from

all diseases. (26-42)

Things to be Abstained from by the

Wearer of the Rudrxk$a

The man (wearing the RudrSksa) should abstain

from spirituous liquor, flesh, garlic, onions, radish,

the fruit of the fyiesm&taka-tree (tamarisk) and Vi<l-

varSha which are forbidden to be eaten (by pious

people developing their spiritual powers). (43)

The Great Potency Derived from Wearing

the RudrXk§a

By wearing RudrSksa on the day of (the solar and

lunar) eclipses, during the autumnal and vernal equi-

noxes, on the days of the summer and winter solstices,

similarly during the passage of the sun into the signs

of the zodiac, daring New-moon and Full-moon days,

on the days of the fifth, the tenth and the fifteenft

Tithis, one is released forthwith from all kinds cf
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sins. The lower end of the RudrSksa is BrahmS,

the hole bored through is Vi$i"iu, and the facet is Rudra,

so they say* while the drops of water falling from it

form the hierarchy of the gods. Thus. (44, 45)

The Genesis of Rudrxk$a and its Potency

Thereupon SanatkumSra asked the lord Kalagni-

rudra thus :
“ O lord, pray, impart unto me instruction

floating to the rules prescribed for wearing the Rudraksa

beads. At that time, Sages Nidagha, Jadabharata

DattStreya, KstySyana, Bharadvaja, Kapila, Vasistha,

Pippalada and others approached KllSgnirudra, and

spoke unto him. Thereupon Kalagnirudra asked

them thus :
“ Pray, let me know the purpose of your

visit ”. “ Ail of us desire to listen to the rules pres-,

cribed for the wearing of Rudrak$a beads (when they

are being expounded by thee)”—thus they replied.

Thereupon Kalagnirudra spoke unto them thus: “It

is being widely declared by all in the world that

Rudraksas have emanated from the eyes of Rudra.

Now, Sadas'iva, at the time of the deluge, after destroy-

ing all things, closes his eye of destruction. Because

of their origin (at that time) from his eyes, Rudraksas

are^so called.” Thus said he. “ Thence is the origin

erfJfeudrSksas,” said Kalagnirudra once again. Should

the RudrSksa of such exalted origin form the topic? of

conversation anywhere, he who discourses about it

attains the fruit attainable through the gift of ten cows,

lEhat person alone is the radiance of the Bhasma as
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well as the Rndt$h$a. Thus. By merely touching the

reputed RudrSk§a with the hands and wearing it, there

will be attained the fruit attainable from the gift of

two thousand cows. Should the reputed Rudraksa he

worn (as ear-ornaments) on the ears, the fruit attain-

able from the gift of eleven thousand cows will be

attained. The wearer attains the state of the eleven

Rudras also. Should the reputed Rudr5k?a be worn

over the head, the fruit attainable from the gift of a

crore of cows will be attained by the wearer. It Is

impossible to utter into one’s ears the fruit attain-

able by wearing the Rudr3k$a over these places.

(46-48)

Fruit of Knowing the RudrIk?a-VidyX

He who studies this RudrSksajSbSla VidyS every

day, be he a child or a young man, becomes

a noble one. He becomes a Guru that could in-

itiate (others) into all the Mantras and their nee

as well. With these (Mantras) alone should he

make the Homa-ritual (worshipping the sacred fire

with the offering of oblations). With these (Mantras)

alone should he make the ArcanS (homage with

words of praise). Even so should he bind the RSk-

aoghna (causing the destruction of the powers of evil)

and the MftyutSraka (causing the destruction of

death), attained through the grace of the Guru, in the

throat, the arms or the tuft of hair. The earth possdai*

ed of the seven islands (surrounded by the seven
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oceans) will not be an adequate recompense (for the

Guru who initiated him into such Vidy3). Hence

should he with implicit sincerity give him some

cow or other by way of a fee. That will be

enough. That BrShmapa who studies this Upanisad

early in the morning destroys all sin committed over-

night, Likewise, the BrShmana who studies it at the

evening twilight destroys all sin committed during the

course of the day. He who studies at the hour of

noon destroys the sins committed during six previous

incarnations. By applying himself to it both in the

morning and the evening, he destroys the sins commit-

ted daring several previous incarnations, attains the

fruit of having uttered the Gayatri six-thousand lakhs

of times ; is purified from the evil effects of thersin of

slaughtering a BrShmana, drinking spirituous liquor,

pilfering gold, having intimacy with his Guru’s wife

and intercourse with her ; attains the fruit of having

bathed in the (three and a half crores of) sacred

waters
; is purified from the evil effects of the sin of

holding conversation with a fallen man, sanctifies ten-

thousand rows of diners (by his presence thereat) and
attains S'ivas'ayujya (oneness with the ParamStman,
£?iva). He does not incarnate again, he does not incar-

nate again. Thus “ Oip " (the Prapava which indicates

the identity of the S'iva-paramatman with the Brah-
man, the radiance of the Turiya shining at the topmost
part of the resonance of the Turiyoipkara). That alone

is the Truth. Thus the Upanisad. (49)
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[This Upanisad, which is the fiftieth among the

106 Upanisads and forms part of the Atharvaveda,

takes the form of a discourse between PaippalSda and
Brahmg, the Creator, dealing with an exposition of the.

eternal verity of Parames'vara, that is worthy of being

resorted to by all as of the character of the All-Atman
immanent in all, that is identical with the non-dif-

ferentiated Brahman alone]

.

Who is the Highest among BrahmI,
Vi?nu and Rudra?

Thereupon PaippalSda asked the reputed Brahmtt
thus :

“ O Lord, who is to be meditated upon as the

highest among BrahmS, Vispu and Rudra? Pray,

relate unto us the truth (concerning the matter).” (1)

The Excellence of Rudra

PitSmaha (the grand-sire of the universe) replied

unto Mm thus :
“ O PaippalSda, do thc/h listen unto

this speech (of mine). This Parametfvara is attainable

only by him by whom many meritorious deeds have'

been done. Him out of whose limbs 1 have had my
origin, as also Had and other celestials who have Indra

as their ruler, all these leading residents of Heaven do
not, in their delusion, know (as their own Atman) ; him
who is the powerful, excellent, omnipotent Load, the
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great late, the father of the Gods, who commissions

BrahmS (to discharge his allotted functions) and sends

forth unto him all the Vedas (for the benefit of

the world of beings created by him; that they might

attain final beatitude through the help of these revela-

tions), that foremost overlord, the father of all the

PeratSs (mentioned in the Vedas), the generator of

me as also of Visriu, that radiant lord worthy of being

glorified (by all), who, at the time of the great deluge

(antakSle) wherein there is the total dissolution of the

world, withdraws all the worlds unto himself
;
that one

absolute existence is the highest and the most excellent

of all. (2-5)

The Defeat of Nrsimha by Rudra Assuming
the Form of a S^arabha

That Mahes'vara, possessed of prodigious strength,

who assumed the monstrous form of the fabulons

animal, S'arabha by name, thoroughly vanquished the

world-vanquisher Nrsimha in whose wake followed

the leaders of the gods, when he dragged the fallen

Hari by his two feet, imploring him in these words,
“ Thou art verily great ; by all means win the victory

;

hut spare the Parana, Vispt, without killing him

The lord who, out of great compassion (and in consi-

deration erf the united prayers of the gods to spare the

high-souled Vi§?u), pierced Visnu with his sharp claws,

dad in hides, became indeed the great hero Virabhad-

rm; that one Rudra is worthy of being meditated

upon by all for success in all their endeavours. (6-9)
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PMUSM OF &ARABSA MADE BY THE X»ODS

“ May our salutation be unto that Rudra who is

the destroyer of the fifth face of Brahml (the creator),

who, out of the spark of fire emanating from his fore-

head, reduced to ashes the entire universe and, having
created it once again, sustained it again, thus demon-
strating his superiority (over all the other gods) ; unto that

Rudra may our salutation be. May our salutation be

unto that Rudra who, with, his left foot, vanquished the

god of death (Kala), drank that virulent poison HSlShala

that scorched everything it touched, and crushed' with

his right foot Apasrafti that was.fnriousiy 'radiant. May
our salutation be unto that Rudra who, being exceed-

ingly pleased when Vispu worshipped his left foot

offering his eyes by way of floral tribute, bestowed oh

him the great Cakra (SudarsTana by name). May our

salutation be unto that Rudra who, as the valiant

(Vlrabhadra), bound Yifpa with his serpent-cords is

the sacrifice performed by Dak?a-praj5pati, after van-

quishing the hordes of Saras. May our salutation be

unto that Rudra who, with the sun, moon and- fire

forming his three eyes, burnt up Tripura and the

patriarch Visgo sportively enough and himself became

Pasfupati, the lord of the Pastas for the reason that all

the gods attained the state of Patras. May our saluta-

tion be unto that Rudra who, alter turning into ashes

in the fire of the deluge generated out of his eye 61

destruction, the avaGras of Adi Vipju, pis., Malaya,

Karma, Adivarlha, Nptiihha, the encroaching Vtppu
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VSmana (Trivikrama who measured heaven and earth

with two of his strides and placed the third over the

crest of MahSbaii, the king of the gods (Indra) who was

very much tired and in distress, Manmatha (the god

of Love) and Yama (the god of death), withdrew them

all into his own self Having in this manner pleased

Mahesfvara of the Blue-throat by praising him in

various ways, the gods appeased him and sought his

forgiveness. (9-16)

Rudra’s Benediction

Thereupon Parames'vara completely eradicated

the various kinds of afflictions which the gods were sub-

ject to through birth, death, dotage and the like, aris-

ing out of the three kinds of tSpa or torments (derived

from one’s own individual self or Adhyatma, from

the influence of presiding deities or Adhidaivika and

from the influence of the elements or idhibhautika).

In this manner did Sftva gracefully accept the united

prayers of all the gods. The lord $?aipkara, the fore-

most of all the gods, the pair of whose lotus-like feet

forms even now the asylum sought after by V'mn,

afforded protection unto all his subjects. Having

praised the great IffSna that is worthy of all praise-,

that transcends the range of speech and the intelr

lect, Indra and the other gods, obtained the bless-

ings of IsfSna through the potency of their prayer.

Then Yigpu also, after making salutation unto him

and praising him in various ways, remained with his

hands clasped in prayer. Pleased, with the devotion
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of Vispu whose body was bent low in the posture of

veneration, the Lord (Vibhu) blessed him as well.

(17-19)

Fruit Derived from the Knowledge of

the Real Nature of Rudra

The knower that realises the blissful state of

the Brahman (non-differentiated from that of the

ParamStman, Rudra) whence recede words along with

the mind, bailed (in the attempt to portray it and

realise it adequately), is not afraid of any thing at

any time. Thus. The Atman that is established in

the recess (of the heart) of this knower is subtler than

the subtlest and greater than the greatest. The seekfer

that has attained riddance from all misery, through the

grace of die creator (DhStjr) surely sees that changeless

and potent Lord Israna (in the attitude, “ 1 am the

Rudra-paramStman alone ”)• (20* 21)

The Greatness of Rudra

The great Isfa, the omnipotent , lord that is the

foremost of all the gods, that is worshipped (as of

the form of the Brahman, non-differentiated from

the innermost Atman) by . Vasiftha, VaiySsika (ffri

EfUka, the son of VySsa), VSmadeva, Virifid and

other seers, that is glorified by SanatsujSta and

others, and SanStana and othefs (sons of BrahmSi

in the attitude, “lam the Brahman", “The Brahman

alone am I ”)
; the real existence (whose powers are

limitless and unsurpassed), the eternal (that , stands
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unaffected by the three derations), the all-witness '(that

bears testimony to the reality of the existence or non-

existence of all things apart from himself), the great

overlord (that is potent enough to establish himself

as the peetfeSs ParamStman), the ever-blissful (being

himself of the form of the abundance of bliss), the

changeless (that eclipses the aspect of change attri-

buted onto it by. those ignorant of the. real character

Of the Brahman), the indescribable (it being outside

the range of names and forms), possessed of incom-

prehensible powers (that could accomplish marvels, not

even dreamt of previously as possible, in a sportive

manner), the omnipotent lord of the mountain (SVi

Kailfsa), who is abundantly possessed of caprices that

are creatures of MlyS (bat is in reality the Brahman

alone). O sage of austere vows, this Maya is produc-

tive of much delusion (through inducing individuality)

in me and Vtepu (as well as BrahmS, and thus seeks

to establish differentiation among us that are but

aspects of the great reality, the Brahman, and as such

ate not differeritiated from one another). This'Maya

that is insurmountable (to those that have not attained

the knowledge of the S'ivatattva), will become easily

Surmountable through meditating on the lotus-like feet

of that (Biva-pararnStman). . (22-24)

Absence of Difference between
Vi$$u AND SflVA

. Visjtu who is the source of all the microcosms

and macrocosms, constituting, the universe, having
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originated from a part of myself, along with his own

progeny originating from his own limbs, sustains

the entire Universe (as its supreme ruler) and attains

dissolution (in me, the KslSgnirudra) at the appointed

time (in the diluvian fire of the Kalpa-pralaya). Be-

yond that every thing (apart from me) is false. Unto

the great consumer, the great god of all the gods,

armed with the trident, the omnipotent overlord that

is the all-merciful Mrda, unto that Rudra may there

be salutation. The one Vispn is the Supreme

Being who, pervading the three worlds (the terrestrial,

ethereal and the celestial regions) and all the beings

severally from all the directions, enjoys as the Para-

mltman of all beings, and the imperishable enjoyer

of the entire Universe, May that reputed Vifuu be

graciously disposed towards me (that Parametf-

vara) in whom (of the form of sacrifice) are being

offered sacrificial oblations with the four-syllabled

Mantra (“ 5#r5vaya," “ do thou cause the gods

to listen nnto the prayers”), again with the four-

syllabled Mantra (“Astu tfrausa* ”, “may there be

the listening unto our prayers by the gods”), and

og^in edth the two-syllabled Mantra. {“ Yaja,” “do

thou perform the sacrifice”), and the five-syllabled

Mantra {“ Ye yajamahe,” “ those of us that perform

the sacrifice") and once again, with the two-sylla-

bled Mantra (“ Va§a$," “may he, the god of fire,

carry our oblations unto the gods”). (May tbnt

Viwu, who is verily the sacrifice as borne 09! by
« YajSo vai Vi^ab, may that ParamesTvar* be
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graciously disposed towards me by vouchsafing unto

me the knowledge of the ParamStman). The Arpapa

(the act of delivering at the sacrifice) is the Brahman

(described as Vi$?u), the Havis (the oblation offered

at the sacrifice) is the self-same Brahman, offered by

the self-same Brahman unto the sacrificial fire of the

self-same Brahman. The Brahman alone is to be

attained through the completion of the austerity of the

Brahman (known as Visnu). For the reason that

Hari manifests himself, of his own accord, among his

limbs, the suras (the infinite crores of macrocosms)

and the jivas (the myriads upon myriads of the

residents thereof, all of them the creatures of MayS,

investing the various limbs of his prodigious frame

from head to foot), this Sarabha (of the character

described above) is verily the Brahman that bestows

actual liberation (unto all Jivas that resort to it),

O great sage (the Sarabha, of the character of Rudra

that vanquished Nrsimha
,
being identical with the

Barabha of the character of Visnu that sustains all

Sfaras and Jivas as described above). (25-30)

Biva alone Worthy of Being Meditated Upon

Merely for the reason that they were all subject

to the influence of MayS, ail the gods were deluded

through false pride begotten of mistaken identification

(into thinking that Brahma, the Creator, Vifpu, the

sustainer, and Rudra, the destroyer, are different

entities, although they are really identical, bang parts
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of the self-same non-differentiated ParamStman). It is

not possible for any one to dilate on even a small frac-

tion of the great potency of that (entity that is untouched

by the UpSdhi of M5y5, viz, the ParamStman, Rudra).

What transcends the transcendent, imperishable

Isfvara that outstrips the perishable phenomenal world

is the Brahman; what transcends the transcendent

imperishable Is'vara that outstrips the perishable phe-

nomenal world is likewise Hari. For the reason that

the Ts'a is what is transcendent (Visijm), there is verily

none else either to match or to excel hitn. The One
Biva alone is eternal. All things apart from him are

false. Hence to the exclusion of all the gods, snch as

Visnu and others that are worthy of being meditated

upon, Sfiva alone is par excellence worthy of being

meditated upon as the liberator from all the bonds of

worldly existence. Unto him, the great consumer, onto

that great overlord, salutation. (31*34)

Procedure Prescribed for the Bestowal

OF THIS SttSTRA

This great SSstra, derived from PaippalSda, should

not be bestowed indiscriminatley upon all and sundry

and by no means on an atheist, an ingrate, a lewd

man, a wicked man, one puffed up with pride, a

sycophant, a rogue and a liar ; bnt should on the other

hand be bestowed upon one of austere vows, on a true

devotee of god, a man of npright conduct, a pious man,

one devoted to his Guru, possessed of self control,
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who has attained mental composure, a sincere man,

a true devotee of STiva, who has the inclination to

perform the austerities prescribed in the Vedas; it

should be bestowed only on one who is devoted to

his own Ktman, who is not an ingrate, O sage of austere

vows (and on no account should it be bestowed on any

one who does not possess the requisite qualifications

detailed above), for the reason that it should be kept

as a profound secret always and should not at all be

abused. Whichever twice-born one either studies or

causes this Sastra derived from Paippalada to be

expounded to others, becomes released from the re-

currence of births and deaths over and over again,

becomes released from residence in the womb once

for all, is hallowed from the sin of drinking spirituous

liquor, is hallowed from the sin resulting from stealing

gold, is hallowed from the sin of slaughtering a Brah-

mapa, is hallowed from the sin of sharing the bed with

his Guru’s wife. He derives the fruit of having studied

all the Vedas ;
derives the fruit of having meditated

upon all the gods
; he is hallowed from the evil effects

of committing all the heinous and ordinary sins. Hence

be becomes one who has resorted to the Avimukta.

He becomes one who is perpetually favoured by S'iva.

He attains oneness with &iva. He does not incarnate

again; be does not incarnate again. Thus spoke the

Iced Brahma (the Creator). Thus the Upan isad.

<3m
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[This Upanigad, otherwise known as the SVettW*

vataramantropanigad, which is the fourteenth of the

108 Upanisads and forms part of the Krspa Yajarveda,

deals with the position taken up by the expositors of

the Vedas that all the Vedas are really in glorification

of the exalted state of the Brahman and that the final

import of the Vedas is the Supreme, non-dual truth of

the Brahman alone and nothing else, after refating

the position assumed by other schools of thinkers that

hold the contrary view about the reality of things apart

from the Brahman. It is divided into six chapters,

covering the following topics : the first chapter takes

up the question of investigation into the cause of the

phenomenal world and deals with the ParamStman as

the proximate and the efficient cause of all phenomenal

existence which is merely of the character of a super-

imposition on the ParamStman, and avers that the

ParamStman alone is what ought to be known and

could be attained through the practice of DhyStoa

alone; the second chapter opens with a prayer onto

Paramesfvara at the commencement of SamSdhi anti

I*
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deals with the initiation of the seeker into the practice

of Yoga along with its Afigas, the symptoms of success-

ful accomplishment, the conjunction with the Supreme

resort (the ParamStman) and its fruit; the third

chapter refers to the ParamStman as the cause of all

when subject to the influence of his own Maya, the

Prayer beseeching His grace, the true character of libe-

ration that could be attained only through the realiza-

tion of the digitless Brahman, the means to be employed

for the attainment of the non-differentiated Brahman,

the all-pervasive and the all-immanent character of

Is'vara and the riddance from misery through the

realization of the ParamStman
;

the fourth chapter

opens with a prayer unto Is'vara for the acquisition of

perfect knowledge, and explains the entry of Is'vara

into action of all kinds through the influence of his

own MSyS, the illusory character of the difference

between the Jlva and the Tsfa, the character of Is'vara

as the Creator of all beings only when conjoint with

M3y5, prayer unto Is'vara for the acquisition of know-

ledge, liberation from bondage possible only through

the knowledge of Is'vara, and prayer once again unto

Is'vara for the acquisition of knowledge
; the fifth

chapter deals with the real form of VidyS and AvidyS,

the bestowal of VidyS, only by Is'vara, Is'vara’s over-

lordship over all, the Xs'vara-tattva knowable only

through a knowledge of the Vedas, the reality of the

Jiva, the root-cause of the swirling in worldly existence

of the Jiva and the liberation from the bonds of worldly

existence through the knowledge of the identity of the
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JIva with the Is'a ; the sixth chapter cdntroverts the

position that KSla and others that are apart from the

Is'vara are the cause of phenomenal existence, and

deals with the means to acquire perfect knowledge, the

attainment of the knowledge of Xtman and of libera*

tion through Parames'vara alone, the realization of Para-

mesTvara, the only means to cross over the ocean of

wordly existence, Is'vara, the only final resort for the

seeker after liberation, the quintessence of the import

of all the S'I'stras and, last of all, the qualities requisite

for being imparted the BrahmavidyS].

CHAPTER I

Investigation into the Cause of the

Phenomenal World

Expositors of the Brahman state : What is the

cause (of this phenomenal existence that is verily apart

from the Brahman and inseparably associated with the

ignorance-quarter of the Brahman and the multitudi*

nous concomitants arising therefrom, but which, in the

view of mdta ignorant of its real nature, is the only real

existence ? Is it the Brahman ? Or is it something else ?

If it is the Brahman, is it the non-differentiated or

the qualified Brahman? In either case, is such a cause

proximate or efficient, acting as the agent in creation) ?

Whence have we originated (like ether and other ele-

ments, we who, during our existence in the phenomenal
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world, remain as creatures of the Brahman, during

sleep and other Pralayas attain our dissolution in our

Immediate cause, the Brahman, and come into exist-

ence once again as creatures of the Brahman at the

time of our waking from sleep or our creation once

again after the Nitya-pralayas (or, we that are very

much in the position of the moon reflected on water

and of the ether of the pot and attain the position of

the Brahman, akin to that of the real moon and the

vast expanse of ether during sleep and other Nitya-

pralayas, with the cessation of the Upadhis, operative

causes, vix.
t the functioning of all the inner and outer

senses but the supreme sentience in the one case, and

the reflecting medium of water and the delimiting pot

in the other), and once again attain the state of the

creatures of the Brahman with the waking from sleep

and the recurrence once again of the order of creation

after the other Pralayas] ? Through what do we (man-

age to) live ? (Is it through the grace of Xs'vara, the

unseen supreme controller, or out of the tendencies

inherent in us?) Wherein are we to have our last

resting place (at the time of our liberation, in the

changeful or the changeless Brahman) ? Through (die

benevolent or baneful influence of) whicli (presiding

deities, such as the Xdityas and others or the omni-

potent Is/
1

vara or both, have we been placed in our pre-

sent position) and remain in the phenomenal world of

happiness and misery ? O Knowers of the Brahman, we
propose devising a suitable final settlement for onr

betterment after deep investigation, (I)
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The ParamXtman, the Material Cause

Kala or Pre-ordained time (the fatalists say is the

immediate cause of the recurrence of phenomenal

existence}
; SvabhSva or Nature (the materialists main-

tain is really the cause) ; Niyati or the settled course

of righteousness and sin (argue the MlmSmsakas, the fol-

lowers of Jaimini’s P&rva-mlmams5)
;
Chance or Yadfc*

eha (aver the Nihilists that do not believe in the existence

of Itfvara, the Supreme Controller of the Universe);

the Elements or BhntSni (declare the Bhautikas that

hold the world of elements to be the eternal and real

existence); Yoni (Prakfti is the source of generation

of the world is the view held by the S&ktas who
believe in the worship of the Supreme Being in its

aspect of Sakti, the creative energy of the form of

Yoni); the Purusa (the Hiragyagarbha alone is the

creator of the universe is the view held by Yoginx).

In this manner has the immediate cause of the uni-

verse been thought of (by various thinkers, ascribing

the origin and continuity of the phenomenal world

to the various causes commencing from K2la and

ending with the Pumga, each in accordance with

the quality and degree of ignorance displayed by

them). (These views however do not help us in the

ascertainment of the truth). Again, any combination

(of these causes, in whichever manner combined)

does not deserve to be treated as the cause (for the

mason that each one of these is not by itself an

absolute and immediate cause bnt depends upon and
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is related to some other ultimate cause or causes). If

(for the reason that the aforesaid causes are vitiated

as such, as they are capable of being experienced as

the effects of other causes) the Atman (that is the

absolute cause and the experiencer of these) should be

cited as the material cause (of all phenomenal exist*

ence and it be held that the universe derives its origin

therefrom) because of the existence of the Atman,

such a position is untenable for even 'the Atman is

incapable of creating and controlling the universe (as

its overlord) and also because there is (independent

of him) a cause of happiness and misery (which are

predetermined by Karma of previous incarnation, he

being of the form of pure sentience alone). They

(the knowers of the Brahman) who have recourse to

Dhyana-yoga (wherein there is intense meditation

through concentration with the one-pointed mind

turned in the direction of the quest) and who closely

pursue the quest of their investigation {viz., the cause of

phenomenal existence) have seen (as the cause of all

phenomenal existence) the power of the Radiant

Ia'vara (known as M5y3, that is erroneously supposed

as non*differentiated from and depending exclusively

upon the transcendent Is'vara, for the reason that the

ParamStman that is peerless and non-diflferentiated

from the non-determinate Brahman cannot, consistently

with his being devoid of attributes and actions, be the

creator of the Universe), that is secretly endowed with

(Sattva and other) properties of the Paramltman (as

well as the powers of creation and the like). The
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Paramatman (that endows the aforesaid MSyS of hi*

own, seen by the knowers of the Brahman as the

vicegerent-cause of the phenomenal world, with the

power of throbbing) stands as the one absolute en-

tity firmly established in all these so-called causes of

phenomenal existence, commencing from K5la and

ending with the Atman (for the sake of bestowing

excellence unto them all). Him alone who has his

single felly (the M5y5 described above as his vicegerent

in the matter of controlling the revolving wheel of

worldly existence), who is surrounded by the three

(Brahms, Visqm and Rudra, the creator, the sustainer

and the destroyer, respectively characterized by Rajas,

Sattva and Taraas), who manifests himself at the

end of the sixteen (Kalis, commencing from the PrlQa

and ending with Nlman), who has half a hundred of

spokes (provided by the fifty letters of the Sarhskfta

alphabet, commencing from “ Akira" and ending with

“ Lakara ”), who is also provided with twenty counter-

spokes (consisting of the ten organs of perception and

action and their ten objects, along with their presiding

deities, the eight Vasus and the twelve Adityas), with

the following six groups of eight or ogdoads (vis., the

eight Dhltus, the integument, the outer membrane,

flesh, blood, fat, bone, marrow and semen ; right con-

duct, knowledge, detachment and omnipotence, and

their opposites, sinful conduct, ignorance, attachment

and absence of power, these eight BhSvas or states?

compassion, forbearance, absence of spite, cleanli-

ness, auspiciousness, absence of effort, absence of
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niggardliness and absence of longing, these eight

virtues forming the attributes of the Atman ; the eight

psychic powers of apimS or attenuation at will, mahimS

or increasing in size at will, garima or heaviness at will,

laghimS or lightness at will, prapti or acquisition at will,

prfkSmya or irresistible will, Ts'atva or Omnipotence

and Vasitva or supreme control over all at will ; the

eight Prakftis, the Avyakta, Mahat, Ahamkara and the

five elements
;
the eight gods, Brahma, Prajapati, the

devas, the Gandharvas, the Yaksas, the Raksasas, the

Pitfs and the Pteacas ; or the eight Murtis, Bhava,

S'arva, Is'ana, Pas'upati, Ugra, Bhima, Rudra and

MahSdeva), who has the Vis'varupa (the God of love who
swirls with his beautiful form the entire universe) as his

only Pas's (Manmatha having once attempted to

ensnare the Paramatman, S'iva, by his dalliance), who
could be reached by the three different paths (Arcis

and others, Dhuma and others, and birth and death

and others), who is possessed of the one delusion (of

looking upon what is not pertaining to himself as his

own Atman’s) and is the ultimate cause of the two (vis.,

righteousness and sin, as well as their concomitants)

;

(Him knowers of the Brahman have seen in their

DbySnayoga as the immediate cause of the phenomenal

world through his own Mayic Power.) We shall pre-

sently study (through proper investigation) that perennial

stream (of the Atman) whose waters flow through the

five different channels (of the five organs of perception),

which has the five sources (of the elements, the Tannast-

ies) ** their formidable mouths over which roll the
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five billows of the vital airs, PrSja and others), which

is fed at the fountain-source of the mind of individuality

by the five affluents of specific perception (i**., the five

organs of perception), wherein arc the five distinct

vortices (of the five elements, ether and others), the

velocity of whose flood is contributed to by the five

rapids of miseries (viz., lying in the mother’s womb,
birth, disease, dotage and death, which are most pain-

ful to endure), having the fifty letters of the Saipskft

alphabet (serving the purpose of deities installed along

its banks to preside over its destinies) and which is

made up of the five distinct stages (vie., the Isfvara,

the AntarySmin, the S&tra, the Hirapyagarbba and

the Viraf). (2-5)

The ParamXtman, the Efficient Cause

The Hamsa (the ParamStman, though himself the

peerless, non-dual entity, having assumed the state of

the Jlva, due to the false pride begotten of the ignor-

ance of his own real nature, and thereby becoming

subject to the influence of righteous and sinful action,

enters innumerable wombs and, as a result thereof)

swirls in the Brahmacakra (the great wheel of this Uni-

verse) which affords habitation and subsistence (Sjiva)

to all beings, animate and inanimate (and yields unto

them the unique pleasure arising from the sense of

their very existence, though such existence is after all

as illusory as that of the silver in the pearl-oyster or of

fibs tiger in the cat), which is the place of sojourn of
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aU beings during their life-time (Sarvasarftsthe), which is

vaster than the vast expanse of ether ;
(the Haipsa that

stands firmly established as the peerless non-dual Para-

mStrnan, though by himself devoid of all differentiation

involved in the fifteen states commencing from the Jagrat-

jagrat and ending with the Turya-svapa and the forty-

five different forms of sentience, commencing from the

Vis'va-vis'va and ending with the Avikalpanujffaikarasa,

through denying altogether the existence of things apart

from himself, verily swirls in the wheel of worldly

existence) by thinking that the Jivatman is different

from the ParamStman that impels (very much like

looking upon the ether of the pot as different from the

vast expanse of ether) ; (the Haipsa revolves in the

wheel of worldly existence as borne out by the S'rutis,

“ He who resorts to some other deity, stands apart

from me
;

I am likewise apart from him ”, “ He who

only sees differences innumerable in this existence,

attains death from the god of death,” and “ He
makes a split in the very core

;
hence there will be

occasion for fear in his case ”)
;
when the Jivatman is

blessed by the Xs'vara [by being reunited with the

Paramatman on the testimony of the S'rutis, “ That
(Tat) (the Brahman) thou (Tvarn, the Jivatman) art

(asi)
” “ I (the Jivatman) am the Brahman ”]

,
then

(through such identity of the Jivatman with the Para-

matman there results the complete eradication of

ignorance, and with the dawning of the perfect

realization of the Atman) there results the im-

mortal state (Kaivalya, the remaining alone as the
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Brahman that does not brooke either the differentia-

tion between the JlvStman and the ParamStraan or

the establishment of identity between them both)

he attains. This entity (which has no counterpart)

is verily the most exalted and has been demonstrated

as the transcendent Brahman (which remains as the

result of the total denial of all things apart from the

Brahman so as to get rid of the delusion relating to

the existence of things apart from the Brahman, by all

the one hundred and eight Upani§ads, commencing

from the Isfavisya and ending with the MuktikS).

Having realized in that (non-differentiated entity, known

as the Brahman because of its stupendous size and im-

portance, and which is of the impor$ of the Prapava) the

substratum wherein revolve the ' triads {vis., the three

M2tr5s out of the four gross and subtle quarters of the

OipkSra, vis., “ AkSra ”, “ UkSra ", “ MakSra " and the

changeless and immeasurable ArdhamStrS, the three

Gunas out of the four states, vis., the preponderance

of Sattva, Rajas, Tamas and the equipoise of these

properties known as Prakfti, the groups of three

that go to make up the four times fifteen bases of mis-

conception, commencing from the J5grat-j5grat and

ending with the AvikalpSnujSaikarasa, taken individu-

ally, collectively and bothwise, as well as every other

group of three, such as the three worlds, the three

fires, the three Mftrtis and so on), the Turya-turya, the

Brahmaprapava which establishes itself as the imperi-

shable (causyig the dissolution of all perceptions apart

fxpm itself which are perishable and which, though
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originally considered as the prop of all things apart

from itself, proves, on closer scrutiny, to be the propless

residuum that is no prop of others when the existence

of all such things is completely denied) ;
in this sub-

stratum of the transcendent Brahman knowers of the

Vedas (Brahman), intent on attaining their beatitude,

seek final repose by becoming one with it after becom-

ing Yonimuktas (that is those who are released from the

delusion as to the existence or otherwise of the Brah-

man, the ultimate source of all phenomenal existence

constituting the AvidyS-quarter of the Brahman). (6-7)

The Entire Universe of the Character

of a Superimposition (Adhyastatva)

The Isfa props up (in the form of the forty-five

perceptions commencing from the Jagrat-jagrat) this

universe which is (only hypothetically existent, being

made up of whatever is apart from the changeless

Turya-turya Brahman and is as such) perishable, con-

joint with the imperishable (Brahman in the relation

of effect and cause and constituting phenomenal exist-

ence, comprised in the four times fifteen perceptions

commencing from the Jagrat-jagrat which ceases to be

perishable the moment the realization of its real char-

acter is accomplished and becomes manifest as the

highest, imperishable truth of the Brahman) and also

whatever is manifest and modelled out of the Avyakta

or unmanifest primordial matter; (the ^ame Isfa in

the form ©0 the jlvStman is apparently powerless (to
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accomplish or give up any thing being enshrouded in

ignorance of the subtle type in the form of the inner

senses and is regarded to be so because of the delusion

of the form, “ I am powerless," that has overtaken him)

owing to his having assumed the duties of the doer and
the enjoyer of actions (bhoktfbhSva). On coming to

realize the radiant lord (the Brahman, through mature

wisdom attained from a mind thoroughly purified by com-

plete renunciation and intense study, through the grace

of Is'vara, the supreme Guru, propitiated by the sacrifice

of the fruit of righteous conduct and religious obser-

vances, accumulated through countless crores of in-

carnations) simultaneously with such realization, this

Isra of the form of the jiva is released from all bonds

(of the form of the thousand and one delusions of the

mind as to the existence or otherwise of things apart

from the Brahman, with the parching of the seed of the

mind and the destruction of the hosts of VSsanfs that

enslave him). There are two unborn entities (created

by the mind of one ignorant of the real nature of the

Brahman) ; the one is the j&a or omniscieat Irfa (stand-

ing in the relation of an object), and the other is the

ajfia or ignorant Jiva (possessed of a little knowledge

and standing in the relation of the reflected image

of the object) ; (both of them, vis., the omnipotent Itfa

and the powerless Jiva are subject to the Up3dhi

of MSyS and AvidyS respectively) ; the former is

Isfe, or the supreme controller (has no Avaraga or veil

obstructing his power of control as M5yS, his so-

catted Upadhi, does not really exist), and the latter
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is Anlsfa or subject to control (directed by its Upadhi,

ws., the ignorance of the Atman and its concom-

itants). There is also she, the one originless (M5y2

that brings on misery of all kinds unto one who is

ignorant of the Atman, the Prakrti that has no origin

at any time whatsoever and therefore really non-

existent from the point of view of the highest truth

that stands in the relation of a mirror unto the Jlva,

the reflected image of the Is'a) that is verily super-

imposed as the bestower of objects of pleasure on the

Jlvltman, the enjoyer of pleasure. Even so is the

Atman endless (as the substratum of the Universe which

is all the creature of mere fancy for the reason that,

though the idea of finiteness is limited, its substratum,

viz., the Atman, is infinite, having neither beginning

nor middle nor end). This Atman is of the form of

the universe (as he is the prop of the fancy of the

universe, giving rise to the flashing of the fancy of

phenomenal existence) and is actionless (standing un-

affected by such fancy at all)
; for the reason that it

(the supreme sentience of the Atman) is actionless, it

comes to realize that the three entities (viz., the Is'vara

that stands in the relation of the object, the Jlva that

stands in the relation of the reflected image and the

Prakyti that stands in the relation of the mirror) are,

with the dawning of perfect knowledge, identical with

and not apart from the peerless Brahman and simulta-

neously with it the knower (of such identity) becomes
the Brahman alone.* Phenomenal existence which is

believed to be the Pradhana or pre-eminent (existence
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apart from the Brahman, as long as ignorance of

the Atman prevails) melts away (and becomes non*

existent with the dawning of mature wisdom). What
is considered by the work-a-day world as the amfta or

immortal and aksara or imperishable phenomenal exist-

ence, in the absence of superior wisdom, proves after all

to be a mere super-imposition on closer scrutiny. Its

substratum, that is the immortal and imperishable Hara

(that completely obliterates the aspects of perishability

and mortality applied to phenomenal existence when

it is differentiated from the imperishable Brahman, the

noumenal existence), exercises supreme control over the

perishable Prakfti and the powerless jlva (which stand

in the relation of the mirror and the reflected image of

himself, himself remaining as the peerless, non-dual

supreme sentience alone). This radiant (deva) Hara

(the Paramatman) is one alone (being of the form of

the supreme sentience that is non-dual and not subject

to differentiation). By meditating exclusively on that

(glorious radiance of the Paramatman that remains as

the substratum of the supreme sentience alone, unaffect-

ed by the delusion as to the existence or non-existence

of the perishable phenomenal world and its concomi-

tants), by attaining communion with him (in the attitude,

“ What remains as the supreme sentience alone, that

am I,” by becoming identical with him through

Nirvikalpa SamSdhi, with the one-pointed mind ex-

clusively turned towards him in the attitude, “ The

ParamStman attained through the denial of all perish-

able existence, that is apart from -the Brahman, is
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substantially the same as the peerless Brahman alone”)

and through the resultant knowledge of the supreme

truth, there will be the ultimate riddance once again

from the illusion regarding the universe (which does

not really exist apart from the Brahman). On the realiza-

tion (by the sage who, during his previous stage of

ignorance of the Brahman, appeared to be bound by

the delusion as to the existence of something apart

from the Brahman, that what has so far been spoken

of as the radiant Atman is no other than himself)

there will be the destruction (through burning in the

fire of knowledge) of all bonds (of the form of delusion

as to the existence of something apart from the

Brahman). [Along with that, there will be the des-

truction of all passion, hatred and the like which

form the root-causes of such bonds. Thereafter, all

actions and observances, prescribed and prohibited,

as well as their causes (viz., the desires out of which

they spring), Apurva observances, with consequences

remote and unforeseen (such as the attainment of

Svarga and the like), all such and other forms of weari-

ness to the flesh, arising from the belief in things

apart from the Brahman, become completely burnt up

in the fire of perfect knowledge]. With the wearing off

of these miseries (Klestes) of the flesh, there is brought

about the total annihilation of the scope for reincarna-

tion and death (due to the obliteration of their cause,

vie., the ignorance of the Brahman). By exclusively

meditating on the truth that, through the realization

by the seeker of the Brahman, there remains the
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Brahman alone, the knower of the Brahman becomes

one with the Brahman alone. When the differentiation

between the Brahman and the body {that represents

all things apart from the Brahman) meets with annihila-

tion, the knower attains the third type of overlordship

of the entire universe, regarded, as identical with

Kaivalya (of the form of remaining as the Brahman

alone, attainable only through perfect knowledge, in

preference to the attainment of the other two, vim.,

overlordship over the Candraloka and the Brahma-

loka, characterized respectively as giving rise to re-

incarnations and the cessation altogether of the same,

attainable through the two other paths of Dbttana or

sacrificial rituals and Arcis or radiance), in conse-

quence whereof the knower becomes blessed by attaining

the inmost desire of his heart (pis., Kaivalya). (8-11)

Nothing Worthy of being Known apart

from Brahman

This (the Brahman alone that has so Far been

spoken of) should be known as the Atman (there being

nothing to be sought after apart from it). This is

eternal alone (it being the infinite existence), standing

as the Atman alone. Beyond that (peerless Brahman)

there is verily nothing worthy of being known. Having

understood (from the point of view of differentiation)

the jiva as the enjoyer (bhoktfi), the world of pheno-

mena as .the object of enjoyment (bhogya) and the

Itfvara as the prompter (prerits), and conceiving of

Ifi
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all (of the form of) the three kinds (aforesaid) as

this Brahman, one becomes blessed. Even as the

form of fire is not seen when it is inherent in its

source (the Aragi wood), and on that account the

loss of its characteristic marks cannot be predicated

(as, when the wood is churned, there appears the fire

with its full characteristic marks); and it (the fire)

should be admitted as having (Araiji) wood as its source

once again (although one would hesitate to admit it

before churning) ; even so, in the body (which is a

conglomerate of organs with diverse functions and

which stands in the place of the Arafli) the manifesta*

tion as well as the symbolic presence of the Atma-tattva

is grasped by the wise (through practising the VidyS

of the identity of the Brahman with the Atman) by

resorting to the application of the means known as the

Prapava. (What was, prior to the dawning of perfect

knowledge, a mere group of organs of the form of

ignorance adversely affecting the manifestation of the

Atman, becomes the Brahman alone after the dawning

of superior wisdom). (12, 13)

DhyXna, the Means of Acquiring Perfect

Knowledge

Making the body the nether Arapi-chip (wherein

the Atman might manifest itself as fire) and the Pra-

$ava (of sixteen Matras) the upper Arani -chip, and

practising the churning of the form of Dhyana (through

applying the one-pointed mind to the conception that
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the Brahman, the non*difFerentiated supreme sentience

of the Turya-turya, is attained through the negation of

the differentiated forms of sentience, commencing from

the J5grat*j5grat and ending with the AvikalpSnujfiai-

karasa, that form the bases of rejection of the super-

impositions, individually, collectively and bothwise,

identical with the fifteen MStrSs of the Prapava, com-

mencing from the stage of the Vir5j, of the gross

form of “ AkSra ", having its seat in the MslSdhHra,

and ending with the stage of the Pasfyantl having

its seat in the Vis'uddhi of the throat), the knower

should behold the radiant (self-manifest supreme sen-

tience of the Turya-turya as what remains as the

Brahman alone and directly realize the Brahmatattva

that lies secreted as long as the seeker is ignorant

of its existence but which he comes to realise as

his own the moment he becomes aware of its exist-

ence) like one who comes by a hidden treasure (buried

by his forefathers, which lay hidden as long as he was

unaware of it and was attained the moment he came

to know of it). Even as the oil pervading the entire

mass of the sesamutn-seeds (is not perceptible to the

naked eye but manifests itself when crashed in an

oil-mill), even as the butter that pervades unseen the

entire mass of curds (that is compared with the Sagupa

Brahman, possessed of attributes, manifests itself out

of the curds by churning and, when clarified by being

heated over an oven, it ceases to be butter and be-

comes pure, fragrant ghee, that is cited as an instance

to illustrate the manifestation of the attributeless.
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non-differentiated Brahman), even as water manifests

itself by digging in a dry water-course (and serves its

various purposes thereafter), even as fire abiding in chips

of Arani-wood (manifests itself when those chips, which

form its source, are churned one against the other)

even so, this Atman (that is the ore which yields the

shining metal of non-differentiated sentience) is grasped

by the Atman (the Buddhi-tattva, placed in the randhra

of the heart and made to manifest itself through the

intense study of the Vedas carried on with the grace

of the Guru). He beholds the Atman who has recourse

to the cultivation of Satya or truthfulness [through the

practice of the ten Yamas (means of developing self-

control)] and of Tapas or austere penance (through

restraining the inner and outer senses, and making use

of the perfect knowledge attained through the purity

of the mind, resulting from leading a truthful and

austere life). He beholds the Atman pervading the

entire world of phenomena (comprising the ignorance-

quarter of the Brahman and its concomitants) as the

ghee placed in milk (as the most essential content

and pervading the entire mass thereof), as (the Brahman
that is) the root-cause of the lore of the Atman and of

all forms of austerities having a bearing thereon. That
Brahman (which is non-dual and attainable exclusively

through the Upanisads, standing in need of no other

testimony) manifests itself as the import of the Upani-

sads (generating unsurpassed bliss); that Brahman
manifests itself as the import of the Upanisads.

(14-16)
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CHAPTER II

Prayer unto Paramesvara at the

Commencement of SamXdhi

“ At the time of commencing SamSdhi, foremost

of all, Savitf (the Paramea'vara having his seat in the

solar region and endowed with the function of creat-

ing the world of beings), after bringing his one-pointed

mind to bear on his own Atman with a view to

attaining the highest truth of the Atman and also

his intellect (and other organs of perception thereon,

after withdrawing them from their demoniacal procli-

vities likely to impede him from the attainment of

samSdhi so as to facilitate the mind in its rhythmic

functionings in the direction of the actual perception

of the Atman), on his attaining the firm conviction of

the form, “ 1 alone am the radiance of the Brahman of

the form of fire (the sun and other luminous bodies of

a similar type)," bore his radiance away from the earth

(representing the multitudes of phenomena of the five

gross elements and the variants evolved therefrom,

that it might manifest itself as the innermost Atman

that is apart from the multitudes of organs and their

functions). So long as the authority of Savit? lasts,

with our collected minds rivetted one-pointedly on the

innermost Atman (non-aifferentiated from Savitr,

and possessed of the means such as tranquillity, self-

control and the like), may we (with the grace of Savitf)

put forth all effort in the direction of meditation so

as to attain Svarga (and with our powers enhanced
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by means such as the study of the Vedanta, acquire

knowledge which leads to the enjoyment ultimately of

the non-differentiated bliss of the Paramatman aug-

mented further by the strength attained through the

grace of the Savitr propitiated by our prayers). In the

case of the seeker as well as the knower, that effects a

conjunction with the one-pointed mind to attain, the gods

Brahma, Indra and others and reach (the state of un-

surpassed bliss, characteristic of) the radiant celestial

regions, and that causes with the purity of his mind the

non-dual, superabundant radiance of supreme sentience

to manifest itself, the Savitr (of the form of the Brahman

non-differentiated from the innermost Atman) will myani-

fest itself of its own accord [in the attitude, “ I (the inner-

most Atman) am the Brahman,” favourably disposed

entirely towards him and merging itself with his inner-

most Atman] . BrShmanas that are bnowers of the Brah-

man apply their minds in the direction of that ac-

complished Vipra (the Brahman that is full in point of

place) that is superabundant (in point of time and

substance) and of the form of pure sentience alone

(with a view to having the direct perception of the self-

manifest Brahman); not only that, they withdraw

even their organs of perception (from their respective

spheres of action, viz., sound, touch and the like) and

project them (in the direction of and dedicate them-

selves unto the Atman lest they should impede such

direct perception). That one absolute Is'a (the impartial

witness of all functionings of the mind and the in-

tellect, including the outer and the inner senses, as
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well as the cessation of such functionings, that does

not differentiate between what is of his class and what

is not of his, that passively witnesses all apprehensions

and is peerless) alone regulates ail actions and obser-

vances meant for the purification of the inner senses

(hotrah). The self-same Is'a that is omniscient, along

with the JivStman, has recourse to the practice of the

means whereby there could be liberation for the Jlva

from the thraldom of worldly existence fVayunSvit), In

the manner aforesaid should the exalted type of prayer

(paristuti) in glorification of the radiant Savitf (the

Itfvara-tattva having his seat in the solar region, the

generator of all things apart from the Brahman) be

made. I effect the union, through salutation (establish-

ing thorough identity between the Brahman and the

innermost Atman in the manner adopted by ancient

hnowers in times of yore through the supplication of all

their organs, internal and external), between you both (O

Speech and Mind, and keep you absorbed in samSdhi in

the innermost Atman). May this prayer of mine (the

seeker, in glorification of the Itfvara) go in various direc-

tions coursing along the path of the wise. May all the

worlds and the sons of the immortal Brahman (Hirapya-

garbha and others) hear this prayerofmine (consistingof

fivestanzas), firmly established in theirexalted seats. (1-5)

Imparting of Instruction Relating to

Yoga along with its Subdivisions

Wherein (in the M&lSdhara, the region of fire that

is triangular in shape) fire is thrown into a state of
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agitation, wherein the vital air is restrained (above the

So?mn9S, along with the flame of fire as tiny as the

fibre of the lotus-stalk), wherein the Moon (the regions

of the sun and the moon meditated upon at the

time of the Pralaya) flows down (as nectar in the

DvSdasfSnta; in the SusumnS nectar is conceived as

flowing from the Muladhara), there (in the SusumnS

reaching the MflladhSra) is generated the mind (having

as its objective and encompassing within its range the

quest* of all meditation and the import of the Pranava

vix., the Turya-turya). The accomplished Yogin should

propitiate the Brahman that had its seat originally in

the MulSdhSra with the Savitr (the sun of the Deluge)

and with the nectar flowing from the lunar region into the

SusumnS. Do thou make thy Yoni or sacrificial pit for

holding the fire in the Muladhara (as the fittest place for

conducting the worship of the Brahman). By thy adopt-

ing this course, the Brahman (that is established in the

MQladhara and propitiated to the fullest extent by the

nectar flowing into the Susumna from the region of the

moon that is melted by the intense heat of the diluvian

sun) will not take much time in bestowing the fruit of thy

meditation on thee. The knower of the real nature of

the Brahman that is identical with the Prapava, after

keeping his body erect, by holding the three parts (viz.,

the chest, the neck and the head) in an upright posture,

placing all the organs of perception and action along with

the mind in his heart (by keeping them well under con-

trol, and casting his glances at the Jagrat-jagrat and other

forms presenting themselves before ins mind’s eye).
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should cross all the (fifteen) formidable streams (of the

JSgrat-jlgrat and others, stretching right across his

path, individually and collectively) with the ferry-boat

of the Brahman (Praijava). After restraining the vital

air thoroughly (in the MQlSdhSra and other seam,

along with the mind), with his food and recreations well-

regulated, he should, when the Prttpa (vital air) has

attained rarefaction (in the thrice fifteen places such as

the MQlSdhSra and others to which it has had access),

gradually expire it (after performing Kevala-kumbhaka

therewith through one or other of the two nostrils,

known as the Ids and the PiftgalS ;
and again filling

the vital air through that nostril through which it was

expired, holding it in Kumbhaka for a while, should

again expel it ;
and, in this manner, he should repeat

the practice till he is confirmed in the practice of

Kevala-kumbhaka by slow degrees). The knower should,

with great circumspection, hold the vital air and tb®

mind under complete control, even as a skilled chario-

teer would his chariot yoked to restive horses. One

should practice Yoga over a levelstretch of ground,which

is clean, devoid of pebbles, fire, gravel, noise, lakes and

other sources of distraction, which is quite agreeable to

the mind and protected from glares (such as of fire and

the sun) causing pain to the eyes, and in a sequestered

cavern sheltered from exposure to blasts of wind. (6-10)

Symptoms of Successful Accomplishment of Yoga

At first the mind of the Yogin assumes the aspect

cl a mist, then of smoke, the sun, fire and wind, and
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later of the fire-fly, lightning, a piece of crystal, and

the moon. Forms like these, experienced by the mind

of the Yogin in the coarse of the practice of Yoga and

occurring in the order mentioned above, are premonitory

symptoms of the manifestation of the Brahman. When,

by projecting the powers attained by the mind through

one-pointed concentration on the five elements, earth,

water, fire, air and ether (which have portions of the

body, from the feet on to the head, as their respective

regions, and making (Jpasana on them and their pre-

siding deities, Vispu and others) they are roused (and

brought under control by assuming the attitude, “ I

am the earth-element, having Visou as its presiding

deity,” and getting thoroughly identified with them),

the body of the Yogin (which is of the character of the

five elements) is in consequence turned in the direction

of attaining Yogic powers ; unto such a Yogin, who has

attained mastery over the body through the fire of

DhySna, that is Yoga, there is no disease, no dotage,

no death at all. They say that the first fruits of the

successful accomplishment of Yoga are agility of limb,

immunity from disease, a thorough spirit of detachment,

a prepossessing complexion, a sweet voice, an agreeable

odour and lessened passing of urine and faeces. (11-13)

Mukhya-Yoga and the Fruits Thereof

Even as a reflecting medium (such as a mirror

in a tarnished state), when burnished with some
polishing material, shines brightly, rid of the tarnish
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(and reflects objects more effectively) even so, the

embodied more-exalted knower of the Brahman, after

having the direct vision of the Atmatattva (attained

through the denial of all things apart from it, and

actually realized as the Atman alone) and thereby

becoming rid of the misery of the delusion (caused by

the belief in the existence of things other than the

Atman, through the perception of the one, absolute

entity, vis., the Atman that is pure sentience alone)

becomes really blessed, having attained the state of

oneness alone. When (through the study of the Vedas

and the instructions imparted through the grace of the

Guru and such other means) the practitioner realizes

the Brahmatattva (that is connoted by the term,

“ Tat ”, of the sacred text, ” Tat tvam asi) ” by means

of the Atmatattva (that is connoted by the term,

“ Tvam," of the same text) which resembles a lamp [in

that the innermost Atman, standing in the position of

a lamp as the witness alone, reveals the objects, such

as the body, the inner and the outer senses, their

functionings as well as the absence of functionings that

are apart from it
;
even as the lamp reveals all objects

surrounding it, such as the pot and the like, the identi-

fication of the Atmatattva with the Brahmatattva is

established through the possession of the requisite

qualifications, such as tranquillity, self-control and the

like, and the assumption of the attitude, “ I (the in-

nermost Atman) am the Brahman," and, in consequence,

the ignorance of the Atman meets with its dissolution ;

then with the cessation of the misconceptions relating
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to tlue identity or differentiation between the innermost

Atman and the transcendent Brahman, there remains

the residual substratum of the Brahman alone, firmly

established as the supreme truth]. Having thus

realized the radiant Brahman that is unborn, firmly

established (dhruva) as the peerless existence alone,

free from the contamination of all the Tattvas (the

so-called eternal verities which exist only in the

imagination of persons ignorant of the real nature of

the Brahman which is devoid of all verities that are

but inconstant and subject to change, from the point

of view of the supreme truth) and stands established as

Visfaddha or pure sentience (remaining as the Brahman

alone without a counterpart), simultaneously with such

realization the knower becomes rid of all bonds. Verily

this Paramatman (spoken of as the Brahman of pure

sentience and the peerless existence in the preceding

Mantra), that is the peerless radiance pervading all the

points of the compass, was (the Hirapyagarbhatman)

generated foremost of all at the beginning of the

Kalpa (purvah). The same (Hiranyagarbha) stand?

established (as the Viradatman) in the womb (of the

macrocosm, immanent in the interior of all. He
(Hiranyagarbha that was generated with the Upadhi

of creating the totality of gross and subtle creatures)

alone became (jltah) the (Jfvatman the main prop of all

created beings in their individual aspect). He alone is

the main prop of beings that are yet to be created

(jani$yam3$a^). He alone stands established with his

face tamed towards the interior of everything that may
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be described as having a birth (pratyafijanlfc), B*y»

with his face tamed towards the interior of all (crea-

tures, animate and inanimate, as the innermost Atman

immanent in all). Salutation, salutation unto daat

radiant (self-manifest entity, the ParamStman) who

himself entered fire (as the HirapyagarbhStman, and

through that, the mind, having pervaded the five

subtile elements in their non-quintuplicated state,

very much like the moon reflected on a sheet of water,

and the ether delimited by the pot containing it),

who entered the waters (as the ViiSdStman, the prop

of the quintuplicated gross elements), who entered in

the form of Indra and other gods, presiding over the

inner and outer senses and the vital airs, all those

(individual, gross and subtle forms) that constitute the

Universe (himself remaining of the form of infinite

sentience and bliss), and who entered likewise all herbs

and trees of the forest (14-17)

CHAPTER III

ParamStman, the Prime Cause of all

through His Own MXyX

The ParamStman spoken of above, who is the one

(absolute, non-dual support of all the phenomenal worlds

of beings), who is, as it were, the fisherman possessed

of a net (cast in the vast ocean of worldly existence,

full of the shoals of fish of the jlvas), the arch-joggte*

that brings to bear (teate) the Isfanls or illusory powers

begotten of his M5yS (on all the diverse beings inhabiting
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such worlds by assuming diverse forms identical with

those of the beings captivated by his spell, directs

the entire phenomenal world with his illusory powers,

and not with his real form, for the reason that he is

non-dual and peerless). Likewise he directs all the

worlds (the terrestrial, mid-etlierial, and celestial, or the

fourteen worlds, consisting of the seven upper ones,

BhEr and others, and the seven nether ones, Atala and

others, as well as their denizens) with his magic powers.

The self-same ParamStman, who is the one (absolute,

peerless existence) at the time of the udbhava or crea-

tion (being the prime, efficient cause of the world of

beings, which is apart from him), remains so at the

time of the sambhava or occurrence of the Maha-

pralaya (when all phenomenal existence attains its

dissolution in its prime efficient cause, the Brahman

alone, and thereby is established the identity of the

effects with their cause which is by itself originless

and came to be out of itself). Those (more-exalted

knowers of the Brahman) that realize the truth (that,

with the vanishing of the relationship of effect and

cause due to differentiation alone and the consequent

establishment of identity between the ParamStman and

all things apart from him, there remains the ParamSt-

man as the Brahman alone, become the most exalted

knowers of the Brahman and for the reason that the most

exalted realization of the Brahman is the merging with

the Brahman alone) attain the immortality of Videha-

kaivalya (incorporeal aloneness). Rudra (the Paramat-

man that drives away the disease of the delusion relating
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to the existence or otherwise of things apart from him*
self) is verily the one, absolute entity (ekal?). Hence
the ignorance-quarter of the Brahman and all its con-

comitants do not stand in need of a second (dvitlya),

he being peerless and non-dual. He (Rudra) who directs

all these) forms of phenomenal existence that are the

concomitants of the ignorance- quarter of Rudra) with

his illusory powers, stands firmly established with his

face turned towards the interior of ail phenomena (des-

cribed as having had their origin from him). Having,

at the time of the creation, brought into being all

the worlds (by bestowing on them the UpSdhi of

existence which, however, is really the attribute of the

Brahman identical with the ParamStman), being the

protector of those worlds (during the entire period of

their existence by bestowing on them all forms of

happiness contributing to their well-being), withdraws

them all unto himself at the time of their final dissolu-

tion (and remains as the Brahman alone, with the

vanishing of all misconceptions due to ignorance and

its concomitants on the part of the knower). Rudra,

the ParamStman (due to the superimposition of the

gross experiences of the ignorance-quarter of the Brah-

man), assumes the form of the ViiS^Ktman, possessed

of the eyes of all beings (from BrahroS down to the

tiniest organism) as his own eyes, the faces of all beings

of the universe as his own face, the pairs of arms of all

beings of the universe for his arms, and the pairs of

feet of all the beings of the universe for his feet. He

(the ParamStman, Rudra) brings together (all beings,
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human and others) with his two arms; encompasses

them all with his feet and, though remaining ostensibly

as the one (absolute, efficient cause of the normal

functionings of the inner and outer senses of all beings)

creates heaven and earth (in reality, having thrown into

the background all things apart from himself, like the

vast expanse of the ocean in all its sublimity). (1-3)

Prayer Seeking the Grace of Is'vara,

the Supreme Lord

May Rudra, the great rsi or seer possessed of limit-

less omniscience, who is the exalted seat of final repose

(prabhava) and the supreme source of (Agni and other)

gods, who is the superabundant Vis'va (of the form of

unsurpassed bliss, embracing all beings), who
-

generated

Hira^yagarbha (the creator who thoroughly identifies

himself with all his creatures with all his heart) before

the creation of the phenomenal world, conjoin us with

the auspicious frame of mind (tending towards reaching

the auspicious goal of the Brahman, by endowing us

with the requisite qualifications that we might attain

ultimately that self-same state through His grace). O
Rudra, pray, do manifest unto all seekers thy match-

lessly pure form (that has been so highly glorified by
bost6 of sfrutis and smjtis alike, that is possessed of the

powers of non-sentient action, knowledge and gratifica-

tion of desires at will, that is the indivisible, unsurpassed

bliss), that does not disclose any blemish being full of

ipraoe (and ever blooming) ; O Lord, that promotest the
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well-being of all thy devotees seated in thy mountain-

abode of KailSsa (giris'anta), do thoa manifest thyself

with thy most auspicious form (s'antamayS). O Lord

of the mountain-home that affordest protection to the

world by promoting their well-being (giritra), that holdest

in* thy hand the reputed arrow in token of thy skill to

destroy the entire phenomenal existence (in thy capa-

city as destroyer) when the hour for discharging the

arrow (astave) arrives, do thou (deign to destroy what-

ever is apart from thyself and) confer cm me the flaw-

lessly pure form (sfivSih) that is thine. Pray do not

deal harshly with any person (that has attained perfect

knowledge of the Sivatattva) and the world (of beings

that are qualifying themselves for the attainment of

such knowledge through cultivating tranquillity and

other requisite means). (Till I attain thy state, through

the acquisition of perfect knowledge, pray, do not lay

violent hands on the requisite means I may have to

adopt therefor).
, , (4-6)

Fruit of the Knowledge of the

Non-differentiated Brahman Alone

Thereafter (after the attainment of the grace of the

radiant lord, Rudra) is the transcendent Brahman

which is ever full (transcending in its superabundant

presence, everything, everywhere, and to an extra-

ordinary degree), formless (having no body erf its

own) and (being conjoint in its immanence with all

things apart from itself is non-differentiated in its

17
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native state) safely secreted in the interior of all

beings (from Brahma, the Creator, down to the

tiniest organism, even as fire present in its subtle

state in a mass of red-hot iron), the one absolute

entity which brings within its embrace (and overlaps

the interior and exterior of) the entire universe (even

as the illusory form of the lion stands established in

the illusory forms of elephants and the like, embracing

and overlapping them, in a bank of clouds, even as

the illusory waters of the mirage and the silver of the

mother of pearls stand established in the desert and

the pearl-oyster, overlapping them with their illusory

appearance). Having realized the Xs'a (the Para-

matman spoken of above, in his real character, bereft

of all Upadhis, as the peerless Brahman alone, simul-

taneously with such realization), the exalted knowers

of the Brahman (become the Brahman alone and)

attain immortality (Kaivalya or the state of incor-

poreal aloneness). I know this most exalted Purusa

that manifests himself in all his fullness (after eclipsing

the Avidya-quarter of the Brahman with all its con-

comitant as the non-dual entity), that is of the radiance

of the Sun (in that it is the self-manifest supreme senti-

ence), that transcends the darkness (of the ignorance of

the ParamStman, established as the self-manifest radi-

ance on the other side of such darkness as a result of the

total denial and the consequent vanishing of the dark-

ness of ignorance giving rise to the delusion relating to

the existence or otherwise of things apart from the

ParamStman identical with the Brahman). On knowing
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the ParamStman to be of such a nature, the knower

attains the state that transcends the mortality (of igno-

rance by becoming the Brahman alone, simultane-

ously with such realization). There is no other path

(than the attainment of perfect knowledge) that would

enable the seeker to go beyond worldly existence.

That (svSrSj) beyond which (Puruaa, that non-differen-

tiated supreme sentience) there is nought else (that

transcends in point of superiority or inferiority, as every

thing apart from that Purusa has been vitiated as being

altogether non-existent), from whom there is nothing

different, than whom there is nothing subtler (nor

the subtlest) anywhere, nothing older in point of age

(the very idea of time in relation to whom being after

all a mere matter of conjecture), stands firmly estab-

lished as one alone (without a second) in the radiant

region of his own glory, changeless like a tree (standing

stark-still in a windless spot). The whole universe

is filled with that (changeless, peerless) Parana (the

ParamStman, Rudra, that is identical with the Brahman

and devoid of the triad of differences, vu., the knower,

the act of knowing and what is known, the seer, the

act of seeing and what is seen and so on). For the

reason that the only means of attaining Kaivalya is

through the realization of the Brahman alone, the

Brahman unto which there is nothing superior is form-

less and devoid of the disease of ignorance. Those

that know this (vis., that the Brahman that could be

realized through the total denial of everything apart from

it is the ParamStman alone) attain the immortality
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(of the BrahmanX while all others verily attain misery

alone (as they could not enjoy the bliss of Kaivalya

by sticking to their own views). (Hence it follows

that Kaivalya could be attained through perfect know-

ledge alone). (7-10)

Means of Attaining the Knowledge of

the Non-differentiated Brahman

That reputed omnipotent overlord (the ParamSt-

ir>an, Sfiva) is possessed of the faces, heads, necks and

other limbs of all beings (he having created the

ignorance-quarter of the Brahman, forming part of

himself, and the multitudes of its concomitants, and

identified himself with the limbs of all creatures of

his in the character of the Vis'va, the Viraj, the Otr

and other gross forms of theirs in the waking state,

both individually and collectively); likewise, he has

as his abode the Linga-s'arira manifest in the recess

of the heart of all beings (from BrahmS, the creator,

down to the tiniest organism in the character of the

Taijasa, Sltra, the Anujfiatr and other subtle forms

forming the substrata of the multitudes of concomit-

ants of the ignorance-quarter of the Brahman, in-

dividually and collectively, in the dreaming state);

similarly he is all-pervading (being of the character

of the PrajSa, the Blja, the AnujSaikarasa and other

forms of sentience, pervading the entire ignorance-

quarter of the Brahman and its concomitants, indi-

vidually and collectively, in the sleeping state)
;
(as the
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la^vara controlling the entire phenomenal existence,

that omnipotent entity, possessed of the six qualities

of supremacy, viz., omnipotence, valour, fame, affix-

ence, knowledge and detachment) he pervades the

entire phenomenal existence (immanent in the interior

and overlapping the exterior of all things, at all

places, and in all states and durations) and be-

comes the auspicious (STiva, the supreme controller

of the universe, established firmly as the all-pervad-

ing sentience of the Tortya-turfya, having thrown

into the background all that is inauspicious, which

form the first three divisions of the ignorance-quarter

of the Brahman and the multitudes of its oonoofnit-

ants, after assuming the character of the AvikalpB-

vikalpa, the changeless sentience without change of the

Turya-turya
;
or the auspicious fifiva, accomplished

through the total denial of all inauspicious things

apart from the Brahman and of the character of the

ignorance-quarter of the ParamStman alone prevails).

This great overlord (not affected by time, place

or substance), the supreme controller of the universe,

the reputed Puruga (the Paramesfvara) is verify the

originator of the plan of Sattva or rhythmic exist-

ence [by causing all faithful devotees of his to resort

to him, seeking his grace through upright and austere

conduct, UpSsanS (worshipping him as their only

resortX A$Sftga-yoga (remaining in a state of ecstatic

trance with their one-pointed mind rivetted on to

him) and other means, and by entrenching himself

in their hearts as their innermost Atman to purify
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their minds by way of preparing them to attain

that perfect knowledge whereby they could attain

Kaivalya (aloneness with him) and later place them-

selves within the range of the Brahman that is

non-differentiated from their innermost Atman
;
and,

last of all, utilize their perfect knowledge to attain

final beatitude of the form of remaining as the peerless

Brahman alone wherein there is really no scope for

the recurrence of the delusion as to the identity or

otherwise between the innermost Atman and the Para-

brahman, Siva]. It is this Is'Sna, the undiminishing

radiance of the form of supreme sentience, that bestows

on his faithful devotees this extremely flawless state of

sffnti or tranquillity (which falls within the range of

only such knowers of the Paramatman as have washed

off the dirt of the delusion relating to the existence

of things apart from him that is identical with the

Brahman). The Purusa, that is of the size of the

thumb (which is of the size of the heart wherein

the innermost Atman apparently has his seat), that

(superabundant in size) is the Antaratman immanent

in all beings (the all-pervading supreme sentience),

is ever established (as the innermost Atman) in the

hearts of all beings (bestowing on them all the sense

of bliss resulting from the functioning of the Suksma-

sfartra or subtle body known as the heart) and that

manifests itself through the intellect placed in the

heart and the mind (full of determination and the

like
;

or, that is made manifest through the mind of

die character of knowledge, discriminative knowledge
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and perfect knowledge, which rejects all perceptions

apart from the Atman with the precept of the form of

“ Not this, not this is the non*determinate Brahman ").

Those that know this (non-determinate Brahman as

the Atman alone) become immortal (they having

already attained the form of the eternal and immut-

able noumenal existence). (11-13)

The All-Pervading Character of Istvara

The Purusa (that is abundantly full) is possessed

of thousands of heads (being the aggregate of all

the Jlvas), is possessed of thousands of eyes (and

other organs of perception) and thousands of feet (and

other organs of action for a similar reason). He

(Puru§a, the reputed Is'vara, stood firmly established

in his own glory), having overlapped the entire world

(of beings, animate and inanimate) on all sides (both

from within and from without), transcended them

all to the extent of ten digit -lengths (beyond the

limitless space occupied by them). What has been

existent in the past (what is existent at present) and

what is yet to be brought into existence hereafter,

all this entire phenomenal existence is the Purusa

alone (whatever else existing apart from the Brah-

man as the product of fancy being MSyS alone, the

creature of the Purusa, the prime cause of all generic

and specific existence is therefore the Purusa alone).

Further this Purusa-tattva (the Parames'vara, the

supreme controller of all that is perishable and
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non-existent apart from himself), being himself the

omnipotent overlord of immortality, surpasses the food

(that he has created for himself in the form of .all

perishable existence apart from himself, which is con-

sumed by the fire of perfect knowledge, by remain-

ing as the immortal substratum of them all that

constitute phenomenal existence, by overlooking the

substantial difference between himself, the immortal

Ts'vara, and the phenomenal world which is mortal

and whose mainstay he is by endowing them with

existence, sustaining and controlling them). (14-15).

The Immanence of the Isvara in all

That (Brahman) stands firmly established (invest-

ing the entire phenomenal world of beings with its

own form of infinite existence, pure sentience and

unsurpassed bliss), with ears to hear on all sides,

with hands (to grasp) and feet (to move about) on
all sides, with eyes (to visualize), heads (to receive

percepts, cognize, ideate and resolve upon) and faees

turned on all sides (to catch perceptions and trans-

mit them to the innermost Slman, the controlling

authority of the entire body, turning them all to his

own high purpose). This (Brahman, which is identical

with the supreme master of the phenomenal world of

beings) IsfSna, the supreme controller of all phenomenal
existence, is possessed of all the organs of perception

and action, as well as the objects (guita) they revel in

(which, owing to his overlordship, ate but reflections of
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his) and is yet devoid of all the organs of perception

and action (as well as their functions) ; that is the last

resort (s'arapa) of all beings and their snhft or friend

(that goes to their rescue in the hour of need and is ever

intent on doing good to them, remaining all the while

as the supreme witness of all). Again He rolls in

worldly existence, entering the body (dehl), taking a

fancy for it which is, as it were, the city with the nine

gates (seven in the head and the other two further

down); (then, after going through the various experiences

of the waking and other states, and gradually giving

them up, out of disgust, he reaches the Turfya state,

altar destroying the experiences of those states with

the fire of knowledge ; the ItfSna readies the Toilya

state and becomes the Param&tman once again). This

ParamStman (Haipsa), possessed of a body (moves out'

side the body which is the city of nine gates and),

moves up and down, as if in sport
;
this Haipsa has

supreme control over the entire world of beings, ad-

mate and inanimate.

Riddance of all Misery (0oka) Through the

Discovert of the ParamXTman

Possessed neither of hands nor feet, and yet

moving about quickly (as the witness of all things

known and unknown) and grasping all tilings (apart

from himself unto himself, without making any differ*

once), he (ParamStman) sees all things, remaining

eyeless, and hears though possessed of no ears ; (in the
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same manner, though not possessed of the other organs

of perception and action, he discharges his other func-

tions all the same, as though possessed of them) ; this

reputed ParmStman comprehends whatever has to be

comprehended (with the aid of the inner senses, though

he has none of them himself, being the omniscient one).

(Himself remaining as the omniscient) of him there

is no knower. Knowers of the Brahman declare this

most ancient (agrya) Purusa as the most exalted one

(he being devoid of the three-fold differentiation, viz.,

as between the knower, the act of knowing and what is

known, the seer, the act of seeing and what is seen

and so on. Or in his case, the three kinds of limita-

tions, viz., place, time and substance, do not operate

for the reason that, being the all-pervader, he is not

affected by place ; being the ultimate cause of all things

existing in the past and the present and are yet to

exist, he is not affected by time
;
and also being the

All-atman pervading the interior and exterior of all

beings, he is not affected by the limitation of substance).

This Paramatman is tinier than the tiniest atom (and

subtler than the subtlest ideation) ; he is mightier than

the mightiest (and vaster than the vast expanse of

ether and the Mahat-tattva), and is established in the

recess (of the intellect) in the heart (of the gross body)

of each being (as the innermost Atman). He who

directly perceives, through the grace of the great lord

(the great destroyer of all phenomenal existence), him

who is devoid of the various kinds of desire (kratu)

who is mahimSn or of a prodigious form (or, who directly
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sees this innermost Atman as the Parabrahman, that

does not brook any differentiation between the inner-

most Atman and the transcendent Brahman) and the

Supreme Ruler (late), becomes forthwith rid of EToka

or the misery of the delusion as to the existence or

otherwise of things apart from the Brahman. I (the

seer of this Mantra) know this Purusa (described above)

as the one devoid of dotage, the most ancient (pur&ja),

the Atman immanent in all (as the supreme director,

the KQtastha that is eternal and unaffected by the six

states, viz., being, birth, growth, development, decay

and death) and the all-pervasive because of pervasive-

ness (vibhutva)
;
him, whose allotted task as the Para-

mes'vara, BrahmavSdins ever declare, is the prevention

from coming into existence of the phenomenal world

[at the time of the great Pralaya and the MahSsarga,

the great dissolution and the great creation of the world,

at the intermediate dissolutions and creations,-'during

sleep and the waking up after sleep and at all intervals

between them (or whose originless character and eter-

nal existence expositions of the Brahman declare, him

I know]. (19-21).

CHAPTER IV

Prayer Unto Isvara for the Attainment

of Perfect Knowledge

May that God who is eka or one alone (being non-

dual) and devoid of name and form (avarpa), who (of
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a class by himself, being non-determinate and division-

less), generates, at the beginning (Sdau), varioos

names and forms, carrying various significances, through

the operation of the many illusory powers (bahudha) in-

herent in him (by analysing all names and forms, at

first, from his own point of view and later expounding

them to others), who withdraws unto himself the entire

universe at the time of the deluge (ante), conjoin us

with the requisite auspicious frame of mind wherewith

we might attain perfect knowledge of the truth which

would ultimately lead us to Kaivalya of the form

of remaining as the ParamStman alone (buddhyS

stabhayS). (1)

Entry of Is'vara into all Worldly Affairs

Through his own MJyJ.

That (Is'vara-tattva) alone establishes itself as fire

(carrying offerings unto the gods) ; that is the sun (that

sheds its radiance over the entire phenomenal world)

;

that is the VSyu or vital air (that supplies vital energy

to all beings)
; that is also the moon (the deity that pre-

sides over all herbs and plants)
;
that alone is the S'ukra

or galaxy of stars (that brighten the firmament) ; that is

the Brahman (the substratum of all) ; that is the water

(over which presides Varuna) ; (all these represent the

totality of organs of action and perception over which

they exercise their benevolent influence). He alone is

PrajSpati (the creator of all the aforesaid and others

waSaid). Thou art the female, thou the male
;
thou
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art the lad as well as the lass
;
thou art the old man

moving about with a stick in hand ; thou art apparently

born with faces on all sides (wearing diverse aspects

ami revealing various turns of mind, all due to the

influence of thine own MSyS). Thou art the black

beetle ; thou art the green parrot ; thou art the red-eyed

cuckoo with its sweet warbling
;
thou art the rain-cloud

that beareth the lightning in its womb ;
thou art the

six seasons bearing their fruits unto the world of be-

ings; thou art the seven oceans of salt and other

waters ; thou art beginningless and endless
;
thou art

(unaffected by space, time, and substance, being) the

omnipotent overlord, holding sway over ail
;
thou art

the substratum whence all the worlds came to be (and

whither all of them trend for final repose). (In short,

having thyself created the various creatures as UpSdhis

of thine, and entered into their being through thy

illusory powers, even like the ether entering the pot

ami the reflection iff the moon entering a sheet of

water, though thou appearest to have attained the

various distinctive names and forms of thine own

creatures, thou art verily the Tsfvara alone). (2-4)

Illusory Nature of the Difference

Between the JIva and Ibta

The one Aja or really originless and infinite entity

(the JlvStman that is the Ksetrajfia), seeking gratification

of his desire for pleasure, is closely attached to the

one AjS or originless (Mulaprakrti that does not

really exist at any time whatsoever, being but a
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creature of fancy which persists as long as the

ignorance of the Brahman prevails, but vanishes the

moment the Brahman is realized through perfect know-

ledge), that is of a red, white and black colour (having

attained such a complexion after bringing into exist-

ence fire, water and food which are represented to be

of those colours ;
or who is of the character of the three

Gupas, Rajas or mobility, Sattva or rhythm and

Tamas or inertia, which are respectively considered

to be of a red, white and black colour), that bears

(through the blending of the three Gunas in diverse

proportions) a brood of children with forms (differ-

entiated from that of their prime cause that has

no form of its own, and) resembling herself (sarupah)

in point of complexion and character (for the reason

that the KsetrajSa, that is the Jivatman, has no con-

trol over himself, being subject to the influence of

ignorance over his own self). [Nevertheless, being of

the form of pure sentience unattached to phenomenal

existence, he enters the five sheaths which are the pro-

ducts of the Prakrti, very much like the moon entering

a sheet of water as a reflection, and identifies himself

thoroughly with those sheaths discharging their allotted

functions as if they were his own, and remains bound

by the influence and subject to the control of the

Prakrti and her brood of progeny]. The other, really

originless and infinite, one entity (the Paramatman,

Is'vara) abandons the self-same (Mttlaprakrti) that has

been enjoyed already by another (and lies at the

root of all misery arising <from the ignorance of the
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Brahman, as vomitted food, and bams her up com-

pletely with the fire of knowledge of the real nature of

the Brahman). [The one, the Jlva, rolls in worldly

existence, having lost all control over himself and

becomes passionately attached to MSyS and her blan-

dishments of the form of sensual pleasures, while the

other, the la'vara, having spurned her off, stands eter-

nally released from her bonds]. The two mighty kings

of birds (the JlvStman and the ParamStman that are

capable of swooping and soaring beautifully on their

mighty wings, and are very much like the ether of the

pot and the vast expanse of ether respectively), that

are sayuja or comrades that are exactly alike (very

much like an object and its reflection), that are sakhSyS

or described by a common appellation (vis., the Atman,

the Aja and the like that have the same origin and the

same form of manifestation, both of them being known

as originless and manifesting themselves as the supreme

sentience alone, though themselves infinite and im-

perishable), cling to the same tree (of the perishable

body representing phenomenal existence, the one

possessed of a little knowledge and the other omni-

scient, the one subject to control, and the other the

supreme controller, the one full of flaws and the other

flawlessly pure). Of the two (that are interrelated

as effect and cause, the Jlva and the Isfa), the

one (vis., the Jlva that identifies itself with the Lifiga

s'arira) enjoys various kinds of sensual pleasures (svadu)

that are the fruits of its righteous and sinful actions

(pippala). The other (the Parames-vara, without
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enjoying the fruits of actions (thoronghly unaffected

by the attitude of his comrade, the Jiva), stands

supremely indifferent (casting his glances all around

him and declaring that there is nought existent apart

from the Brahman). [Even as the sun coursing

through the heavens, remains shining in all his glory,

revealing the entire universe, even so, the Is'vara mani-

fests himself in all his omnipotence and omniscience

exercising his influence over the entire phenomenal

existence]. In this common tree (of corporeal existence,

pervaded by the Jiva and subject to the control of the

Xste, which is of the character of the five sheaths which

owe their origin to the two types of Avidya, gross and

subtle, and all their concomitants, and which forms the

resting place, as it were, for the JlvStman to enjoy the

fruits of virtuous and vicious actions previously ac-

cumulated) the Purusa (the Parames'vara that fills the

entire universe with his form), getting thoroughly im-

mersed (as it were, in the ocean of ignorance, in the

form of a mere reflection) and powerless to supress

his individuality (on seeing his own form reflected

in the waters of the said ocean), becomes deluded (as

between the dual position of assuming the role of a

doer of actions on the one hand, and the enjoyer of

the fruits thereof on the other, between the enjoyment

of pleasure and undergoing the miseries of phenomenal

existence and similar pairs of opposites), and goes

through the travail (ffocati) of rolling in worldly exist-

ence (all due to the ignorance of the Atman). When
he (this deluded ParamStman) sees (through the denial
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of the existence of all things apart from the Brahman,

in accordance with the sacred text, “ The Brahman
alone is the real existence; apart from it there is

nought ", that what remains after the elimination

through such denial is the peerless Brahman alone)

that which has been justa or frequently resorted to and

ultimately realized (by the most exalted knowers as the

supreme truth of the Brahman) as the Parames'vara

that is apart (anya) from the operation of the two kinds

of AvidyS (the gross and the subtle and powerful

enough to stand by himself as the supreme controller

of the universe) as well as the glory of this (ParamXt-

man, non-differentiated from the innermost Atman and

of the form of generic non-differentiated existence

alone, not brooking the idea of differentiation at first

and identity later between the Jiva and Iste, and be-

tween the innermost Atman and the transcendent Brah-

man), he then (due to the realization of the Brahman

alone) becomes rid of the misery (caused by the delusion

as to the existence or the non-existence of things apart

from the Brahman, by the differentiation at first and

the identity later between the Jiva and the Iste, and

between the innermost Atman and the transcendent

Brahman and other miseries characteristic erf worldly

existence). (5-7)

The Omnific Character of Istvara

Alone Presiding Over MXyX

Whereon all the gods of the universe (Vis'vedevas,

comprising Agni and other celestials, the ViiSgKman
is
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and others) are firmly established, on him (that Para-,

mesfvara), the transcendent and imperishable Paramat-

man (ever manifest as the real existence, pure sentience

and unalloyed bliss) alone, are all the Vedas, Rk and

others, based. What use will he who does not realize

the ParamStman (identical with the Brahman, that is

the quest of all the systems of Vedanta, as what re-

mains after the denial of the existence of all things

apart from his own Stman with the dawning of perfect

knowledge attainable through the study of the Vedanta

Sfestras and the like, reflection and concentration on

their import, rendered possible by the adoption of the

course of life prescribed for a Paramahaipsa, further

augmented by the four requisite qualifications, viz.,

tranquillity, self-control and the like, prescribed for an

adept in the lore of the Brahman, and purity of mind

through the performance of austerities prescribed in

the Vedas, and the observance of the rules of conduct

in the form of prescriptions and prohibitions) make of

the f£ks (representing all the Vedas and all the systems

of Vedanta as well) ? Those who (with a pure mind

attained through the performance of the prescribed

austerities and the adoption of the means prescribed,

such as the study of the Vedanta, reflection and the

like) realize (the Brahman, through perfect knowledge,

as what remains as the residuum after the denial

of all things apart from itself), they (more-exalted

knowers of the Brahman, having discharged all the

duties imposed upon them and become blessed), reach

tfie. supreme seat of the Brahman (and, after getting;
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immersed in the glory of the Brahman, become

that Brahman alone). This (Brahman of the form

of the AkSra of the Prapava) all the Vedas

authoritatively declare to be the progenitor of the four

Vedas (Elk and others), the five MahSyajSas [offered

onto the Bhmas in the form of Balis, unto all men

in the form of hospitality, unto the Pitjs in the form

of libations, unto the Devas in the form of worship,

and unto the Brahman in the form of worship through

Mantras), the Jyotistoma (worshipping the domestic

sacrificial fire, comprising of the Agnistoma, the Ukthya,

the Sodas'in, the AtirStra, the Atyagni§toma, the

Vajapeya and the AptorySma) and other forms of

austerities connected with the worship of the domestic

fire enjoined in the GyhyasQtras]
,
the Kratus (great

sacrifices such as the RSjasGya, the Asfvamedha and

other Pas'uyajfias wherein the animal to be offered at

the sacrifice is tethered to the sacrificial post), the

Vratas (such as the Kfcchra and the CSndrSya^

wherein there is the mortification of the body by way

of expiating sins), and whatever has been existent in

the past (whatever exists at present) and whatever else

may come into existence in the future (*.«., the world

of beings, of all the three durations, derives its origin

from the self-same Brahman of the character of the

A terra sub-division of the Pragava, corresponding to

the ignorance-quarter of the Brahman. Though non-

differentiated by itself, still, through the conjunction

with the MSy5 that invests it, the Brahman becomes

the differentiated ParamStman and creates the entire
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phenomenal world out of its own substance). When con-

joint with the illusory powers begotten of May5 (Mayl)

the Brahman creates the world of beings. In that (pheno-

menal world created by the Paramatman) the Parames'-

vara, identical with the Brahman (having assumed

supreme control, becomes restrained as it were in the

exercise of his functions), through the influence of

Maya (of his own making), verily assumes the other

form (of the Jlva, and in consequence rolls through

worldly existence). One should know this Mays alone

(that does not really exist) to be the Prakrti (the origi-

nant out of which the phenomenal world is supposed

to have evolved), and the Paramatman, its main prop

that is subject to the influence of Maya (Mayin), as the

Mahes'vara. All this that goes by the name of the

phenomenal world of beings is entirely pervaded by
(the Jivas) the limbs of the Paramatman (that take the

place of the ether of the pot and the reflection of the

moon on a sheet of water, and are differentiated into

what are made of the elements, ether and others in

their gross and subtle states, quintuplicated and non-

quintuplicated
; they throb with life through the illusory

powers of the ParamStman who thus remains the prop

of them all, and at the same time causes them to dis-

charge their various functions). (Or, all this pheno-

menal existence is entirely pervaded by the illusory

powers that form, so to say, the limbs of the Paramat-

man, the substratum of the illusory Maya that is super-

imposed on him. Hence, mighty effort should he

put forth by all’seekers after liberation to dislodge this
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MSyS and her brood of misconceptions from their

position and understand the ParamStman aright

to attain Videha-mukti of the form of remaining

as the ParamStman alone). That Paramesfvara who

remains firmly established as the substratum (yoni)

of the Mula-prakrti (the supposed root-cause of all

phenomenal existence) and of the progeny of the

Msla-prakfti, vix.
t
the phenomenal world of beings (or,

that is established as the AntarySmin of all beings,

having entered the interior of their bodies as the inner-

most Atman of them all), is the one (absolute Para-

mStman without a peer). Wherein (in the Itfvara that

is the substratum of MgyS and her brood) all this

phenomenal existence meets with its dissolution at

the time of the deluge (sameti), wherein again (in

Is^vara) the self-same existence attains identity (vicaiti)

[through coming into being once again as ether and

other forms of the supreme existence at the time of

their creation] ,
having directly perceived (nicSyya) him

as the Is'Sna that bestows all the boons desired by

the hearts of the Jivas that form part of his bring

and are faithfully devoted to him (varada), that is the

radiant lord so highly praised (devarh Kjyaih) by all

the Vedas and the knowers of the Vedas (in the

attitude, “ I am the ParamStman alone, ”), the sage

attains this exalted state of tranquillity (resulting

from the denial of phenomenal existence which is

only illusory, and becomes a Videha-mukta or re-

leased from the miseries of the corporeal state).

(8- 11)
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Prayer unto Is'vara for the

Attainment of Jssna

May Rudra, the great seer possessed of limitless

omniscience, who is the exalted seat of final repose

(prabhava) as well as the supreme source of origin

(udbhava) of (Agni and other) gods, who is the

superabundant Vis'va (of the form of unsurpassed

bliss embracing all beings), who alone saw Hiranya-

garbha (installed as the Creator, thoroughly identifying

himself with and expounding the Vedas for the first

time unto all his creatures with all his heart) at the time
of the creation of the phenomenal world, conjoin us

with that auspicious frame of mind tending towards
reaching the auspicious goal of the Brahman (by en-

dowing us with the requisite qualifications that we
might ultimately attain that state through his grace).

Unto that radiant Isfvara who is the foremost leader of

the gods (he being the very basis of their existence), in

whom the earth and the other worlds are firmly placed
(as the warp and the woof are in a piece of cloth), who
holds sway over the world of beings, composed of

bipeds (human beings) and quadrupeds (animals), for

their well-being, may we make offering through obla-

tions of cooked rice, cake and the like. (12,13)

Release from all Bonds (Pasta) only through

the Realization of Is’vara

• Knowing Efiva (Paramatman) that is subtler than

Aha Subtlest of the five elements (earth, water, fire, air
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and ether, the Mahat and the Avyakta, each of which is

subtler than the immediately preceding one), that

remains firmly established as the Turlya-turlya (the

Parames'vara that is identical with the various forms of

sentience, commencing from the Vis'va-visva and ending

with the AvikalpSnujfiaikarasa) amidst the jumble

(kalila) of things apart from the ParamStman, that is

the creator of the phenomenal world of beings (which

exists only in the deluded vision of ignorant folk), that

is connoted by the term, “ Tat " (of the sacred text,

“ Tattvamasi ”), that stands established assuming as

it were diverse forms (in the ignorance-quarter of the

Brahman and its multifarious concomitants, like the

moon assuming diversity when reflected in a number

of receptacles of water), that is the one substratum of

all the illusory forms that constitute the universe (that

ostensibly invests all things apart from himself, both

from within and from without, by endowing them with

the bliss derived from the throbbing of the sense of

existence), the seeker attains the exalted state of tran-

quillity (resulting from the denial of all phenomenal

existence as illusory and becomes a Videha-mnkta, re-

leased from the miseries of the corporeal state alto-

gether). That Parames'vara alone is the KSla (Rudra

that withdraws all things apart from himself at the time

of their final dissolution, during the MahSpralaya ;
or

is the regulator of the propitious time when the ac-

cumulated Karma of the Jlvas bear fruit of the form of

final beatitude in him alone), the protector of all pheno-

menal existence, the supreme controller of the universe,
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that which is secreted as the innermost Atman in the

hearts of all beings and that wherein all the Brahmarsis

(SanatkumSra and others) and the gods (Hiranyagarbha

and others) have attained oneness (through directly re-

alizing him in the attitude, “ I am that Parames'vara

alone *’)• Having known him thus the seeker cuts as-

under the bonds of death (of the form of the darkness

of ignorance of the Paramatman). Having realized the

auspicious Siva that is intensely subtle (and favourably

disposed towards the seeker after liberation) like the

cream that collects on the surface of the ghee, that is

a profound secret to all ignorant folk (even though he

is present in the form of the Vis'va, the Viraj, the Otr

and other forms of sentience), that is the one substratum

of the universe, having realized the radiant (deva)

Parames'vara, the seeker is released from all bonds (delu-

sion and darkness). This Paramitman is the fabricator

of the universe (in that he brings into existence the

Mahat and other eternal verities through his illusory

powers), the highest form of the Atman (manifest as

the supreme sentience), is firmly established, for all

time, in the hearts of all beings (like the reflection

of the moon cast in a number of vessels containing

water), bestows on all beings the sense of bliss resulting

from the functioning of the Suksmasfarira known as the

heart (hft) and manifests itself through the intellect

(nsanlsa), placed in the cavern of the heart, and the mind
(manaxS) full of determination and the like (or, that is

made manifest through the mind of the character of

fcawwfedge, discriminative knowledge and perfect
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knowledge which rejects all perceptions apart from that

of the Stnaan with the precept of the form, “ Not this, not

this is the non-differentiated Brahman ”). Those that

know this ParamStman as the Pararaetfvara alone be-

come immortal (having already attained the form of

that eternal and immutable noumenal existence of the

form of the Paramatman). That (eternal verity of the

Parames'vara-tattva) being the exact opposite of dark-

ness (when that light is in the ascendant), there is

neither day nor night, neither the state of existence

nor non-existence before it; it remains as the auspicious

Biva alone (having grasped all inauspicious things apart

from itself). That alone is the imperishable one;

that alone is the radiant form of the Savitf (tire

Parames'vara that is devoid of attributes). This moot

ancient stream of PrajfiS (sentient principle of the

form of Brahmavidya that throws into the background

all perceptions apart from that of the Brahman, handed

down to posterity from BrahmS, the creator, and

other seers descended from him) has had its source

from that S'iva alone. There is none powerful enough

to lift this Biva aloft nor any one capable of displacing

him transversely (be being the peerless existence un-

affected by space, duration, substance and other

Upafcihis) ;
nor is there any one that could dislodge

him in the middle (in point of space, time and sub-

stance, he being impartible into beginning, middle and

end). There is nought else to match that Siva who has

as his synonym, “ the height of glory ” (mahadyarfafc,

as borne out by his peerlessly abundant state). The
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(non-determinate) form of this Is'vara does not stand

within the range of any one’s vision (other organs of

perception). Nor is any one capable of seeing this

Paramatman directly. Those (adepts qualified to re-

alize) who know this Paramatman established firmly in

the reoess of the heart (as the innermost Atman, or the

Brahman non-differentiated therefrom or the Brahman

alone that neither brooks the differentiation at first, nor

the identity later between the innermost Atman and the

transcendent Brahman), with their heart and the mind

(thoroughly shorn of individuality and rendered tran-

quil and pure through a process of elimination of all

perceptions of things apart from the Paramatman in

the attitude, “ This percept, which is apart from mine

own Atman, is not the Atman and does not concern

me at all ”), attain the immoral state (amrtS bhavanti).

(14-20)

Prayer once again unto Rudra for the
Acquisition of Js&na

O Rudra, whereas thou art the originless [and

infinite ParamStman, not subject to any Upadhis

such as the six changing states (existence, birth, growth,

development, decay and death), the six infirmities

(hunger, thirst, sorrow, delusion, dotage and death) and

the like] and I (thy devotee), that dare not approach

thee (remaining as I do in an embodied state that is

perishable and subject to the six changes and the six

infirmities aforesaid), resort to thy face turned south-

wards. (which is potent enough to bestow on me
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Kaivalya of the form of remaining as the Rndra-

paramStman alone, identical with the peerless Brah-

man, attainable through the utter rejection and com-

plete renunciation of every thing else), pray, do Thou
protect me by vouchsafing unto me Thy eternal and im-

mutable (nitya) state. Pray, do not be hard upon our

hierarchy of disciples, our progeny, the duration of our

lives, our utterance of the Vedas wherewith we have to

attain perfect knowledge (gosu), and our organs of per-

ception and action and our inner senses (as’vefu). Do
Thou not, pray, get enraged at any random fault of

ours and destroy us, Thy servants that have undergone,

with great fortitude, our course of Vedic studies and

austerities (virSn). (That those that are near and dear

to us might attain perfect knowledge wherewith to

attain Thee) we resort to Thee, at all times, to propitate

Thee with suitable offerings. (With the mere utterance

of these Mantras, unattended with the requisite qualifi-

cations, Agni alone will be propitiated, and not the

ParamStman, Rudra.) (21, 22)

CHAPTER V

The Real Form of VidvS and AvidvX

VidyS and AvidyS (that form a pair of opposites)

are firmly established in the Parabrahman (that trans-

cends even Hirapyagarbha, the Creator), imperishable

and infinite and entirely depending upon him, their

main prop, so long as that Parames'vara remains g®Jha

or a profound secret without manifesting himself in
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his real form. Whatever is of a perishable character

is AvidyS alone. Whatever is the means of attaining

immortality (amfta) is Vidya alone. [That which leads

to perpetual emancipation, the highest end and aim

of existence, is Vidya. That which takes the form of

actions and austerities, in order to attain the fruit of

celestial bliss and the like, which are but transitory

and would lead to phenomenal existence over and

over again, is Avidya. Whatever is attained through

the study of the Vedanta, reflection and concentration

on its import with the one-pointed mind, rendered

pure through the development of tranquillity, self-

control, detachment and the earnest desire to get

released from the thraldom of worldly existence, is

Vidya (perfect knowledge). Hence, it is obvious that

the aforesaid means of acquiring Vidya should he

sedulously cultivated, after renouncing all actions and

austerities which are capable of yielding only transitory

fruits, by all the Jlvas that seek to attain the highest

end and aim of existence during their sojourn in this

mundane world, viz., Videha-kaivalya (remaining in

the incorporeal state of the Paramatman, Rudra alone].

That ParamStman, who alone controls Vidya and

AvidyS, is really distinct from the two (remaining as he

does, as the all-witness or as the final residuum after

die denial of Vidya and AvidyS. (i)

IsVARA As BESTOWER OF VlDYS

He (ParamesTvara) who exercises his influence

and 'control, by bestowing cm them the sense of their
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individual existence, over the Ayoni or originless Mala*
prakfti (the primordial AvidyS that is the cause of all

phenomenal existence) in the aggregate, and the Yoni
or subtle form of AvidyS represented by the multitudes

of creatures taking their origin from it in their indivi*

dual aspect, that enters individually into the bodies of

all beings, taking their diverse forms (and likewise enters

ether and other elements in their gross and subtle states),

that sustained the reputed Seer (Hiranyagarbha), of the

colour of gold, by infusing into him, at the time of the

creation, knowledge of the right procedure (regarding

the work of creation, detachment and omnipotence, or

an insight into all the Vedas and their true import),

and also saw him born (as the creator of all forms of

right tradition in relation to all the VidySs), remains as

one alone (ekaft). (2)

Supreme Control over All of the Istvara

After casting his nets, one after the other, in

various ways, in the K§etra or vast fidring ground in

the ocean of phenomenal existence (to catch shoals

of fish of the form of the Jlvas with the nets of the

form of the various inner senses, the vital airs and

the organs of perception and action, individually and
collectively, in accordance with their previous Karma
and the degree of spiritual development attained by

each of them), this radiant (deva) Rudra withdraws

all the nets (during the time of the Mityapralaya and

the like). After creating, once again, these UpSdhis

and their presiding deities (from BrahmS, the Creator
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down to the tiniest organism, individually and collec-

tively), this high potentate (mahatma) exercises supreme

control over them. Even as the Sun (AnadvSn) reveals

all the four cardinal directions and all other directions,

upward, downward and the intermediate ones across

(and all the objects that find their places in those ten

directions) with his effulgent radiance and shines, even

so, the radiant Parames'vara, the mighty overlord pos-

sessed of the six qualities of omnipotent supreme con-

trol (bhagavln), that is eminently worthy of being

resorted to as the Supreme Being or as the Paramatman

by all seekers after their own well-being during their

life-time and as their final beatitude of incorporeal

aloneness after their demise (varenya), remains firmly

established as the One, absolute controller of all crea-

tures that take their origin from a Yoni (from the vastest

expanse of ether down to the tiniest atom of ideation,

from Hiranyagarbha, the Creator, down to the tiniest

organism created by him, as the prime cause of all this

phenomenal existence, remaining immanent in them

all as the Antaryamin, the innermost Atman and the

like). He who, as the prime cause (of the creation,

sustenance and dissolution) of the universe, mellows

(pacati) the innate character of all beings, who termi-

nates the existence of those that are fit to be merged

into the infinite glory of his own existence and who

applies all his Gunas or attributes (Sattva etc., in keep-

ing with the virtuous or vicious character of the Jfva to

be reclaimed, for the riddance of the miseries of worldly

existence), alpae controls this entire universe. (5-5)
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KNOWABILITY OF THE ISTVARA THROUGH THE VEDAS

That (Is'vara-tattva) remains enshrouded (as a

profound secret that could be unravelled only through

the knowledge of the potency and the correct import

of the Mantras) in that portion of the Vedas containing

the Upanisads [dealing with Karma (austerities) as

what has to be propitiated through sacrifice, in that

portion dealing with the Saguija VidyS (lore relating

to the Brahman possessed of attributes) as what has

to be resorted to through UpSsanS, and in that portion

of the Upanisads dealing with the attributeless, non-

determinate Brahman as what ought to be realized

perfect knowledge]. That transcendent Brahman, where-

from Brahman, vis., the Vedas, had their origin,

Hiranyagarbha, the Creator, knows (as non-differentiated

from himself). Those radiant celestials (such as Agni

and others) as well as the great seers (VSmadeva and

others, possessed of the requisite qualifications), who

realized of yore (as the Brahman connoted by the term

“ Tat ” of the sacred text), attaining the exalted state

of the Brahman alone, verily became immortal (attain-

ing as they did the state of Videha-kaivalya). (6)

The True Character of the JIva

He (Parames'vara), when associated with the three

Gupas (Sattva etc.), becomes the doer of actions bearing

fruit (in the following manner, viz., when Sattva pre-

pomderates with a slight infusion of Rajas, he has
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recourse to action such as the study of the Vedanta and

the like leading to liberation ;
when Rajas preponder-

ates with a slight infusion of Sattva, he has recourse to

actions of the form of austerities leading to the enjoy-

ment of residence in Svarga and the like
;
when Tamas

preponderates with a slight infusion of Rajas, he has

recourse to actions leading to the attainment of

Naraka and the tortures incidental to residence there-

in) ;
and as such he himself becomes the enjoyer of the

fruits of his own actions. He (as a result thereof) has

to assume various forms, possess the three qualities

(Kama etc.), tread the three paths (respectively trodden

by the celestials, the Manes and the lower orders of

created beings), have complete control over the vital

airs (the multitudes of organs of perception and action,

as well as the mind and the intellect and appropriating

unto himself the Linga-s'arira of seventeen limbs, being

dominated by the three Guijas like Sattva as. well as

like Kama) and move doing actions (conducive to his

well-being and detrimental thereto and forcibly drawn

towards the enjoyment of the fruits thereof, very much

like a dry bottle-gourd moved forwards and backwards

and tossed about by the boisterous ocean). This Para-

mes'vara (though immeasurable and prodigious in size

in reality) is of the size of a thumb (when seated in

the pure ether of the heart which is of the size of the

thumb) and is self-luminous in form like the sun ; He
whot, coupled with the TJpadhi of the mind of volitions

(samkalpa) and individuality (ahamkara), and through

the qualities of the LiAga-s'arira (buddhi) and his own
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differentiable qualities (existence, sentience and bliss

which are other UpSdhis of his), is of the sine of the

point of a goad, is verily seen (by himself alone and

not by others and reduced to the position of a mere

effect) by no means superior to himself. The jlva

that should be known to be as subtle as the division

of a hundredth part of a hundredth division of the

awn of a grain of wild paddy (in point of subtlety,

when shorn of his UpSdhis which are apart from

himself), remains as the infinite (changeless Brahman).

This Jlva is neither a female nor a male nor what is

neuter (being of the form of sentience alone). He
associates himself with whatever gross body he takes

unto himself (in the attitude, “I am a female, 1 am
tall, I am lean, I am born, I am mortal ” and so forth,

forgetting that he is a chip of the supreme sentience,

not bound by any UpSdhis). (7-10)

Cause of the Sa*sXra (Wandering

in Worldly Existence)

of the JIva

The Paramatman embodied in the Liftga-s'arlra

(Dehi), having his conception and generation (from the

wombs of the various orders of creation, from BrahmS,

the Creator, down to the tiniest organism) through

mental resolves (Samkalpa), through touch and sight

(functioning in the prescribed or prohibited manner,

such as by touching or looking at a person of saintly

18
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character and spiritnal excellence, and a depraved

man), through the offering of oblations (homa) unto

the sacred fire with the hands (such as Agnihotra which

is conducive to well-being) and AbhicSra (magic which is

reprehensible), through the showering of munificent gifts

of food and water (at the right time and place, on

those that deserve such gifts, as well as the lavishing

of the same on unworthy persons at the wrong time

and place), attains various types of bodies (such as

of Hirapyagarbha and the other gods in the case of

Karma of a meritorious type, of the lower orders of

creation in the case of Karma of a malevolent type,

and of men in the case of Karma wherein virtue and

vice are evenly balanced), in the proper gradation

and in the appropriate spheres, all in accord with

the character of the previously accumulated Karma
remaining still unspent. This VijfSnStman embodied

in the Lihgas'arira as his Upadhi (Dehl) attains,

through his innate qualities (gunas such as Sattva),

various types of bodies, great (such as of an elephant)

and small (such as of a mosquito). (Or, gross bodies,

with the earth-element preponderating, such as obtain

in the terrestrial sphere of the Bhuloka, subtle bodies,

with the water-element preponderating, such as obtain

in the mid-etherial sphere of the Bhuvarloka, subtler

bodies, with the fire-element preponderating, such as

obtain in the celestial sphere of the Suvarloka, still

subtler bodies, with the air-element preponderating,

such as obtain in the Maharloka, yet subtler bodies,

with the ethereal element preponderating, such as
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obtain in the Tapas and the Satyalokas ; the VijfianSt-

man attains these bodies, by virtue of the peculiar pro-

perties acquired by the performance of austerities

whose fruits cannot be previously conceived of and

which have been prescribed by the S'rutis and the

Smrtis, through the properties of the Liftgas'arira,

wherein he has his seat, and likewise through Upasana

and other means, prescribed and prohibited). What

links them together (the body, which is the sphere of

enjoyment, the Kutasthatman, that is the enjoyer, and

the inner and the outer senses, that are the instru-

ments of such enjoyment) is the (PorvaprajSa, the

remembrance of past experience. This Parames'vara,

assuming the form of the Jivatman, is verily perceived

through his own real form and not through any Upadhi

of his] . When subject to the Upadhi of being reduced

to the position of an effect (by becoming the Jivatman),

he is seen inferior to himself (when not subject to

Upldhi of any kind, and manifesting himself as the

supreme cause and controller of all). (11, 12)

Release from Worldly Existence through

the Realization of the Identity

of the JIva with the Is-a

After realizing the God (Parames'vara) that has

neither beginning (nor middle) nor end, that is estab-

lished as the unconcerned witness amidst this jumble of

things (Kalila) apart from him, that is the Creator of the
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phenomena] world of beings, that is connoted by the

term “ Tat " (of the sacred text, “ Tat tvam asi ”), that

assumes as it were diverse forms (in the ignorance-

quarter of the Brahman and its multitudinous con-

comitants, like the moon assuming diversity when

reflected in a number of vessels containing water), that

is the one substratum of all the illusory forms that con-

stitute the universe (that ostensibly invests all things

apart from himself, both from within and from without,

by endowing them with the bliss derived from the

throbbing of the sense of existence), the seeker is releas-

ed from all bonds (of the embodied state). Those that

realize this radiant (Parames'vara-tattva) that could be

grasped aright only with a flawlessly pure mind and

intellect (bhSva), that has to be designated the Anl^a

or “ the restless ” (or, that is known as the “ Bodiless
”

and so on in the several Upanisads), that is responsible

for the misconception relating to the coming into exist-

ence of the universe at the time of the creation and its

dissolution at the time of the Mahapralaya (bhSva-

bhavakara), that is the auspicious state of S'iva or the

bliss of the Turya-turya, that is the cause of all the

orders of creation through its Kala or illusory powers

[or, that is verily the substratum of the differentiation

into the sixteen Kalas (commencing from the PrSna

and ending with Naman)], give up their corporeal

state (which is the consequence of the play of the illu-

sory powers of the Msla-prakrti and her progeny, and

attain Videha-kaivalya or incorporeal aloneness).

(
13, 14)
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CHAPTER VI

KSla and Others, Apart from the Isvara, not

the Cause of Phenomenal Existence

One set of seers (representing the school of materi-

alists) declare that the real cause (of this whirling of

phenomenal existence) is the changeful nature (Sva-

bhava) of all phenomena
;
another set of thinkers opine

that it is Kala or Time alone (representing as they do a

school of thought that pins its faith on the efficacy of

Time, not however in the sense in which the term
“ Klla ” is accepted by the followers of the Vedamarga,

viz., that it constitutes the infinite form of the Para-

mes'vara, but in the sense of changing and terminable

Time exercising its influence over an otherwise perma-

nent and really existent order of the universe) ;
these

sets of thinkers are deluded in their conclusions (for

the reason that they start from the assumption of

erroneous premises and in consequence find themselves

landed in delusion). It is verily the special powers of

this God (Rudra) through which this Brahma-cakra

or the grand wheel of the universe is being whirled in

this manner. (Hence the diverse views held by the

different schools of thought, all based on an erroneous

understanding of the Supreme Truth, proceed out of

the ignorance of the real nature of Parames'vara). He
(the Parames'vara upon whom ignorance of the form

of the phenomenal world of beings is mistakenly super-

imposed as a part of himself) by whom all this
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phenomenal existence is avrta or entirely and perpetu-

ally invested from within and from without (individually

and collectively, in his capacity as Supreme Controller,

by causing all beings tojose their identity through ab-

sorption into himself, at the time of the Mahapralaya

and other Pralayas, and thoroughly identifying himself

with them all during their tenure of existence in this

world) is omniscient
;
he is the reckoner of the right

period of time (for creation, sustenance and destruction

of all beings; he is possessed of excellent qualities un-

touched by flaws of any kind (gunl)
; he knows all

things under his control (sarvavit) [by thoroughly

identifying himself with them all]
;
controlled by him

alone, the work of the phenomenal world unfolds itself

continuously, Earth (Prthvi), Water (Ap), Fire (Tejas),

Air (Anila) and Ether (Kha) [that constitute the world]

continuously discharging their allotted tasks, [Hence,

the only inference that is warranted, is that it is verily

the continuous exercise of control by Parames'vara that

moves this wheel of worldly existence, and that it does

not move continuously of its own accord], (1, 2)

Means to Attain Perfect Knowledge

Having done everything that has to be done (with

the requisite strength of body, vocal expression and
vigour of mind, in the belief that it is all for the

propitiation of the lord, Parames'vara, the One, absolute

existence) and then renounced (vinivrtya) all that was
ilHte (by retracing his steps, with unconcern, from the
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deeds as well as the fruits attainable therefrom),

having brought about conjunction of the innermost

Atman, connoted by the term “ Tvam ” of the sacred

text, “ Tattvamasi,” with the Brahman of the form of

the Paramesrvara, connoted by the term “Tat” of

the same sacred text (Tattvena), by a thorough realiza-

tion of such a state through' the one means of propiti-

ating the Guru (ekena), by rendering faithful service to

him through the two means of true devotion to the

Guru and to Parames'vara (dvabhyam), through the

three means of the study of the Vedanta, reflection

and concentration with the one-pointed mind (tribhih),

through the eight expedients employed by Yogins

(astabhih) [viz., Yama (self-controi), Niyama (obser-

vance)*, Asana (posture), Prapayama (rarefaction of

breath), Pratyahara (withdrawal of breath), Dharana
(stabilization of breath), DhySna (concentration) and

Samadhi (the equipoised state of trance)], through the

fruition of the very last incarnation on the approach

of the propitious time (Kala), through the cultivation

of the qualities of the Atman {viz., compassion,, forbear-

ance, purity of mind, auspiciousness, absence of desires

of any kind, large-heartedness, absence of physical and

mental exertion and immunity from spite, as well as

the Ssksma or subtle influence of the forty sacraments

(administered during successive incarnations for the

acquisition of Knowledge, in short, through the employ-

ment of all these means, one becomes liberated from

the bonds of worldly existence). Having at first taken

to the performance of Karmani or actions and austerities
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(prescribed by the Vedas and the Kalpa SStras for daily

practice and also the occasional ones), all of which are

possessed of the property of propitiating Parames'vara

(gurjSnvitSni), he should conjoin all forms of attach-

ment (by cultivating a sense of detachment from all

things that will serve the purpose of binding him

to worldly existence and merging them all, which are

but effects, with their ultimate cause, viz., the Mula-

vidya, and realizing that even the Upadhi of Maya

is but the supreme sentience of the peerless Paramea'-

vara alone, the Jfiana-yogin attains the state of that

supreme sentience alone). When (as a result of looking

upon the phenomenal world as illusory from the point

of view of the direct realization of the Brahmatattva)

all forms of phenomenal existence cease to exist, there

is the destruction of Karma previously accumulated

(present and prospective) for him (as with the realiza-

tion of the Brahman that is devoid of all actions, the

three kinds of action attain the state of the Brahman

alone). With this destruction of Karma, he (the sage

that has attained the knowledge of the supreme truth)

becomes a Videhamukta. He becomes in reality apart

from the things (whose existence he has thus denied, and

remains as the Brahman alone during the three dura-

tions). That Parames'vara, who is the Adi or foremost

of aU (being the very substratum of all phenomenal

existence), is the cause of the conjunction (of the Jlvat-

man and the Param&tman, through the several means

Indicated above; he is likewise the cause of the con-

imetiQQ of the Jiva and the various kinds of bodies, as
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detailed previously)
;
he transcends the three durations

of Time (being infinite and unaffected by the UpSdhi of

Time)
;
though devoid of the sixteen Kalas (commenc-

ing from the Prana and ending with Naman and as

such non-determ inate), he is seen (described by the one

hundred and eight Upanisads, commencing from the

Is'avtsya, and realized by all knowers possessed of

perfect knowledge) ;
having resorted to him (the reputed

Paramatman that could be realized only through the

grace of the Guru and the study of the Vedas) who

assumes various and variegated forms (in accord with

the conception of the Upasaka), from whom all take

their origin and who alone is worthy of being invoked,

who is the self-manifest radiance that is firmly estab-

lished in the mind (representing the Linga-S'arlra), fore-

most of all (the seeker becomes liberated from the

bonds of worldly existence). (3-5)

Attainment of the Knowledge of.the

Atman and Liberation from

Parames'vara Alone

This world revolves on account of Him (Para-

mes'vara) who stands apart from the tree of worldly

existence (Vyksa), the eternal verity of Time (Kala)

which is closely interrelated with it, and the Akrti or

Mula-prakrti (that generates all forms of phenomenal

existence, from the Mahat-tattva downwards, when

Conjoint with her lord, the Supreme Controller who

remains unaffected by any of them). Having realized
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him thkt regulates the Dharma (course of conduct

prescribed for the various stages in life) of all his

devotees (that they might ultimately reach him),

that forgives their trespasses against Dharma, that is

the overlord possessed of the six kinds of excellence

(viz., omnipotence, valour, fame, affluence, knowledge

and detachment), that is established in the innermost

recess of their intellect (representing the Linga-s'arlra)

as the ParamStmatattva (non-differentiated from their

innermost Stman that sways their inner senses re-

vealing the manifestation and the non-manifesta-

tion of their thousands of functions), that is immortal,

that is the prop of the universe (with the vanishing

of the difference between the prop and what it sup-

ports, the prop having to absorb into itself what

it ostensibly supported), [the Upasaka becomes that

alone, simultaneously with such realization]. May we

realize that radiant (Paramatman) that transcends the

lords (that are the props of worldly existense, viz.,

BrahmS, the creator, Vispu, the sustainer, and Rudra,

the destroyer), that is the deity par excellence, trans-

cending all other deities, that is the supreme con-

troller of the Patis or deities presiding over the

several organs of perception and action as well as

the inner senses, individually and collectively, that

is the overlord of all the worlds and that is worthy

of being invoked (by all the Vedas, the Itihasas, the

PurSnas and the like; may we, after realizing him

as described above, in the attitude, “ I am all this,”

attain liberation from worldly existence, by remaining
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in the state of the Paramatman alone). Not his is the

Karya or bod}’- (that is supposed to be created by him,

either in its individual or collective aspect), nor the

Karapa or groups of the inner and the outer senses (he

being the non-differentiated absolute existence alone).

There is no one seen (described in the Vedas) as either

his peer or transcending him in excellence. That most

exalted power of his (Paras'akti), that is heard of (in the

Pur3$as and other works) as possessed of infinite possi-

bilities and various achievements to its credit (vividhS),

is verily the power inherent in the Paramatman
alone; so are his intelligence and strength (and not

dependent bn any other entity possessing as it does all

his characteristics such as omniscience, omnipotence,

omnificence and the like, and capable of bringing under

control the Mula-prakrti and all her progeny, con-

stituting phenomenal existence). Of him there is no

controller beside himself, nor is there any higher author-

ity or any index [wherewith to draw an inference

about his existence
;
he being the supreme cause of

all, devoid of form, it is not possible, in his case,

to draw any inference about his form from the

nature of his effects, viz., the phenomenal world of

being. Hence there is no possibility of any inference

being drawn from direct testimony in support of the

assertion that the Brahman is the omniscient cause of

all phenomenal existence, it being attainable exclusively

through the testimony of the Vedas.) Or, when the

-multitude of effects becomes merged in the Brahman,

the ultimate cause, and is therefore non-existent,
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it is not possible to establish the existence of the

cause through its effects. That Parames'vara, estab-

lished in the above manner, is the cause of all pheno-

menal existence through his illusory powers. He alone

is the lord of the lord of the groups of organs, being

the prop of the JivStman, the controller of the body

and its organs of perception and action. Or, he is the

supreme controller of phenomenal existence as well as

the regulator of organs when he assumes the functions

of the Jlva by becoming embodied]. Of him there is

neither the generator nor the controller, he being the

generator and controller of all. (Hence, he alone

should be sought after by all seekers in the attitude,

“ I alone am all this.”) Even as the silk-worm weaves
round itself a cocoon out of the flimsy fibre issuing out

of its own body (tantubhih), even so this Parames'vara

enshrouds himself, out of his own free will, with actions

possessing names and forms that are the products of

his chief servant, Maya (pradhanajaih), thoroughly

identifying himself with all of them, although he is

the One, absolute Paranaatman (that is untouched
by actions, names, forms and other UpSdhis). May
that Parames'vara vouchsafe unto us (that are

possessed of the requisite qualifications) the state

of the imperishable Brahman (by bestowing on us

the power of realization of the supreme truth after

eradicating the crass ignorance of the Atman deeply
rooted in as). The one God (Parames'vara) who
js a hidden secret (unto all ignorant folk), who is all-

^pxeasive (like ether), who is the Antaratman of all
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beings (abiding in their inmost substance as the

supreme sentience, bestowing on them all the bliss of

the sense of existence), who is the supreme director of

all actions (bestows on them, as the Kutasthatman, the

fruits of such actions in the form of pleasant or painful

experiences derived therefrom), who abides in all beings

(as their Sutratman and exercises control over them),

who is the witness (that bears passive testimony to all

their functionings), who is of the form of absolute

sentience (devoid of features, either generic or specific),

who is unitary, devoid of the three attributes (Sattva

etc.) To the most exalted knowers of the Brahman
only, who see, through direct realization, him who is the

One absolute entity, having all phenomenal existence

under his control and guiding the various non-sentient

beings in their every-day life, who turns his one form

(of the character of the indivisible one essence of bliss

of the realization of the truth, that is the substratum

of all names, forms and action that are mistakenly

attributed to him) into diverse UpSdhis (such as

Mayli, the Mahattattva and the like) and who remains

established as the ParamStman alone (after the nega-

tion of all forms of the Anltman brought into existence

by himself), is the state of perpetual bliss, and not to

others (whose vision is clouded through the ignorance

of the 5tman). Having realized that radiant Para-

mes'vara who is the really eternal one among the

several verities that are considered to be eternal by

the world (such as ether and the like), who is in reality

the highest sentience of all forms of sentience, who,
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remaining as the one Tsvara alone amidst the myriads

of orders of Jivas (from Brahma, the Creator, down

to the tiniest organism), provides for the gratification

of the desires of all beings (in accord with the degree

of spiritual merit attained by them), who is the efficient

cause of all phenomenal existence and is knowable only

through S5hkhya-yoga (the perfect knowledge resulting

from the close application of the mind to the highest

import of the system of the Vedanta, expounded by the

Upanisads as having the attainment of the Brahman

alone as its goal, and through other means of attaining

the same such as study, reflection and concentration,

in other words, through Jnana-yoga, otherwise known as

BrahmavidyS), the seeker attains release from all the

bonds (of the embodied state). (6-13)

Realization of Isvara alone the Means

to Get over Samsara

There (in that self-manifest supreme sentience)

SSrya (the sun) does not shine (losing as he does his

luminosity), nor does the moon or the galaxy of stars

;

nor even are there these flashes of lightning. How can

this fire do so? All these luminaries (the sun and

others) shine, as it were, in unison with him who is

radiant (Parames'vara, that is self-manifest, and not

of their own accord). On account of his radiance

alone, all this phenomenal world (commencing from

the sun that shines down to the pot revealed by it)

p o&jide manifest. (Hence the Paramatman is the
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one radiance alone that is the substratnm of all

manifestations, including his own). Amidst this pheno-

menal world of beings, there is only one Haihsa (viz.,

the Paramgtman that remains after destroying all forms

of misconceptions relating to himself, and there is none

other apart from him). He alone is the fire (that is

established on the seat of perfect knowledge of the

form of the conviction, “ I am the Brahman ;
” even

as fire, that lies dormant in the heart of the Bami-wood,

manifests itself through churning and thereafter

thoroughly consumes the wood, its very source, wherein

it lay dormant, even so, the fire of the Paramatman,

that is enshrouded by things apart from itself, mani-

fests itself when churned with the help of the discourses

between the Guru and the disciple taking the place of

the nether Arani and, firmly based on the plank of per-

fect knowledge, remains as the Paramltman alone,

after turning into ashes the cotton-wool of the two

kinds of Avidya and their concomitants). This fire (of

the Paramatman) is placed amidst the waters (the

multitude of the inner and the outer senses, and remains

as one alone, after drying up all of them completely).

Having realized him (Paramltman as his own Atman,

in the attitude, “ I am this Paramatman alone ”), the

seeker attains the state of the Brahman that transcends

death (of the form of the delusion relating to the exist-

ence or otherwise of things apart from the Brahman
as identical with the Paramatman or of the character

of the highest truth or as the operative cause of

phenomenal existence or as a reflection of the
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ParamStman or as altogether void). There is no other

road leading to liberation (than the perfect knowledge

attained in this manner). He (becoming Isvara by-

conjunction with the primordial germ inant of S'akti

through his own illusory powers) is the creator of the

phenomenal world of beings. He knows the real

nature of the universe {viz., that it is not anything

apart from himself); he is born of himself (or he

is the prime source out of whom all the Jivas,

from BrahmS, the Creator, down to the tiniest or-

ganism, have had their origin)
;
he is omniscient (being

of the form of the supreme sentience alone) ; he is

the destroyer of the all-destroyer; he is possessed of

the attributes (of Maya and her brood of progeny;

or, of the character of flawlessness of all kinds) ; he is

of the character of all VidySs (or, is one the know-

ledge of whom spells the knowledge of all things) ; he

is the Pradhana or foremost of all Purusas, the Kse-

trajna (the conscious principle in the corporeal frame)

and the lord (Pati) of all the Jlvas, rolled into one (or,

the lord that bears testimony to the Is'varatattva that

distinctly knows and holds control over the various

organs of the body which are the seats of perception

and action)
; he is the supreme controller of all the

Gunas (Sattva and others that give rise to them, him-

self remaining devoid of all Gunas)
;
he is the cause of

liberation from the bonds of worldly existence (being

knowable only through perfect knowledge which is

destructive of those bonds) ;
he is, likewise, the cause

§£.thethrald©«* of worldly existence (being beyond the
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range df • people ’ igriorafit <>F- fhe^tmari)/ • He (Pai*a>

mes'vara) is the cause-of-liberation.and bondage, through

his being respectively realized and not realized by

knowers and ignorant men ’ (tamnaya)
;
he is verily

immortal
;
he is firmly established as the supreme con*

trailer (Is'a) of all
;
he is omniscient (being of the

form of supreme sentience alone); he is all-embracing

(being the all-witness immanent in all beings)
;
he is

the protector of this universe (bestowing on all beings

the infinite bliss that is his own) ;
he exercises perpetual

control over this universe ;
there is no other cause

apart from him for holding such sway. (14-17)

IffVARA ALONE THE FINAL RESORT OF

the Seeker after Liberation

That radiant (Parames'vara) who created BrahmS
(the Creator that represents the totality of Jlvas, in his

capacity as the creator, sustainer and destroyer of the

universe, with his own illusory powers exercised through

M3ya), who bestowed on him (Brahma) all the Vedas

even before the world was created (for its regeneration)

and to resuscitate the tradition broken during the

Mahapralaya and restore it to its rightful owner), who
enlightens the mind of the seeker (as to the means to

be employed by him for the attainment of the state

of the Paramatman, by remaining in the attitude, M T

am the Brahman ”) I, the seeker, approach as my
last resort. - (18)
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Quintessence of the Import of all

the Sf

A

stras

That (Paramesrvara-tattva) is devoid of digits (the

sixteen KalSs, commencing from the Prapa and end-

ing with NSman, receding into the background the

moment that Tattva is realized), is actionless (being

devoid of limbs), is unexceptionably tranquil (being con-

ceived of by itself and dissociated from the restless and

changeful worldly existence altogether), is flawlessly

pure (being composed of the peerless existence and the

purest sentience), is taintless (standing as it does un-

affected by things apart from itself which are vitiated

by the delusion as to the existence or non-existence

of such things), transcends even the immortal state

(wherein death of the form of the two types of ignorance

of the Brahman and their concomitants meet with

their dissolution as, unlike immortality, which is relat-

ed to the motion of death, it is neither a substratum

nor has a substratum on which to rest) and serves as

a dike (to ward off the on-rushing tide of ignorance that

threatens to engulf the mind of the seeker
;

or, that

serves as a bridge connecting the non-determinate

Paramatman with the various and variegated forms

of phenomena^ existence) and resembles fire that

remains after completely consuming ,the fuel with

which it is fed (for the reason that the Parames'-

vara-tattva consumes thoroughly all forms of existence

apart from itself, which go to constitute the Avidya-

flgffter of the Brahman, and getting liberated, as it
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were, from its false existence with the firm conviction

that what remains after such dissolution in the Maha-

pralaya is itself alone). When men cover themselves

with the ether of the Brahman, as they would with

their skin, then, not realizing the self-manifest auspi-

cious S’iva (as the peerless Paramatman alone, at-

tained through the negation of all Upldhis such as

the sixteen Kails and other features detailed above

as not pertaining to him), there will be reached the

other end of the misery of worldly existence (ms,,

destruction alone from belief in the existence of

other more eovetable things than the Paramatman).

(Hence should one believe in the reality of worldly

existence out of his own ignorance; there is no

means of getting out of that belief except perfect

knowledge leading to the realization of the supreme

truth. From the standpoint of the highest truth, there

is no scope for delusion at all. On the other hand,

whether such delusion persists in the mind of ignorant

folk or not, the knower of such truth becomes the Brah-

man alone and remains so for all time; there is do

doubt about it whatsoever). (19, 20)

Determination of the Eligibility

fob Instruction Relating

to BrahmavidyX

In consequence of the efficacy of Tapas (austere

Vows such as Kfcchra, Clndrlyapa and others, firmly
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®oted itr him through long practice; or, in conseqn*

shce of the cultivation of the spirit of.enquiry into the

real character of the Brahman induced by the mind

rendered pure through leading an austere life ; or, in

consequence of the one-pointed regulation of the mind

and the organs of perception and action), as also through

the. grace of the radiant (deva) Parames'vara (resorted

to through UpSsanS through countless successive .in*

carnations), the great seer Ivetas'vatara clearly ex*

pounded this most sacred Brahma (the Brahman

directly realized, by him), so eagerly sought after and

actually realized by multitudes :
of great seers (such

as Vasistha, Agastya, VSrnadeva, S'rls'uka, Uddalaka,

VTtahavya, Sanaka and others), for the benefit of Aty-

gs'ramis (the. class of Paramahaipsa-parivrajakas that

have transcended all prescriptions and prohibitions

in relation to the stage in. life of the several orders of

seekers viz., Vrati, Kami, Vani, Kutlcaka, Bahudaka

and Haipsa). .. This which is the supreme secret in the

Vedanta (propounded by the one hundred and eight

(Jpanisads, commencing from the Is'avasya and ending

n«ith the Muktika), which was expounded clearly (unto

Hiranyagarbha, the Creator, by Parames'vara) at the

commencement, of the Kalpa (and traditonally handed

down from'Guru"To "disciple through' along series of

generations), should -’at- no time be bestowed on any one

that has not attained tranquillity (through adopting the

requisite means prescribed therefor) nor on any one

jyhq has no
;
son or following of disciples. Expounded

«jto 5
that higj^uled seeker vdioJhas implicit.faith in
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and is -exceedingly devoted unto the radiant Paramesr-,

vara (deva), and who shows as much faith and devotion

unto his Guru as towards the radiant Parametfvara,

these highly esoteric truths (arthah) bear abundant

fruit; expounded unto the high-souled seeker, these

bear abundant fruit. Thus. (21-23)






